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Mangakikib on the ridge above S engeb is likely to require land containing trees and plants that 
are used by local householdsb and ‘ill possibly subsume parts of the main bush track to 
S enge (see F igure 12c8).  S atellite imagery from August 2013 suggests that the road may 
affect land previously cleared for food gardens. The earthmoving required to construct the 
roadb ‘hich traverses the ridge and slopes above S engeb could potentially damage resources 
belonging to the village if not carefully managed. 

S ection 12.4.2 – Land O‘nershipb noted that all of the customary land taken for the project 
‘as previously o‘ned by local indigenous people and is valued by them. The LALR P sets out 
the process and measures for identifying and compensating for land value and loss of 
resources (plants/hunting etc.). Ho‘everb it is not e’pected that the loss of the land required 
for the project ‘ill have significant adverse impacts on local livelihoods.  

The LALR P assesses and addresses the livelihood impacts of the land acquisitions and 
covers the impacts of acquiring title to the Core Land. 

The TR HDP PO has proposed that the land in the designated C ore Area become legally 
o‘ned/leased and registered to a Tina C ore Land Company – a 50:50 joint venture bet‘een 
the traditional land o‘ners and the S IG. This company ‘ould then lease the various sites to 
the developer and ‘ould then determine future rights of access and uses of the C ore Areab 
including the storage reservoir.78 

 Water Use  

Water Quantity  
Not‘ithstanding that there ‘ill be reduced flo‘s in the Tina R iver bet‘een the proposed 
damsite and the po‘erhouseb the TR HDP PO reports that there ‘ill be sufficient permanent 
flo‘ to meet the consumption needs of villagers from Chorob Koropab and S engeb once the 
project is operational. As notedb at minimum flo‘ there ‘ill not be sufficient ‘ater or current in 
this section of the river to float rafted timber do‘nstream to haul out sites at Habusib Antiochb 
and Tina V illage. The po‘erhouse tailrace structures and outflo‘ may also present a physical 
barrier to timber rafting and a safety hazard. R educed river flo‘ for most of the time ‘ill make 
the riparian areas bet‘een S enge and the dam site more accessible to lando‘nersb and 
possibly encourage an e’pansion of livelihoods activities in that area. 

The reduced nighttime flo‘s do‘nstream of the po‘erhouse ‘ill likely to be noticeable during 
periods of natural lo‘ flo‘ in the Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver catchment. There are implications for 
communities living adjacent to the river do‘nstream of the po‘erhouse in terms of timing and 
safety of rivercbased activities such as bathingb ‘ashing and recreation. A staged release of 
flo‘s through the po‘er station in the mornings is proposed to minimize safety risks. 

Water Quality  
The constructionb upgradingb and use of the roadb during the project construction periodb may 
disturb and damage e’isting ‘ater resources used by villages adjacent to the road (e.g.b 
Maravab Vera’andeb Verakabikabib Valesala/Antiochb Verakujib and Mangakiki) (see F igure 12c
7).  In additionb the construction of the ne‘ section of road at R ate may also damage the 
catchment area for the Verakabikabi ‘ater supplyb and minimallyb ‘ill pollute the ‘ater (see 
Anne’ 17 in the Anne’ R eport).  Water quality could also be reduced due to fuel spillsb 
se‘age disposalb and chemical leaching and spills at the dam and po‘erhouse construction 

                                                      
78

 S ee Project Office press releaseb “Tina R iver Core Land O‘ners Give Consent” dated 17 J ulyb 2014) 
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sitesb or the incorrect management of concrete ‘aste ‘ater or sediment runcoff from cleared 
areas. 

Almost all of the communities in the Tina/Ngalimbiu catchment rely on the Tina/Ngalimbiu 
R iver for their domestic ‘ater supplies. Consequentlyb the potential loss of access to clean 
and potable ‘ater due to river pollution and sedimentation during the construction of the damb 
is a major health concern for all the riverside communities of the Do‘nstream Areab 
especially for ‘omen. While villages along the Tina R oad get their ‘ater from other sourcesb 
they are still concerned that construction activitiesb such as road buildingb ‘ill disturb and 
contaminate these sources of ‘ater. Water pollution problems often occur after heavy rainsb 
due to land disturbancesb such as logging. 

In addition to concerns about the ‘ater taken from the Ngalimbiu R iver for domestic 
purposesb the Ghaobata communities of the lo‘er catchment on the Guadalcanal Plainb are 
‘orried about the effect of the dam on the ‘ater levels in their ‘ells and boreholesb especially 
in the dry season. Throughout the project areab members of all riverside communities noted 
the potential impacts of reduced ‘ater quality and availability on bathingb ‘ashing of clothes 
and foodb recreationb and fishing. Women e’pressed particular concern about these matters. 

The TR HDP PO has agreed to provide alternative ‘ater supplies to local communities. 
Options include:  

 R ivercbased supply ‘ith appropriate treatment systems and supply points for each village; 

 R ain‘ater collection and storage tanks and/or regular transportation and distribution of 
clean ‘ater by tanker truck; 

 E stablishment of alternative supplies from local streamsb and 

 Borehole / ground ‘ater suppliesb piped to several villages / hamlets..  
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F igure 12c7 Locations of the kno‘n ‘ater supplies adjacent to the Tina R oad (blue drops) 

 
S ource: base map from Google E arthb 2014 
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 Hunting and F ishing  

As described previouslyb all of the indigenous communities of Bahomea and some of the 
adjacent Malango communities occasionally use the riversb streams and forests of the upper 
Tina R iver catchment for huntingb fishing and camping. The household survey found that 
game animals and fresh river fish are no longer common in local peoples’ diets.  Henceb 
hunting c and to a lesser e’tent fishing c tend to be seen as a cultural activity involving young 
people and to provide ‘ild pork for church and community feastsb rather than as an essential 
part of peoples’ livelihoods. In contrast ‘ith some Ghaobata householdsb fishing is not a 
source of income for people of Bahomea.  

The e’tent of the loss of fishingb hunting and gathering opportunities ‘ill depend on the 
access arrangements for and future management of the upper catchment. 

S ome fishing spots could be permanently lost. C onverselyb the proposed storage reservoir 
may provide future aquaculture and fishing opportunities. 

Do‘nstream of the dam siteb the river ‘ill become more turbid due to reservoir clearingb 
cofferdam installation and removalb and other riverbed disturbances during constructionb and 
‘ill be less suitable for spear fishing using snorkel diving gear. Converselyb the ne‘ access 
road ‘ill enable lando‘ners (and potentially outsiders) to access fishing spots upstream of 
the construction area more easily. The TR HDP PO has suggested that access to upstream 
areas via the ne‘ roadb ‘ould ultimately be determined by the Core Land Companyb subject 
to the mitigation measures recommended in the E S IA.   

Poorer ‘ater quality caused by construction could also have a negative impact on the fishery 
at the mouth of the Ngalimbiu R iverb although this is considered unlikely. Gravel mining in the 
lo‘er Ngalimbiu R iver bed already introduces sediment to the riverb yet fishing appears to 
continue. 

During project operationb the main effect on fishing ‘ill be the reduced number of rock pools 
‘here people spearfish. This ‘ill occur in the reach of the Tina R iver covered by the 
reservoirb and in the reach that ‘ill have reduced flo‘. In additionb there may also be changes 
in the fisheries due to the barrier to migration of the dam and po‘erhouse turbines. The study 
by Ian J o‘ett suggests that the reduced flo‘ in the river ‘ill be advantageous to certain fish 
speciesb detrimental to othersb and provide an overall increase in fish densities. Proposed 
mitigations include using trap and haul methods to move fish over the dam. 

Hunting areas ‘ill also be lostb although the reservoir may provide better access to areas in 
the upper Tina R iver catchmentb ‘here hunting effort seems to be concentrated.  

S pecific huntingcrelated impacts mentioned by villagers include: 

 Displacement of ‘ild pigsb the main game animalb from riparian areas and possibly pushing 
them do‘nstream and closer to settlements and gardens as occurred ‘ith logging. This 
migration of pigs could be accelerated by the creation of the ne‘ roadb and;  

 Displacement of ‘aterfo‘l that rely on the river and adjacent streams for their habitat. 

 

Measures to address livelihood impacts of reduced access to hunting and fishingb including 
providing ongoing access for local communities during the operational periodb are set out in 
the LALR P. 
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 Food and Materials Gathering  

The riparian area (microc‘etlands) bet‘een S enge and Choro is reported to be a source of 
‘ild fruitsb edible fernsb nutsb medicinal plantsb plants deemed to have magical propertiesb and 
bush materials. These plants ‘ill be affected by the reduced river flo‘b since floods that 
periodically replenish the riparian areasb ‘ill be controlled by the dam. This could have 
consequences on  the livelihoods and ‘ellbeing of the four households in the t‘o villages. It 
seemsb from discussions ‘ith local peopleb that most materials should be available in other 
locations. The creation of the dam access road ‘ill reduce the availability of some materials 
and plants (e.g.b in the road corridor)b but ‘ill also make it easier to access alternative areas 
and supplies. 

As part of any resettlement planning for the projectb S IG hasb in close cooperation ‘ith the 
affected lando‘nersb investigated the occurrence of culturally or economically important 
plants in the core project areab that may be destroyed by the Project and for ‘hich 
compensation ‘ould be payable. A process for compensation and retained access for local 
users of the Core Land Area is set out in the LALR P.  

 Cultural Heritage – Impacts and Mitigation 

The local indigenous people of Bahomea and Malango have traditional authority and use 
rights over the project areab and are concerned about the potential desecration and damage 
to their cultural sites as a result of the Project.  

The most significant cultural impact of the project ‘ill be the loss ofb and/or damage tob sites 
of importance to the indigenous people. The potential adverse cultural impacts include:  

 the permanent loss of tambu sitesb including natural features and objectsb rock poolsb 
streamsb and former habitation sites ‘ithin the proposed project area (Core Land); and 

 during constructionb disturbance to or desecration or destruction of tambu sitesb graveyards 
and other places of social and cultural importance located ne’t to the Black PostcTina R oadb 
and in the ne‘ road corridors. 

The construction and operation of the TR HDP could have direct physical effects on several 
types of culturally sensitive sites. These include places of:  

 long term cultural significance such as archaeological sitesb historical places and former 
village sites; and 

 religious or spiritual significance and associated ‘ith custom stories and ancestors (e.g.b 
tambu sitesb gravesb custom housesb places of ‘orshipb and boundary markers such as 
special treesb rocksb streams). For e’ampleb people from Maravab Vatupauab R ate CHS b 
Ngongoti communities noted that several burial places may be affected if the e’isting Tinac
Black Post R oad ‘as to be enlarged. 

 

S acred sites may be o‘ned byb or have particular importance to individual groups or clansb 
and underpin notions of identity and land o‘nership. Kno‘ledge of the location and meaning 
of tambu places canb thereforeb be a proof of land o‘nership. Thusb the information can be 
highly confidential. Unfortunatelyb only the very old members of a clan may have such 
kno‘ledgeb and there is “no effective system” for the management and protection of ancestral 
and scared sites and objects (Ministry of Culture and Tourismb 2012). 

The protection of sites and cultural materials is covered by the “Nasinol Policy F rame‘ork 
blong Kalsa” (The National C ultural Policy F rame‘orkb 2012)b ‘hich sees protection and 
preservation of S olomon Islands indigenous languagesb artsb customsb traditional kno‘ledgeb 
and heritage as crucial for maintaining S olomon Islands peoples’ dignity and identitiesb and as 
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‘an essential component of the socioeconomicb politicalb and spiritual development aspirations 
of the S olomon Islands” (S IGb 2012: 3). Policy goals listed in the frame‘ork document that 
are relevant to the TR HDP include: 

19.1  The country has a proper and effective system for the management and protection of 
ancestral and sacred objects and sites;  

19.2 The cultural heritage of the country is protected and preserved for the cultural 
education of today’s youth and future generations; 

24.1  The country has a national database and effective system for the management and 
protection of cultural landscapes of archaeological and historical significance;  

24.2 Cultural landscapes of archaeological and historical value are integrated into cultural 
tourism development; and  

24.3 Cultural educationb historical kno‘ledge and field research are enhanced and 
facilitated through the availability of ‘ellcprotected and ‘ellcmanaged sites throughout the 
country.  

Other than proposing a databaseb the Frame‘ork proposed no concrete steps for protecting 
culturally important sites. 

The E S IA is limited as far as baseline studies of cultural heritage in the project area are 
concerned.  Because most of the kno‘ledge is kept confidentialb investigators ‘ere not able 
to gain detailed information to locate all sacred or cultural sites for the potentially affected 
communities and lando‘ners . In some casesb broad descriptions ‘ere provided during 
intervie‘s ‘ith senior men. R iparian surveys conducted by Pacific Horizons Consulting Group 
(PHCG) in 2011 noted and mapped the locations and names of various streams and features 
bet‘een the upper end of the Tina R iver catchment and Pachuki (see S ection 5 –Physical 
E nvironment Baseline).  In additionb the appro’imate locations of some old villages ‘ere 
recorded. During the E S IA village ‘orkshopsb the names of originating villages and the 
sequence of village settlements prior to the current settlement patterns ‘ere recordedb though 
e’act locational data ‘as not obtained. Alsob the e’istence of present day graves and other 
cultural features ‘ere noted during the village ‘orkshopsb though e’cept in the case of 
Mangakiki and Verakuji villagesb their e’act locations ‘ere not recorded.  

It is recommended thatb prior to commencing any construction on the access roads or on the 
hydropo‘er development sitesb the S IG or project developers carry out a more detailed 
cultural heritage and sites monitoring program ‘ithin the designated Core Areab and in the 
communities adjacent to any road building or upgrading. This monitoring should be 
undertaken by a suitably qualified heritage e’pertb ‘orking closely ‘ith the lando‘nersb 
accompanied by an advisor from the National Museum. All sites should be recordedb mapped 
and photographed. Alsob prior to constructionb the TR HDP should be required to implement a 
protocol for managing cultural heritage (see Anne’ 18 of the Anne’ R eport and the E S MP). 

 POTE NTIAL  BE NE FIC IAL  S OCIAL IMPAC TS   
During the mitigation ‘orkshopsb participants ‘ere asked to share their e’pectations and 
hopes on the benefits of the Project to them and their communities. 
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 Access to E lectricity  

According to the communitiesb bringing electricity to villagesb churchesb and houses  is the 
main benefit of the TR HDP. This is a strong indicator that local people understand the nature 
of the proposed hydroelectric development and the benefits of having electricity.  

Based on the ‘orkshop consultations and the householder surveysb electric lighting is the 
most sought after benefit of the project because it ‘ill: 

 E nable children and adults to study in the evenings;  

 Provide security in the home and around the villageb especially for ‘omen;  

 Increase levels of community interactionb by facilitating evening gatherings andb thus 
enriching the community life.  

Having their o‘n electricity supply ‘ill enable households to take advantage of modern 
electrical appliances and machinesb specifically:  

 R efrigerationb providing greater food hygiene and security andb thereforeb providing financial 
and health benefits;  

 E lectric cookers and ‘ashing machinesb ‘hich ‘ill reduce the level of manual labour and 
resources currently required for cooking and ‘ashingb and improve the quality of ‘omen’s 
lives; 

 Home and community entertainment systemsb ‘hich are seen as providing educationalb 
psychologicalb and sociocpolitical benefitsb and reducing the sense of isolation; andb 

 Use of po‘er tools and machineryb especially for carpentry and buildingb se‘ingb and craft 
‘orkb ‘hich ‘ill enable the establishment of small businesses and ‘orkshopsb and provide 
additional income opportunities for both males and females. Po‘er tools ‘ill also 
considerably reduce some of the heavy labour for men in buildingb improve efficiency and 
productivityb and improve ‘orking conditions. 

 Increase in E mployment Opportunities  

The principal benefit to human capital from the TR HDP ‘ill be additional employment 
opportunities. S takeholders believe that the construction of the project ‘ill provide 
opportunities for direct and indirect employmentb for both males and femalesb and for 
lando‘ners. The TR HDP PO anticipates that the construction of the TR HDP ‘ill require up to 
175 ‘orkers at its peak. The percentage of locals in the  ‘orkforce is e’pected to be highb as 
the developer for TR HDP ‘ill not be permitted to employ any semicskilled or unskilled foreign 
‘orkers and training is to be provided to improve local residents’ opportunities. The actual 
number of people recruited locally ‘ill depend on the skills required and the availability of 
jobseekers.  

The lando‘ners and communities of Bahomea and Malango are e’pected to be given priority 
for employment on the Project and to receive training in plant and machinery operationb 
administration and security ‘ork. S ome local people ‘ill take advantage of providing goods 
and services to the project such as food preparationb cleaningb and security. On the 
operations side of the projectb young people may see opportunities of developing ne‘ careers 
and providing ongoing services. Ne‘ opportunities associated ‘ith the ne‘ reservoir (e.g.b 
tourism and possibly fish farming) are also possible. F inallyb these potential business and 
employment opportunities could improve income diversification and standard of living.  

The World Commission on Dams (WCD) notes that the ‘ages paid to construction ‘orkers 
represent the single largest social benefit during the construction phase of a hydropo‘er 
project. The social benefits have positive consequences on the ‘orkers’ families and 
community. J obs may be created to provide support services to ‘orkers and to the Project 
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(e.g.b accommodationb mealsb transport and retail). Offcsite jobs may also be created in the 
manufactureb supply of construction materialsb and transportation.  

Priority is given to employment of people from the project’s immediate area of influence. 
Workers from outside the host community ‘ill also be neededb chiefly for technically 
specialised skills ‘hich may not be available locally An influ’ of jobcseekers into rural and 
isolated areas can have an adverse impact on local communities and the environment; to 
preclude this induced effect the developer ‘ill provide for accommodations for all nonclocal 
‘orkers in Honiara. 

S ome local residents may be trained to fill operational positions. There may be a small 
number of other paid jobs (e.g.b site security) for local people during the operations phase of 
the Project once it has been commissioned. R outine maintenance ‘ill be done under an 
Operations and Maintenance contract ‘ith the S PC. The required operational ‘orkforce is 
still under consideration. 

 L ivelihoods S trategies  

During construction of the Projectb people ‘ho are ‘orking on the TR HDP are likely to spend 
less time producing food from their gardens. F indings of the community ‘orkshops 
highlighted a variation in nutritionb ‘ith an increase in intake of imported carbohydrates. 
These variations ‘ere attributed to an increased reliance on cash from paid employmentb 
timber salesb rents and royalties from Gold R idge mining and from natural forest logging.  

F inallyb in the longer termb the TR HDP is likely to have a positive benefit in local people’s 
livelihoods. Improvements to the road infrastructure could make life easierb and provide better 
access to Honiara’s markets. The muchcdesired electrification of local villages could bring 
diversification in household livelihoodsb ‘ith the opportunity for homecbased manufacturing 
and artisan activities. This ‘ould reduce household income vulnerability. Provision of other 
benefitsb such as reliable ‘ater supplies ‘ithin the villagesb ‘ould reduce the domestic 
‘orkload on ‘omen and girlsb and free them up for other incomecgenerating ‘ork. 

 Improved E ducation and S kills  

If suitable training and learning arrangements are put in placeb the Project offers an 
opportunity for developing ne‘ skills for  the indigenous people through precemployment job 
training through institutionsb and on the job training79.  

The local lando‘ners anticipate that the S IG ‘ill provide education and training sponsorships 
and scholarships as part of a benefits program. The opportunities for education and training 
‘ill become clearer once project planners have identified the ‘orkforce requirementsb and 
employment policies have been developed.  

It is recommended that the TR HDP PO survey local villagers to identify people interested in 
‘orking on the project constructionb and that the survey include a preliminary skills and 
e’perience audit. On the basis of the survey and the ‘orkforce requirementsb the contractorsb 

                                                      

79 Don Bosco Technical Institute and the S olomon Islands Association of R ural Vocational Training 
Centres offer villagecbased and residential training in relevant areas (S ee 
http://‘‘‘.siartc.org.sb/publications.html) 
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‘orking ‘ith S IG and local training providersb should facilitate community participation in the 
projectb by providing:  

 Project ‘orkcreadiness courses to job seekers/aspirants in the project areab including 
resume preparationb ‘ork safety and healthb and money managementb and; 

 Trainingb ‘here possibleb in specific skills (e.g.b drivingb plant operationb trades assistantsb 
etc). 

As part of a promised benefits sharing program the S IG has begun implementing a much 
needed and ‘ellcreceived $2 million upgrade to schools in the Bahomea area. The project 
could also support transportation to the schools. 

 E cotourism Opportunities  

One on handb tourism could be enhanced as a result of improved roads and access to the 
upper catchment. Ho‘everb the reduced flo‘ in the bycpassed section of the Tina R iver could 
reduce the site’s attractiveness for ecoctourists.  

The access track to S enge Village (see F igure 12c8)b ‘hich used to run a smallcscale 
ecotourism operation  (receiving over t‘enty international visitors in 2013)b ‘ill be disrupted 
by the access road to the po‘erhouse. S adly the manager of the S enge operation passed 
a‘ay and the homestay is no longer running. 

F igure 12c8 Relocation of the footpath to S engue 

 

                                                      

80 S ee http:// ‘‘‘.sengevillage.com. 
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Various tourism development opportunities may be available for tribes/clans that are o‘ners 
of the core land as ‘ell as neighbouring lands. These tourism opportunities are associated 
‘ith the creation of the hydro reservoir and the possible future creation of a forest reserve in 
the upper Tina R iver catchment. Tourism could become a source of employment and revenue 
for these people. Over the long termb such development could be linked to a potential 
development of a transcGuadalcanal trailb linking the North coast ‘ith the central mountains 
and the Weather Coast. 

 No Population Displacement or R esettlement  

One of the main concerns of local people regarding the TR HDP is the change in the size and 
composition of the population in the project area. People fear that they ‘ill be s‘amped by 
squattersb and by ‘orkers from other islands. There are t‘o ‘ays in ‘hich hydroelectric 
developments typically affect the sizeb characterb and distribution of the population by: 

 Displacing e’isting residents from particular locations; and 

 Introducing a construction and/or operations ‘orkforce ‘hich becomes temporarily or 
permanently resident in the host area. 

The potential for such effects is discussed belo‘. 

 Damsite and R eservoir 

No houses or community facilities are located ‘ithin the Core Area or the land required for 
the Infrastructure C orridor. For e’ampleb the village of Chorob is the closest settlement to the 
dam siteb but is located 2.3km do‘nstream outside the project Core Areab and has t‘o elderly 
partctime residents. S enge Village is located 4.8km do‘nstream from the dam site and has 3 
households and appro’imately 16 residents. Although the construction of the po‘erhouse 
access road may cause disruption to people from S enge Villageb no households ‘ill need to 
be relocated to make ‘ay for construction of the damb quarriesb or storage reservoir.  

 Po‘erhouse S ite and Access R oad 

The proposed po‘erhouse ‘ill be located 5.7km do‘nstream of the dam. Habusi settlementb 
‘hich is located on the right bank of the riverb is appro’imately 0.5km do‘nstream of the 
proposed po‘erhouse site. Pachuki lies on the left bank 1km do‘nstream of the po‘erhouse. 
Neither Habusi or Pachuki ‘ill require temporary or permanent relocation due to the 
construction of the po‘erhouse and tailrace.   

Upgrading and realignment of the main access road to the project area (Black Post R oad) ‘ill 
not require the resiting of any individual houses. Houses located very close to the road 
reserve could e’perience temporary disruption (vibrationb noiseb dustb physical danger) during 
the construction period.  

In summaryb the construction and operation of the preferred alternative (Option 7C) ‘ill not 
require any current villages to be relocated or residents to be displaced from their homes. 
Physical resettlement isb thereforeb not required. 

 Improved R oads and Accessibility 

The Black Post Road provides access to several communities located around the Tina village 
but not to settlements adjacent to the Ngalimbiu/Tina R iver. S ettlements bet‘een the Tina 
village and S enge village can only be accessed on foot by bush tracks or along the river bed.  
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The upgrading of the e’isting Black PostcTinacMangakiki R oad are seen by local people as a 
considerable benefit to the community. The improvement of the road ‘ill allo‘:  

 Better and more reliable transportation services throughout the area; 

 R educe the maintenance costs for those ‘ho already have vehicles; and 

 Improve access to health and other public servicesb facilitiesb marketsb eventsb and 
employment opportunities both ‘ithin and outside of the immediate district. Women see 
considerable benefits in being able to better access health services for themselves and for 
their children. 

In the longer termb and providing the roads are maintainedb the people of Bahomea ‘ill 
benefit from having a much higher quality and safer road than at presentb ‘hich ‘ill enable 
the provision of better public transportation services to and from Honiara. Better quality roads 
‘ill also mean shorter travel times and higher service reliabilityb especially during ‘et 
‘eather. Accessibility shouldb thereforeb improve for all local rural communitiesb ‘ith flo‘con 
effects to people’s ‘elfare and development. 

 Local F inancial Capital and E conomic Development  

Local communities have considerable e’pectations that the TR HDP ‘ill be accompanied by a 
S IG funded benefits programb ‘hich aims to improve local services and facilitiesb such as 
schoolsb health centresb roadsb ‘ater and electricity supplies. Ne‘ schoolrooms and road 
improvements have already been provided by the S IGb ‘hich has fostered a degree of 
confidence in the ability of the Project to deliver benefits to local communities.  

Based on previous and ongoing e’perience of developments in the Centralcnorth 
Guadalcanal areab people in the ‘ider project area believe that the TR HDP may be a good 
(and perhaps easy) source of income. Local people e’pect this to come from access feesb 
meeting feesb compensation (for the purchase of land and loss of livelihood assets) and 
community or individual payments for agreeing to the project.  S ome also e’pect to receive 
cash rather than traditional ‘compensation’ payments for damages to their land and 
resources. According to the local communitiesb such payments are seen to potentially 
improve their standard of living and status. 

The TR HDP has already contributed c and ‘ill continue to contribute c to the amount of 
financial capital available to the communities of the project area. This contribution has come 
from: 

 Payments to land o‘ners for access feesb and for provision of services during planning and 
feasibility studiesb and; 

 Payments for the acquisition of the rights to use the C ore Area. 
Unfortunatelyb it is often reported in Solomon Islands that the distribution of royalties or other 
project payments is not done properly. S olomon Islands ne‘spapers regularly feature articles 
about intra and intertribal conflicts and legal battles over land o‘nershipb resource salesb and 
royalty entitlements. R esearch sho‘s that only a fraction of the cash from logging royalties 
goes to the actual o‘ners of the forest resources81.  As a case in pointb only a small amount 
of the S B$2.7 million paid by the S IG to the 27 tribes/clans of the Lando‘ners Council to 

                                                      

81 2 aiiu  outli es a t pial situation fo Solo o Lsla de s ith espe t to loggi g i o e: % of the 
etu  goes to the ot a to ofte  foeig  o ed , % goes to the goe e t, a d the est % goes to 

the fie   the loal lie see o ol a loal leade /hief a d deal oga ise  ho otai  the legall e uied 
Doe e t Ti e  ‘ight  ho i  theo  dist i utes the oe  to the la d o e s . 
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obtain access to the project area for geotechnical and other studies appears to have found its 
‘ay to individual households.  The PO has terminated ‘orking ‘ith the Lando‘ners Council 
and has addressed potential distribution problems. This is addressed through the 
arrangements in ‘hich compensation and acquisition payments have been and are being 
distributed directly to individual tribal membersb set aside for investmentb or paid transparently 
to‘ards cultural e’penses as set out in the LALR P. 

 Potential Project Benefits for Women  

According to ‘omen’s perception on the benefits of the TR HDPb the main benefits are: 
electric lighting; improved ‘ater supply; electric supply; improved roads; community facilities 
(e.g.b clinic); and skills and opportunities for employment (see F igure 12c9). Other potential 
benefits of the Project are reflected in the survey results. 

F igure 12c9 Women's perception on the benefits of the TR HDP 
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 E NVIRONME NTAL  AND S OCIAL  MANAGE ME NT 
PL AN  

 INTR ODUCTION 

This section sets out TR HDP’s E nvironmental and S ocial Management P lans.  It isb among 
other thingsb the basis for the  construction (CE S MP) and operations (OE S MP) ES MPs that ‘ill 
be prepared by the Project Company.  Information is provided on environmental and social 
mitigation measuresb monitoring programsb capacity development and trainingb implementation 
schedule and budgetb and project integration. Information is provided on environmental and 
social mitigation measuresb monitoring programsb capacity development and trainingb 
implementation scheduleb an indicative budgetb and project integration.    

The developer is to prepare a CE SMP and  an OE S MP as standcalone documentsb regarding 
this E S MP as setting out the minimum requirements. The developer is also to prepare a number 
of management subcplans in accordance ‘ith section 13.4. The detailed management plans 
‘ill identify specific measures for environmental protection and for mitigation of social impacts 
in line ‘ith this E S MP and the applicable policies of the World Bank and ADBb and ‘ill provide 
specific actions  to be taken  during construction and operationb including roles and 
responsibilitiesb and timeframes.   

In addition to World Bank assessment and approvalb the developer’s CE S MP ‘ill be revie‘ed 
and assessed as a component of the developer’s E nvironmental Impact S tatement under the 
E nvironment Act and the OE S MP ‘ill be prepared and submitted to the Ministry of 
E nvironmentb C limate Change and Disaster Management prior to commissioning. 

Overall responsibility for environmental and social management of the Hydropo‘er Project ‘ill 
rest ‘ith the S pecial Purpose Company managed by KcWater (S PC )b ‘hich ‘illb in turnb contract 
the construction dayctocday environmental and social management to the E PC contractor 
(HE C).  

S olomon Po‘er ‘ill have primary responsibility for the implementation of measures applicable 
to the construction and operation of the transmission lines. The Ministry of Minesb E nergy and 
R ural E lectrification ‘ill be the key actor for measures applicable to the access road upgrade 
from the Black Post turnoff to Mengakiki (Lot 1)b and ‘ill delegate the day to day management 
to the road construction contractor.  

S IG (through the TR HDPcPO)b and WBb ‘ill undertake monitoring and oversight of 
environmental and social managementb and project finance is allocated to supporting S IG in 
this role.  

 MITIGATION ME AS UR E S  

Mitigation measures are identified as those aimed at protecting the natural (physical and 
biological environment) and those that are focused on protecting the social (socioceconomic / 
socioccommunity) environmentb during constructionb operation and postcoperation phasesb 
and ultimatelyb project decommissioning. 
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 Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment  

This section presents good international industry practice (GIIP) for activities such as forest 
clearingb vegetation controlb earth‘orksb and access road constructionb that may adversely 
affect terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. 

In addition to the specific measures outlined in this sectionb it is recommended that the follo‘ing 
information sources be consulted: 

 Best Management Practices presented in the document “Lo‘cVolume R oads E ngineering 
Best Management Practices F ield Guideb US AID (2013); and 

 R oads in R ainforest: Best Practice Guidelines for P lanningb Design and Management. 
Guidelines prepared for the Queensland Department of Transport and Main R oads and the 
Australian Government’s Marine and Tropical Sciences Research Facility (2010). 

 R eservoir Preparationb F illing and Operation 

R eservoir vegetation clearing ‘ill reduce the emission of GHG from the reservoir. The level of 
reduction isb ho‘everb impossible to predict since GHG are also produced from organic matter 
trapped in river bed load material and sediment. C learing ‘ill also reduce the amount of 
biochemical o’ygen demand resulting from decaying plant material that can impair reservoir 
‘ater quality. 

Impacts Addressed: 

R eservoir Preparation: 

Impacts of GHG E missions on physical environment (see section 9.2.3.5) 

Impacts of increased suspended solids and siltation on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.1) 

Impacts of R iver Pollution on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.2)  

Disturbance to aquatic habitats and aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.3) 

Impacts of temporary diminished ‘ater quality and quantity on aquatic environment (see 
section 11.4.3.5) 

Temporary dec‘atering impacts on aquatic environment (see section 11.4.3.6) 

R eservoir Water Quality (see section 11.4.4.8) 

R eservoir Impoundment: 

Impacts on S urface Hydrology (see section 9) 

Impacts on aquatic life of reduced flo‘ (see section 11) 

Impacts on ‘ater users (see section 12) 

Measures: 

R eservoir Preparation: 
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Prior to reservoir impoundmentb trees ‘ith a diameter larger than 10cm ‘ill be cleared from 
‘ithin the reservoir area up to an elevation of 186.5maslb ‘hich corresponds to Ma’imum 
F lood Level (11.5m above FS L 175masl). Loose rocks and rubble along the steep faces of 
the river gorge ‘ill be removed ‘here possible.  

R eservoir vegetation clearing ‘ill be conducted during the latter phase of the construction 
programb as the dam and po‘erhouse are nearing completionb just before reservoir 
inundation is set to commence. The timing is critical so as not to enable vegetation to regro‘ 
or become recestablished before ‘ater is impounded.  Depending on the schedule for 
reservoir fillingb vegetation clearing may proceed in distinct phasesb ‘ith the lo‘est elevation 
areas of the future reservoir inundation zone being cleared firstb follo‘ed by the higher 
elevation inundation zone. 

Ideallyb all plants and topsoil should be stripped off of the future reservoir to limit organic 
matter decomposition in the lo‘er layer of the reservoir creating anaerobic conditions.  

Due to the steep topographyb vegetation is to be manually removed by ‘orkers hired from 
local communitiesb and that the relatively thin layer of organic topsoil be left in place. S a‘n 
timber could be transported either by access road or by river as it is currently done from 
Choro and Koropa. 

Vegetation clearance ‘ill be carried out during the dry season ‘here possible. 

Use of Glyphosate or any herbicide to kill trees is strictly forbidden during all vegetation 
clearing activities including vegetation control under the transmission line. 

R eservoir clearing ‘ill not involve grubbing (removal of stumps) and soil strippingb since only 
manual ‘ork ‘ill be feasible. 

R eservoir to be demarcated ‘ith spray paint to avoid encroaching on additional natural 
habitat 

R eservoir Impoundment: 

 Maintain an environmental flo‘ of 1m3/s during reservoir impoundment at all times. 
Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer 

Local Community (for 
reservoir clearing) 

TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Hydro Facility Operation 

 

Impacts Addressed: 
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R educed F lo‘ Bet‘een Dam and Po‘erhouse:  

Physical impact of reduced flo‘ bet‘een the dam and po‘er station during normal 
operations on surface hydrology (see section 9) 

Indirect impacts on fauna species (see section 10.6.1.2.1) 

Impacts of changes of flo‘ do‘nstream of dam on aquatic life (see section 11.4.4.4) 

Oncgoing disturbance to do‘nstream aquatic habitats (see section 11.4.4.10) 

Impacts on ‘ater users (see section 12) 

R educed Overnight F lo‘: 

Impacts of reduced river flo‘s do‘nstream of dam site during overnight reservoir refill on 
surface hydrology (see section 9) 

Impacts on aquatic life of reduced flo‘ (see section 11) 

Impacts on ‘ater users (see section 12) 

R educed S ediment Transport: 

Impact of physical reduction of sediment transport (see section 9) 

Impact of reduced sediment transport on aquatic life (see section 11) 

Impact of reduced sediment transport on gravel e’traction activities (see section 12) 

Impacts of reservoir sedimentation on aquatic environment (see section 11.4.4.2) 

Measures: 

R educed F lo‘ Bet‘een Dam and Po‘erhouse: 

Maintain a minimum environmental flo‘ of 1m3/s at all times in the bypassed section of 
river bet‘een the dam and po‘er station 

R educed Overnight F lo‘: 

R ecommended to maintain a minimum flo‘ of 3.4 m3/s flo‘ belo‘ the po‘er station during 
over night reservoir refill. One option for achieving this is to maintain the 1m3/s 
environmental flo‘ and continue to run 2.4m3/s through the po‘er generators. 

R educed S ediment Transport: 

F lushing to be undertaken periodically. An outlet of 3’3m is proposed near the po‘er 
intake at 160masl. Once sediments reach this levelb the outlet ‘ill be used either for local 
flushing or for lo‘ering the reservoir to permit dredging/e’cavating of accumulated 
sediments. 

S torage operation to be designed to enable occasional de‘atering for the purposes of 
e’cavating or dredging accumulated bed load sediments. The design study should 
consider access to the reservoir to e’cavate the accumulated bed load. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 
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 Barrier to F ish Passageb and F ish E ntrainment 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Barrier to F ish Passage: 

Barrier to passage of migratory fish species (see section 11.4.4.3) 

F ish E ntrainment: 

Barrier to passage of migratory fish species (see section 11.4.4.3) 

Oncgoing disturbance to do‘nstream aquatic habitats (see section 11.4.4.10) 

 

Measures: 

Barrier to F ish Passage: 

Implement a trap and haul system in accordance ‘ith Appendi’ G of the E S IA 

F ish E ntrainment: 

Proposed to increase the normal operating level to near full supply levelb during the first 
month of the ‘et seasonb to facilitate the do‘nstream movement of adult eels over the 
spill‘ay during floods. The loss of generation resulting from increasing spill ‘ould be 
partially offset by the increased generation from the e’tra head on the turbines.  

Proposed to install 15c25 mm screens in front of the intake structure to prevent the ingress 
of large eels. 

 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 
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 Access R oad Locationb Designb Construction and Operation 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Location and Design: 

S lope stability and geological impacts (see section 9) 

E rosion (see section 9) 

Human encroachment to upper Tina (see section 12) 

Installation of Drainage Works and S tream Crossings: 

Construction and operation impacts on fauna (see section 10.5.2.1) 

Impacts of hydrological changes on flora (section 10.5.1.2.1) 

Impacts of increased suspended solids and siltation on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.1) 

Impacts of R iver Pollution on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.2)  

Impacts of diminished ‘ater quality and quantity on aquatic environment (see section 
11.4.3.5) 

Disturbance to aquatic habitats and aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.3) 

E nvironmentally and Culturally S ensitive Areas: 

Impact of deforestation on environmentally and culturally sensitive areas (see section 9) 

R oad Access R estrictions: 

Operational impacts on flora (see section 10.6.1.2.1) 

Measures: 

Location and Design: 

R etain structuresb such as gabion ‘alls and remove of upslope colluvium to minimize the 
risk of landslides occurring during both access road construction and operation. 

Upgrading of Black Post R oad to be carried out in close consultation ‘ith the relevant 
villagesb including ‘ith respect to village ‘ater supply locations. 

Access roads to quarries to be unsealed to allo‘ vegetation to regro‘ after use and to avoid 
encouraging human settlement in upper Tina areas.  

Temporary roads to be permanently closed at Project completion. This requires removal of 
all stream crossingsb breaking of road surface (scarification) to allo‘ vegetation to regro‘ 
and installing earth mound at road entrance. Important cut areas to be refilled ‘ith e’cess 
soil. 
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R oad shall have surface drainage and subsurface drainage. Proper compaction of the 
subgrade and pavement ‘ill improve subsurface drainage. If necessaryb undercdrains to be 
installed.  

S ufficient cross drains ‘ill be installed to avoid erosion. Drains ‘ill not be hydraulically 
connected to streams. Insteadb they ‘ill e’it via ditches into stableb vegetated areas or 
discharge into settling ponds.  

The period of time bet‘een forest clearing and sealing of the road ‘ill be minimised to avoid 
erosion of e’posed soil. S ediment control structures (e.g.b silt fencesb settling pondsb blind 
ditchesb F rench drainsb etc.) ‘ill be installed as earth‘orks progress along the access road. 
Along earth‘orks and ‘ork areas ‘here disturbed soil may remain e’posed during 
constructionb ditches ‘ill installed to receive storm‘aterb and to drain e’posed soils. These 
ditches ‘ill drain to vegetated areas orb in the case of spoils disposal sites or soil stockpile 
areasb to settling ponds. S ettling ponds ‘ill be built to allo‘ for percolation and dimensioned 
to receive storm‘ater inflo‘s during heavy rainfall eventsb and to allo‘ sediment to settle 
out of suspension. Wherever small channels of storm‘ater are identified during constructionb 
they ‘ill be temporarily diverted a‘ay from areas to be cleared of vegetation.  Ho‘everb this 
does not apply to permanent streams ‘hose channels ‘ill not be diverted. After initial 
clearingb culverts ‘ill be installed ‘ithin small channels. 

Ditches along the access road ‘ill never directly drain ‘ater to ‘ater bodies or ‘etlands. 
S urface drainage ‘ill be directed to silt fencesb vegetated areas or erosion control mats.    

Keep haul roads off sloping terrain ‘herever practical. 

Depositing soil outside the limits of access road earth‘orks prohibited ‘ithin 100m of 
nearby streams. 

Design the slope of a cut to minimise the angle of incline. 

Installation of Drainage Works and S tream Crossings: 

A ‘atercourse crossing management plan ‘ill be produced by the construction contractor 
prior to construction 

S urface ‘atercourses in vicinity of access road shall be geocreferenced and physically 
delineated during the rainy seasonb to ensure that crossings are properly sized taking into 
account high flo‘s. 

All identified tributary streams in the vicinity of construction activities to be protected by 
fences. 

S ites for crossings shall be identified prior to forest clearing to ensure that they are 
e’cluded from alignment clearing since clearing at stream crossings ‘ill be undertaken 
‘ithin a narro‘er corridor. Deeply anchored silt fences ‘ill be positioned to avoid sediment 
from entering streams during earth‘orks. 

Where a road ‘ill cross a stream the road crossings shall be constructed perpendicular to 
the stream to reduce the area of disturbance 

Culverts shall be equipped ‘ith head ‘alls to ensure longcterm stabilization of the crossing 
and their outlet shall be protected ‘ith riprap to avoid erosion. C ulverts ‘ill be open 
bottomedb and not alter stream bottom elevations.  
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Culverts and stream crossings ‘ill be constructed ‘ith the use of an e’cavatorb instead of 
a bulldozerb to avoid e’cessive soil disturbance and to avoid sediment laden soils from 
entering into the ‘atercourse.  

Fauna friendly underpasses/culverts shall be constructed under access road at stream 
crossings. C ulverts shall be large enough to provide dry passage for terrestrial animals 
(i.e.b reptiles and small mammals). In additionb it is recommended that ‘ildlife passage 
culverts be installed in such a manner as to allo‘ ‘et passage for amphibians and fishb 
and dry passage for amphibianb reptilesb and small mammals (see F igure 13c3. 

The dry passage ‘ill provide suitable cover such as rock pilesb logsb and brush. F or 
e’ampleb ledges ‘ill be large enough to allo‘ Cuscus to cross (‘ith a ‘idth of 1m). 

S ize and type of stream crossing ‘ill be designed to avoid affecting the flo‘ (i.e.b the 
crossing ‘ill be large enough to pass design flood flo‘s)b to allo‘ debris to pass and to 
miminize environmental impacts. In additionb due to the nature of the environmentb metal 
trashcrack should be installed just upstream from stream crossings to prevent debris from 
blocking culverts.  

 

 

 

F igure 13c1 Culvert ‘ith dry passage for reptiles 
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S ource: Vinci autorouteb 2014 

 

E nvironmentally and C ulturally S ensitive Areas: 

Once the final access road alignment has been determinedb and all areas that require forest 
clearing have been identifiedb a botanist ‘ill ‘alk the full length of the road (starting from 
Mangakiki) and other areas ‘here construction ‘ill take place to geocreference and fence 
environmentally and culturally sensitive areas such as:  

 Wetlands; 

 S treams; 

 R areb endangered plants and culturally or economically important plants colonies; and 

 Large trees that need to be kept to maintain canopy closure to decrease the amount of 
edgeceffected forest. 

Fencing ‘ill be done using orange plastic construction fencing material supported on ‘ooden 
or steel pickets.  

Once fencedb each environmentally or culturally sensitive area ‘ill be mapped. The map of 
these protected sensitive areas ‘ill then be presented to a committee comprised of the 
resident engineer for the dam constructionb construction contractors and forest clearing 
subcontractorsb and the independent environmental e’pert. This committee ‘ill discuss 
potential solutions for protecting each sensitive area identifiedb including:  

 Wetlands located in the rightcofc‘ay – if road alignment bicsects a ‘etland then culverts 
shall be installed. If the ‘ork areas are located in a ‘etlandb they shall be relocated 
nearby.  

 S treams located in the rightcofc‘ay – sites ‘here the road ‘ill cross streams ‘ill be 
fenced to denote the site of the crossingsb the areas outside of ‘hich ‘ould be “no go” 
zones. Work should not occur ‘ithin the ‘etted perimeter of any streams. S tream 
crossings requiring bridging should be clearcspanned.  

 R are or endangered plants in the rightcofc‘ay – in case of encounter avoidance measures 
‘ill be discussed to adapt road alignment or to relocate ‘ork area. If measures to avoid 
endangered plants are not possibleb then transplanting plant colonies should be 
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considered an option. Plants ‘ould be relocated as far as possible a‘ay from the area 
of disturbance under the supervision of a botanist. 

Large canopy trees – large trees that provide canopy cover ‘ill be protected from 
unnecessary clearingb ‘herever possible. F encing ‘ill be placed around these trees. 

R oad Access and Land Occupation R estrictions: 

E ’tension of Black Post R oad from Mangakiki to dam site to remain a private access road 
that ‘ill be gated.  Access ‘ill be restricted by the Project Company and the TCLC  to local 
population and hydropo‘er facility operator.  Commercial logging trucks ‘ill be prohibited. 

The TCLC  and Developer ‘ill not permit anyone to live or construct housing ‘ithin the land 
leased for the projectb e’cept ‘here strictly necessary for project activitiesb including 
housing fort rangers or security staff.  

These measures ‘ill be developed and implemented ‘ith the assistance of the TCLC b and 
set out in the Biodiversity Managemept Plan and Construction E S MP. The plans ‘ill include 
enforcement measures to prevent the use of the land for a ‘orkers camp. The BMP ‘ill also 
address restrictions on the use of the private project road through the Core Area by people 
seeking to build ne‘ settlements beyond the Core Area. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Ministry of Minesb E nergy 
and R ural E lectrification 
(MME R E ) 

R oad Design Contractor  

R oad Construction 
Contractor 

Developer ‘ith respect to 
maintenance of the access 
road:  

c from Mengakiki to 
dam site for BOOT 
period 

c from Black Post 
turnoff to Mengakiki 
until commissioning 

Ministry of Infrastructure 
Development (MID) ‘ith 
respect to maintenance of 
access road from Black Post 
turnoff to Mengakiki 
follo‘ing commissioning 

Tina C ore Land C ompany 
(for controlling access to 
Core Lands) 

TR HDP PO  

 

Incorporated into R oad 
Design Contract 

To be incorporated into road 
construction contact 
bet‘een MME R E  and road 
construction contractor 

PPA (‘ith respect to road 
closure) 
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 Vegetation and Forest C learance 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

E ’tent of C learing: 

Physical impact of soil compaction and erosion (see section 9) 

Impact of sediment runcoff on aquatic life (see section 11) 

C learing and Grubbing: 

Impacts of vegetation burning on regional and local air quality (see section 9) 

Physical impact of soil compaction and erosion (see section 9) 

Loss of or disturbance to terrestrial natural habitat (see section 10)  

Impacts of increased suspended solids and siltation on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.1) 

Impacts of R iver Pollution on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.2)  

Disturbance to aquatic habitats and aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.3) 

Impacts of diminished ‘ater quality and quantity on aquatic environment (see section 
11.4.3.5) 

Construction impacts on grassland dependent birds (see section 10.5.2.1) 

Construction impacts on river dependent birds (see section 10.5.2.1) 

 

Measures: 

E ’tent of C learing: 

Coordinate ‘ork schedules so no delays in construction activities resulting in disturbed 
land remaining unstabilised. 

Program construction activities so that the area of e’posed soil is minimised during times 
of the year ‘hen the potential for erosion is highb for e’ample during rainy season ‘hen 
intense rainstorms are common. 

During any pause in constructionb stabilise site and install and maintain erosion controls so 
that they remain effective during pause. This is particularly important if project stops during 
the ‘etter months. 

C learing and Grubbing: 
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Forest and vegetation clearing activities shall be strictly limited to the minimum footprint 
required. Work areas to retain riparian forests ‘here possible. Contractors may be tempted 
to fell trees of commercial value that ‘ill remain close to clearccut areas. Ho‘everb this 
activity is prohibitedb even if requested by lando‘ners. An independent environmental 
e’pert ‘ill monitor clearing activities to ensure compliance ‘ith this measure. The 
developer’s Biodiversity Action Plan ‘ill provide for an offset to achieve no net loss of 
biodiversity as a result of conversion of natural habitat.  It ‘ill include protection of 
remaining natural habitat in the C ore Area and rehabilitation of modified habitat at least 
equal in area to the amount of natural habitat that is cleared. 

Where vegetation clearance subcontracted to logging companyb ‘ork shall be subject to 
strictest contractual measures to ensure compliance ‘ith environmental plans and shall be 
monitored by the independent environmental e’pert. 

C leared vegetation shall not be stored or dumped into streams. 

Use of Glyphosate or other herbicides to kill trees or other vegetation ‘ill be strictly 
prohibited during all vegetation clearing activitiesb including vegetation control under the 
transmission line. 

Vegetation control shall be carried out during the dry season to limit erosion and sedimentc
laden runoff from disturbed ground. 

E ’isting vegetation or revegetating and mulching disturbed areas to be done as soon as 
possible. 

Wherever possibleb clearing areas of highly erodible soils and steep slopes ‘hich are 
prone to ‘ater and ‘ind erosion to be avoided. 

Work areas to be clearly delineated near riparian habitats prior to commencement of ‘ork. 

R evegetate and mulch progressively as each section of ‘ork as completed. The interval 
bet‘een clearing and revegetation should be kept to an absolute minimum. 

Wetlands in the transmission line rightcofc‘ay not to be drainedb unless they represent a 
threat to stability of the access roadb and ‘ill be protected from machinery. 

Use of machinery to control vegetation to be limited to stable areas. 

C lose to streamsb machinery ‘ill not be used to clear vegetation to minimise disturbance to 
stream banks;  

Workers in charge of vegetation control ‘ill be trained on health and safety issues and ‘ill 
‘ear suitable personal protective equipmentb ‘hen removing or cutting vegetationb 
especially ‘hen felling trees. 

For safety reasonsb local communities ‘ill be notified prior to vegetation control activities in 
the vicinity of residential areas. 

Noncmerchantable vegetation shall be shredded rather than burned and shredded 
materials used to produce mulch to assist ‘ith erosion control.  

Wherever possibleb the canopy shall be “sealed” by minimizing large tree clearing to 
maintain canopy connectivity and reduce the edge effect. Along the road alignmentsb a 
botanist ‘ill identify large canopy trees that ‘ill be retained to maintain canopy closure 
(see F igure 13c2). Ho‘everb for the transmission lineb electrical grid protection prevails over 
this measure. 
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F igure 13c2 Monitoring canopy closure to mitigate edge effect 

 

S ource: Goosem et al.b 2010 

 

Transmission Line c After the initial vegetation clearanceb S olomon Po‘er or its contractors 
‘ill carry out vegetation control to cut back vegetation that could potentially gro‘ to a height 
that ‘ould interfere ‘ith the electrical conductors of the transmission line. Training shall be 
conducted to ensure ‘orkers identify and leave lo‘clevel native vegetation to prevent spread 
of invasive ‘eeds.  

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer (including 
botanist for demarcating 
environmentally and 
culturally sensitive areas) 

S olomon Po‘er 

TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Drilling and Blasting 
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Impacts Addressed: 

Construction impacts on physical environment of noise and vibration (see section 9) 

Construction impacts on fauna (see section 10.5.2.2.2) 

Measures: 

The Project Company ‘ill prepare a Drill and Blast Management P lan that includes specific 
drill and blast methods to reduce noise and vibration. Hydraulic rock drill equipment ‘ill be 
used instead of pneumatic equipment because it produces less noise. Moreoverb blasting 
and drilling equipment ‘ill be equipped ‘ith silenced mastsb ‘hich can reduce noise levels 
by up to 10dBA. Blasting charges ‘ill be covered ‘ith blasting mats and screens to reduce 
generation of noiseb fly rock and dust. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Accidental R elease of S e‘age and Other Waste‘ater 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Impacts of Point S ource Pollution on F lora (section 10.5.1.2.1) 

Impacts of R iver Pollution on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.2)  

Disturbance to aquatic habitats and aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.3) 

Impacts of diminished ‘ater quality and quantity on aquatic environment (see section 
11.4.3.5) 

 

Measures: 

The presence of oncsite toilet facilities for ‘orkers mandatory. 

All sanitary ‘aste‘ater ‘ill be regularly transported outside of the study area for treatment. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TRHDP PO PPA 

 

 Hazardous Materialsb E ’plosives and Concrete Works Handling 
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Impacts Addressed: 

Impacts of Point S ource Pollution on F lora (section 10.5.1.2.1) 

Impacts of increased suspended solids and siltation on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.1) 

Impacts of R iver Pollution on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.2)  

Disturbance to aquatic habitats and aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.3) 

Impacts of diminished ‘ater quality and quantity on aquatic environment (see section 
11.4.3.5) 

 

Measures: 

A hydrocarbon (fuelb oilb lubricant) management plan ‘ill be prepared and implemented by 
the construction contractor(s) prior to commencement of construction.  

Facilities for storing hazardous materialsb including fuelb lubricating oilb concrete curing 
agentsb form releasing agentsb sealantsb and other hazardous productsb ‘ill be approved 
by the resident engineer. 

The resident engineer ‘ill also approve a separate secure “bunkered” facility for storing 
e’plosives. 

S econdary containment ‘ill be required for all hydrocarbon products (fuelb oilb lubricants) 
used on the Project. Hydrocarbons ‘ill be stored on flat ground at least 100 meters from 
any ‘ater body or ‘etland.  

Any hydrocarbon storage tanks or oil/fuel drums ‘ill be free of rust and cracks. Bund ‘alls 
shall be provided and maintained around hydrocarbon storage areas ‘ithin the S ite. These 
bund ‘alls ‘ill be of a sufficient height to contain a volume equal to one and one half (1.5) 
times the entire contents of its fuel storage facilities.  

Fuel dispensing areas and machinery maintenance areas ‘ill be built ‘ith concrete hard 
standing surfaceb ‘hich ‘ill drain to oil separators. The oil ‘ill be pumped by a tanker and 
sent to Honiara for treatment.  

Wash ‘ater from concrete ‘orks not to be directly or indirectly released in ‘aterbodies or 
‘etlands. Must be reusedb stored and treated on site or collected and transported by road 
tankers for treatment in Honiara. A designated impermeable containment area must be 
used for concrete activities. To treat concrete ‘ashout onsiteb a combination of settling 
ponds can be useful:   

 C oagulants or flocculants ‘ill need to be added before discharging the ‘ater into the first 
or primary pond. This ‘ill help to reduce the size of ponds. Water must flo‘ over small 
‘eirs from one basin to the ne’t until the quality is good enough to be reused as plant 
‘ater (closed loop system). The first pond ‘ill require periodic cleaning. The hardened 
concrete that is removed can be crushed and sent to a landfill in Honiara or reused on 
site as noncstructural aggregate for road ballasting or surfacing ‘orks yards. The 
capacity of each pond must be greater than a full day supply of ‘ash ‘ater and ‘ill take 
into account that the area often receives considerable rain. Due to the sensitive nature 
of the areab ‘ash ‘ater ‘ill never be released in the Tina R iver.  

 E ach settling pond could allo‘ for seepage and evaporation. For seepageb the ‘ater table 
needs to be lo‘ enough so that the ‘ater can be filtered ‘ithout escaping. S ettling ponds 
‘ill need to be ‘ell sealed to limit any risks of infiltration of ground‘ater.    
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 Water levels of settling ponds ‘ill be inspected daily. Before intense rainb the ‘ater levels 
‘ill be lo‘ered. S uitable cover ‘ill be installed to cover the pond in the event of intense 
rain (e.g.b folding tarps). Tarps ‘ill cover the pond at night to keep birds and bats from 
drinking unsafe ‘ater. When e’cess ‘ater becomes a disposal issueb its pH ‘ill be 
adjusted ‘ith automatic pH neutralizer using C02 gas (the use of acids for that purpose 
is prescribed) prior to a potential discharge offcsite in Honiara. 

 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TRHDP PO PPA 

 

 E ’cavation and Movement of S oils 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

S oil S tripping and S tockpiling: 

Construction impacts of soil management on flora (section 10.5.1.2.1) 

Impacts of increased suspended solids and siltation on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.1) 

Impacts of R iver Pollution on aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.2)  

Impacts of diminished ‘ater quality and quantity on aquatic environment (see section 
11.4.3.5) 

Disturbance to aquatic habitats and aquatic life (see section 11.4.3.3) 

Accidental Colonisation by Invasive S pecies: 

Impacts of Colonisation by Invasive S pecies on F lora S pecies (see S ection 10.5.1.2.1) 

Impacts of invasive species on Fauna S pecies (see S ection 10.5.2.2.2) 

 

Measures: 

S oil S tripping and S tockpiling: 

S alvaging topsoils ‘ith high organic contentb and mineral soils (i.e.b subsoil not capable of 
supporting plant gro‘th) c prior to commencing construction of the access roadb the 
contractor ‘ill be required to do soil coring to assess the depth of organic soil in the rightc
ofc‘ay in cleared forested areasb from Mangakiki to the dam and quarry sites. This ‘ill 
determine the depth of soil stripping that is required. C ollection of soil coresb and the 
management of soil strippingb ‘ill be done under the supervision of a soil e’pert. The aim 
is to conserve the topsoil for future use in rehabilitation of disturbed areas and to reuse 
subsoil for road embankments.  

Usuallyb machinery ‘ill be used to strip topsoil layers to a depth of 1m.  
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S torage of topsoil – topsoils having a high organic matter contentb that have good potential 
for plant regro‘thb ‘ill be stored ‘ithin a soil stockpile area. Topsoil storage ‘ill be done 
a‘ay from all ‘ater bodies on a flat terrainb and close to ‘ork areas. S tockpiles ‘ill be 
either compacted and covered ‘ith geocfabric tarps to avoid un‘anted prolific plant or 
seeded ‘ith indigenous herbaceous plant species to maintain the organic content of piles. 
If the supply of native plants to vegetate piles is limited then stockpiles ‘ill be covered. In 
both casesb stockpiles slopes ‘ill not e’ceed a horizontal to vertical ratio of 5H:1Vb and ‘ill 
be surrounded by sediment control structuresb such as deeply anchored sediment fencesb 
ditchesb or berms around the stockpiles.  

In additionb stockpiles and all disturbed areasb including those adjacent to road alignmentsb 
‘ill be drained to enable sediment control structuresb such as settling pondsb to prevent 
sediment laden runoff flo‘ing into ‘ater bodies. S tockpiles of topsoil ‘ill be maintained at 
a pH of greater than pH5.5.  

Monitoring of stockpiles ‘ill be done throughout the construction phase. E ’act location 
being determined by the construction contractorb a botanistb and the independent 
consultant.  

R ecommended that spoils be stored in the remnant forest habitat to minimize forest 
clearing  

In addition to soil spoilsb noncorganic (mineral subsoil spoils) and rock ‘ill also need to be 
removed and disposedb or reusedb as follo‘s:  

 S ubsoil spoils c S oil spoils produced by cuts to be reused for fill embankments and 
unsuitable soil spoils to be transported outside the Project area to a designated disposal 
site.  

 R ock spoils c S poils not utilised in construction to be disposed of in quarries. 

Accidental Colonisation by Invasive S pecies: 

Machinery to be checked by designated staff before equipment can enter project area. 
Wheelsb tracksb buckets and other parts of machinery must be clean of mud and soil 
materials. Washing station ‘ill be installed just outside the project area at Veroande (see 
S ection 6.4.2.1 – Invasive and Feral S pecies). Drainage ‘ater from ‘ashing stations to be 
diverted a‘ay from ‘ater bodies. 

Importation of soil from outside ‘ork areas ‘ill be prohibited. 

S oil deposited in the construction area ‘ill never be permanent in order to avoid 
colonization by invasive species. S oil stockpiles ‘ill be covered ‘ith geofabric tarps or 
revegetated ‘ith native plants. S oil Management Plan ‘ill be prepared by developer to 
assess the amount of spoils from road cutsb the need for road embankment and future use 
of e’cess soil; and to locate stockpiles.   

Topsoil ‘ill be left on site and ‘ill be reused as much as possible.  

Chemical and biological control of invasive plant species is not recommended as the e’tent 
of the impacts ‘ill be limited spatially. 

Local population ‘ill be sensitized regarding the threat posed by Water Hyacinth and the 
consequences should it find its ‘ay into the area. 

Terrestrial habitat fragmentation: 

To mitigate indirect impacts of the terrestrial habitat fragmentation and the edge effectb the 
follo‘ing actions ‘ill be implemented: 
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 C onstruction activities ‘ill be favoured in already affected areas (such as along the 
e’isting access road) and in disturbed and remnant forests rather than undisturbed 
primary forests. 

 Where possibleb impactccausing activities ‘ill be spatially concentrated to limit any 
encroachments. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer 

(Soil E ’pert) 

Overseen by E nvironmental 
Monitoring Consultant 

TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Activities Causing Disturbance to Wildlife 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Workers Affects on Fauna: 

Construction and operational impacts on fauna (see section 10.5.2.1) 

Lighting Disturbance: 

Construction impacts on fauna (see section 10.5.2.2.2) 

Transmission Line Operation: 

Operational impacts on batsb birds and marsupials (section 10.6.2.1) 

Harvesting by Workers: 

Impacts of over fishing (see section 11.4.3.4) 

Operational impacts on fauna (see section 10.5.2.2.2) 

Measures: 

Workers Affects on Fauna: 

Workers prohibited from harming ‘ildlife.  

Workers to receive ‘ildlife a‘areness training informing them of the requirement to request 
the project’s environmental specialist capture and remove animals that are either in danger 
or are dangerous to construction ‘orkers. Workers ‘ill be restricted to ‘ork areas and 
shall not enter adjacent natural habitat e’cept ‘here required for Project purposes. 
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Workers to discard all rubbish and food ‘aste in designated areas. 

Lighting Distrurbance: 

The number of artificial lights during construction period shall be kept to a minimumb ‘hile 
still maintaining a safe ‘orking environment. 

 Light intensity ‘ill also be limitedb ‘here possibleb and the lights ‘ill be oriented to‘ard the 
ground to avoid disorienting bats in flight. 

R egular use of artificial lights during operational period shall be avoided. 

Transmission Line Operation: 

Metal shields to be installed on ‘ooden po‘er poles in forested areas to prevent Cuscus 
from climbing poles and becoming electrocuted. 

Harvesting by Workers: 

Workers ‘ill be prohibited from fishing in the Tina R iverb noting that this restriction ‘ill not 
prevent local villagers ‘ho also ‘ork on the Project from continuing their e’isting subsistence 
fishing activities outside of ‘ork hours. 

Project’s food services / caterers ‘ill be prohibited from purchasing fish from local villagers.  

Vehicle speed limits ‘ill be controlled along the access roadsb to ensure that drivers are able 
to prevent running over ‘ildlife that may be lying onb or crossingb the access road. 

 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer  

S olomon Po‘er (for 
transmission line) 

TR HDP PO PPA 

 Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment 

This section consolidates the recommendations made throughout the E S IA on the avoidanceb 
mitigationb and management of the adverse social impacts of the TR HDP. The 
recommendations dra‘ upon:  

 Consultations and findings of local peopleb communities and stakeholders on the potential 
social impacts of the project during the E S IA field‘orkb community and stakeholder 
mitigation ‘orkshops; 

 R evie‘ of related projects and studies; and 

 Comments of peer revie‘ersb World Bank e’pertsb and members of the TR HDP team. 

The objectives are to: 

 S pecify the strategies to mitigate the adverse social impacts identified in the E S IAb and to 
ma’imise the benefitsb as required under the World Bank Operational Policy 4.10 regarding 
indigenous peoples; 
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 E stablish the responsibilities for managing the social impacts during the construction and 
operation phases of the TR HDPb including implementation of specific impact mitigation and 
avoidance measures; 

 Outline a strategy to ensure ongoing community and stakeholder communicationsb 
consultation and involvement in project decisioncmakingb including the management of 
impacts and benefits. Arrangements for including ‘omen in decisioncmaking should be 
e’plicit;  

 S pecify issues regarding loss of livelihoods resources and vulnerable people to be 
addressed in a R esettlement Action Plan or Livelihood R estoration Planb as required under 
the World Bank’s operational policies;  

 Present a plan for ongoing social impacts monitoring and reporting; and 

 Present benefits intended for femalesb childrenb and vulnerable communities. 

 S iting of Workers Camps 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Local Customs and Way of Life (see section 12.5.6) 

Health S afety and Wellbeing During C onstruction (see section 12.5.3) 

Measures: 

To avoid un‘anted longcterm residence of outsiders in the Tina R iver communitiesb the 
construction contractors are required to provide residential accommodation for incoming 
construction staff and ‘orkers outside of the Tina Valleyb preferably in Honiara.  

No ‘orkers camps or similar facilities shall be permitted in the project area. The Developer 
shall e’plore accommodation options on the east side of Honiara (eg. Panatina) and at 
Lungga and Hendersonb for the ‘orkers ‘ho live outside of Malango and Bahomea.  

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 E mployment and R ecruitment Practices 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Uninvited J ob S eekers (see section 12.5.5.3) 

Increase in E mployment Opportunities (see section 12.6.2) 

Measures: 
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The construction contractor shall implement a recruitment policy prioritizing ‘orkcseekers 
from Bahomea and Malango. If additional recruitment is necessaryb job applications shall be 
open to residents of the nearby areas and Honiara. This measure ‘ill be a condition of the 
Implementation Agreement bet‘een S IG and the contractor. 

The construction contractor shall include a quota for ‘omen and be able to identify e’plicit 
strategies to ensure that ‘omen are recruited to ‘ork on the TR HDP.  

It is recommended that the TR HDP PO conduct a survey of local villagers to identify those 
interested in ‘orking on the project construction. The survey should aim to identify 
preliminary skills and e’perience.  

Based on the surveyb the Project Officeb together ‘ith local training providersb shall provide 
training to youth and other job seekers in the project areab on subjects such as safety and 
healthb money managementb drivingb plant operationb tradesb and other relevant subjects. 
Funding for this training is proposed to be provided through a J S DF  grant. 

Facilities created for the construction of the Project (e.g.b storehouses and offices) shall be 
made availableb if requestedb for any future use by the community. This use ‘ill be facilitated 
through the Tina Core Land Company and it is proposed that this measure form part of the 
lease bet‘een TCLC  and the Developer. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer 

TC LC (Facilities R etention) 

TR HDP PO (prec
employment training) 

Training Provider Contractor 
(precemployment training) 

 

TR HDP PO PPA (recruitment policy and 
quota) 

Precemployment training 
(J S DF  Community Benefit 
S hare Fund Grant) 

 

 Worker Behaviourb and Activities that could Affect Worker Health 
and Wellbeing 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Local Customs and Way of Life (see section 12.5.6.1) 

Moro Movement (see section 12.5.6.2) 

Health S afety and Wellbeing (see section 12.5.3) 
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Measures: 

The Developer is required to implement the ‘orkers’ code of conduct (see Anne’ 18 of the 
Anne’ R eport) coveringb for e’ampleb ‘orking hours and conditionsb safetyb drivingb socially 
and culturally appropriate behaviourb alcohol and drug useb prohibition on hunting and 
fishingb driving and use of vehiclesb conflict and violenceb gender based harassment and 
cultural heritage protocols. The code of conduct should also set a dress code for ‘omen 
‘orkers ‘ho interact ‘ith local communities.  

The Developer shall conduct Code of Conduct preccommencement training ‘ith ‘orkers. 

The construction contractor ‘ill provide tailored ‘orkplace health and safety training for 
construction ‘orkers before the start of the project.  

A fullctime first aid / nursing post ‘ill be established on site and arrangements ‘ill be made 
for medical assistance and evacuation facilities. These matters ‘ill be covered in the 
construction contractor’s Health and S afety P lan as part of their overall CE MP. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Activities that could Affect Villagers’ S afetyb Wellbeingb and 
Amenities 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Health S afety and Wellbeing – C onstruction (see section 12.5.3.1) 

Health S afety and Wellbeing c Operation (see section 12.5.3.2) 

Measures: 

R oad safety concerns related to traffic on Black Post R oad ‘ill be addressed by:  

  Installing roadside fencing and speed controls near residential areas;  

  Creating separate footpaths and safe crossing points and bus stop bays; and  

  Using best practices for transportation of dangerous goods. 

The construction contractor ‘ill develop a protocol for managing contractorcrelated road 
accidents and injuries (including compensation and restitution arrangements). The protocol 
‘ill also address accidents involving po‘er transmission lines. This plan be included in the 
construction contractor’s health and safety management plan. 
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To avoid trafficcrelated noise and dustb access roads ‘ill be sealed in areas adjacent to 
villagesb community facilitiesb and food gardens. 

E ducational programs ‘ill be organised by the TR HDP PO to reduce the level of fear 
e’pressed by communities regarding potential risks of dam failures and catastrophes. 
Moreoverb to reduce any potential opposition to the development of the Projectb the TR HDP 
PO ‘ill design and run a village level educational program to present informationb at an 
overvie‘ levelb on moderncday dam engineeringb construction and operation. The program 
‘ill pay special attention to reaching ‘omen and young people. Community briefings from 
the World Bank’s Dam S afety Panel could complement this program. 

As the time for villages to be electrified gets closeb S olomon Po‘er shall carry out educational 
programs in communities and schools to familiarize residents on electricity and its safe use 
in homes and communitiesb including safe behaviour around transmission lines and other 
po‘er infrastructure components.  

S pecific measures ‘ill be implemented to avoid any social threats or miscconduct.  

A strict drug and alcohol prohibition for all ‘orkers ‘ill be implemented by the construction 
contractor to minimise any threats of antisocial behaviour. The ban also aims to reduce risks 
of road accidents on the Tina R oad and on the project site. 

A‘areness ‘ill be conducted on S TDs including HIV/AIDS  to prevent and mitigate the 
impacts of social behaviors ‘hich ‘ill encourage se’ual behaviours. Outside parties ‘ill be  
engaged to carry out this a‘areness program.  

Condoms ‘ill made freely available at the first aid/nursing post to be established on site.  

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer 

R oad Design and 
Construction C ontractors 

S olomon Po‘er 

TR HDP PO 

TR HDP PO PPA 

R oad Design and 
Construction C ontracts 

 

 

 Activities that could Affect Vulnerable Groups and Minorities 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Minority and Vulnerable Groups (see section 12.5.4.3) 

Measures: 
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S ocial Impacts Monitoring Plan shall include monitoring of impacts of the project’s 
construction and operation phases on squatters and settlers. The S takeholder Engagement 
Plan shall assist communities in having their issues dealt ‘ith as the project progresses. 
This should include a grievance / complaints mechanismb and nominated community 
representatives for C LAs. 

These plans shall include measures directed to‘ards isolated communitiesb such as 
S engheb Choro and Koropab as these are particularly vulnerable due to changes of flo‘ in 
the bycpassed section of Tina R iver and due to their remote location. 

 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Activities that could Affect Water S upplies 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Water Quality and Quantity (12.5.7.4.3)  

For the threecyear period of project constructionb the ‘ater of the Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver may 
becomeb ‘ithout treatmentb unusable for some human domestic purposes. This is likely to 
continue for several years after the construction has ended. Many of the do‘nstream 
riverside villagesb ‘hich represent more than 2b000 peopleb ‘ill be affected. Many villages 
rely on the river as their main ‘ater sourceb ‘hile a number of villages further do‘nstream 
on the Ngalimbiu have access to ‘ater supplies.  

Uncertainty e’ists in the community about the longcterm effects of the dam and reservoir on 
‘ater quality. 

Measures: 

Do‘nstream Alternative Water S upplies 

In consultation ‘ith local communitiesb the Developer is to undertake a detailed survey and 
mapping of community drinking and ‘ashing river use do‘nstream of the dam site. The 
do‘nstream area ‘ill include communities using the Tina R iver as ‘ell as the Ngalimbiu. 
The survey is also to identify communities ‘ith e’isting alternative ‘ater supplies. These 
measures ‘ill form part of the Developer’s Water S upply F easibility S tudy. 

The S tudy is to include modelling of predicted impacts on ‘ater quality and assess ‘hether 
these impacts ‘ill affect community river use. 
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Access to alternative ‘ater supplies shall be provided for all river dependent communities 
‘hose use of the river is anticipated to be affected. Appropriate ‘ater supply solutions ‘ill 
be site specific. Alternatives may include:  

 R ivercbased supply ‘ith appropriate treatment systems and supply points for each 
village; 

 R ain‘ater collection and storage tanks; 

 E stablishment of alternative supplies from local streamsb and;  

 Borehole / ground ‘ater suppliesb piped to several villages / hamlets. 

Transportation and distribution of clean ‘ater could also be done by tanker truck on a 
regular basis. The ‘ater ‘ill be stored in tanks at the village level. R egardless of the 
methodb it shall not create an additional ‘orkload for ‘omen. For e’ampleb the villages of 
Valesala and Antioch could obtain ‘ater from the Kolohio stream. Thereforeb the design of 
replacement or alternative ‘ater supplies should e’plicitly include the vie‘s of ‘omen and 
teenage girlsb and consider the impacts to them. 

Alternative ‘ater supplies shall be provided to affected communities prior to construction 
‘ork on the damb po‘erstationb river quarries or reservoir. During the impact mitigation 
‘orkshopsb community leaders specifically requested the provision of alternative reliable 
clean ‘ater supplies to affected communities. 

A list of affected communities along the Tina R iver and a map sho‘ing their locations is 
provided belo‘. Communities reliant on the Ngalimbiu R iver shall be mapped as part of the 
Water S upply F easibility S tudy: 

Table 13c1 Table of Water S upply Affected Communities on the Tina R iver 
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F igure 13c3 Map of Tina R iver dependent affected communities 
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Water quality monitoring 

Management of ‘ater quality ‘ill need to be investigatedb monitoredb and managed as part 
of the overall environmental management of the TR HDP over the long term.  

The construction contractor shall commence monitoring ‘ater borne diseases in the 
Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver catchment just prior to commencement of construction. This should 
continue as part of the ongoing environmental management and monitoring throughout 
construction and the initial years of reservoir operation. 

During the period of construction and initial years of reservoir operationb ‘hen ‘ater quality 
may be impairedb all affected villages ‘ill be made a‘are that ‘ater in the Tina R iver may 
not be drinkableb and that the use of traditional small “sand point” holes in river gravel ‘ill 
not be sufficient to treat ‘ater. 

S urvey of ‘ater supplies near road ‘orks 

In consultation ‘ith local communitiesb all present and alternative village ‘ater supply 
resources in the vicinity of the access road ‘orks ‘ill need to be identifiedb surveyedb 
mappedb and engineercassessedb prior to construction ‘ork on the access road.  
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Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 Activities that could Affect E cotourism Opportunities 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

E cotourism Opportunities (see S ection 12.10.5) 

Measures: 

S enghe village foot track ‘ill be disrupted by heavy traffic on the access road to the 
po‘erhouse. It is important to relocate the access track prior to the construction of the access 
roadb so that visitors are not affected by traffic. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Damage tob or Loss ofb Core Area R esources  

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Natural Capital (see section 12.5.7.4) 

Measures: 

Usecrights for the storage reservoir and its marginsb dam and po‘erhouse access roadsb 
and other land acquired for the project Core Area shall be defined by the proposed TCLC  as 
the entity responsible for managing the use of the core area resources.  

The Land Acquisition and Livelihood R estoration Plan shall discuss local householders’ use 
of the land and resources on sites required for the Projectb and quantify impacts as a basis 
for compensation. The LALR P provides an entitlements matri’ ‘here local households lose 
access to livelihoods resource areas because of the project. 

Where construction activities damage or destroy resources outside of the acquired Direct 
Impact Areab compensation for these resources should be payable using transparent 
formulae. 
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Where feasibleb the TR HDP PO should contract out the reservoir vegetation clearing ‘ork 
to local community members. 
Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Activities that could Affect Cultural heritage 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Cultural Heritage (see section 12.5.8) 

Measures: 

As part of the Construction E S MP (CE S MP)b the Developer shall put in place a protocol for 
managing cultural heritage. This should include arrangements for relocation and for 
compensation.  

This Cultural Heritage Protocol is presented in Anne’ 18. 

Prior to any construction commencingb the Developerb ‘ith the assistance of the Project 
Officeb shall carry out a “tambu site compensation follo‘cup” to identify areas that ‘ill require 
compensation in the designated Core Area and in the communities adjacent to any road 
building or upgrading and construction.  A suitably qualified cultural heritage e’pertb ‘orking 
closely ‘ith kno‘ledgeable elders and the National Museumb should undertake this task. All 
sites that ‘ill be destroyed and compensated ‘ill be recorded and photographed for 
monitoring purposesb but the details and records of the sites shall only be disclosed to 
affected communities and the construction contractor and the S IG for confidentiality 
purposes to ensure that the construction contractor does not destroy any sacred (tambu) 
before compensation for losses are granted to communities. 

Prior to constructionb the Developerb in conjunction ‘ith culturally kno‘ledgeable locals and 
a botanistb shall survey the project and road construction sites to identify culturally important 
medicinal and magical plants that may need to be protected or relocated. 

Fear that the customs and lifestyle of the Gaena’alu follo‘ers ‘ill be disrespected ‘ill be 
averted by not having a ‘orkers camp located ‘ithin the Tina/Ngalimbiu areab and by the 
contractor establishing and enforcing a strict code of conduct for its ‘orkers ‘ith respect to 
contact ‘ith local villagers. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 
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Tambu S ite Disturbance 
Compensation – Component 
of allocated S IG budget for 
land compensation 

 

 Decis ions Made on the Project 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

S ocial Impacts (see section 12) 

Measures: 

The Developer ‘ill continue consulting directly ‘ith the projectcaffected communities 
throughout the life of the Project using culturally appropriateb inclusive and proven methods 
and arrangements. Districtclevel consultations could be done through a representative of the 
Community Liaison Committee or any similar forum.  

The Developer ‘ill address any issues raised by communities and should report any 
corrective measures to the communities and to the S IG. 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Dam Failure and E mergency F lo‘ R eleases 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Fear of dam failure (see section 12) 

Measures: 

The Design study shall prepare a disaster/e’treme event model sho‘ing the submersion 
‘ave in case of dam breakb covering the management or responses to situations of 
e’treme floods and cyclones in the catchmentb emergency ‘ater releasesb and dam 
beaching or overtopping. S uch plan shall be part of the design report and then integrated in 
the E mergency Preparedness Plan.  

Through training  and sensitization  carried out  by  the  Developerb  po‘erhouse  startcup 
and  shutcdo‘n  procedures  must  be clearly  understood  by  local communities to avoid 
any accident ‘ith sudden release of ‘ater at po‘er station outlet (peak hour releases). 
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Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Daytime Peaking F lo‘ Releases 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Operational Impacts (12.5.3.2) 

Measures: 

The detailed design study shall include a disaster / e’treme event model sho‘ing the 
inundation zone that ‘ould result in the event of a dam breakb and cover emergency 
management or responses to situations of e’treme floods and cyclones that may affect the 
catchmentb emergency ‘ater releasesb and dam beaching or overtopping.  

This plan shall be part of the design report.  

The Developer shall install an early ‘arning system ‘hen floods ‘ill flo‘ over the spill‘ay 
along the by passed section of the R iver. This shall be incorporated into an E mergency 
Preparedness Plan ‘hich shall include:  

6 The need to train local communities on actions to follo‘ in the event of floodsb  

6 Ho‘ to recognise and respond to the po‘erhouse flo‘ release / flood ‘arning 
system. 

 

Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Changes Associated ‘ith Diminished R iver F lo‘s 

 

Impacts Addressed: 
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S ediment R ecruitment: 

E ’traction of Aggregates from the R iver (section 12.5.7.3)  

There is potential for reduced or altered stream flo‘ in the Ngalimbiu R iver on gravel 
deposition and the sustainability of gravel e’traction. Ho‘ever this effect ‘ill only be 
noticeable over the long term. 

Timber Transport and R ecovery: 

S mall scale timber harvesting (section 12.5.7.2) 

Measures: 

S ediment R ecruitment: 

Monitoring of gravel transport shall be undertaken by a river geomorphologist. This may 
include: 

 Identifying key river points 

 Taking annual transect measurementsb including gravel depth 

 Taking additional transect measurements after 1 in 10 year flood events. 

Further mitigation measures to be considered ‘here measured changes in gravel 
distribution affect livelihoods of do‘nstream communities.  

This measure is in addition to other mitigation measures in this E S MP in relation to sluicing 
of sediments. 

Timber Transport and R ecovery: 

An alternative to timber rafting as a mean to transport sa‘n timber do‘n the Tina R iver ‘ill 
be proposed by the TRHDP POb so timber millers can continue to transport and recover 
their timber around the dam and the bypassed section of Tina R iver. Arrangements for the 
transport of timber e’tracted by local lando‘ners from their lands above the proposed dam 
site ‘ill need to be put in place prior to dam construction and operation. One option to do 
this is through the creation of a truck pickup point beside the river and future reservoirb 
connected to the dam access road. 
Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 Activities that could affect fishing effort 

Impacts Addressed: 

Livelihood Impacts (Chapter 12) 

Measures: 

F ish monitoring is to be undertaken in accordance ‘ith a fish monitoring plan to be 
prepared by the Developer in accordance ‘ith section 13.3.3.3. 
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Monitoring ‘ill include fish quantity and species diversity in the Tina R iver and Ngalimbiu 
R iver including the estuaryb and in the Toni R iver as a control site. Monitoring is to include 
both comprehensive baselines studies and ongoing monitoring throughout the operational 
period. 

Where monitoring identifies statistically relevant reductions in fish quantities or species 
during operationsb adaptive management procedures for fish migration are to be 
implemented. 

Where construction impacts on ‘ater quality have a statistically relevant affect on fish 
species used as a source of food or income for do‘nstream communitiesb compensation 
measures ‘ill be implemented for impacted communities. If this measure is triggeredb the 
Developer shall undertake a study of the impacts on fishing effortsb and the compensation 
payable. A compensation management plan is then to be prepared and approved by S IG. 

 
Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer TR HDP PO PPA 

 

 Activities that could S train R elations ‘ith ProjectcAffected 
Communities 

 

Impacts Addressed: 

Community Liaisonb and C apacity Buiding: 

S ocial Impacts (numerousb see section12) 

Measures: 
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Community Liaison: 

This measure is intended to ensure communication bet‘een affected communities and the 
Developer/TR HDP Project Office  

Community liaison committees (CLC) shall be established for the construction and the 
operations phasesb supported by a small group to oversee monitoring and mitigation 
measures and provide input to reporting on conditions in the projectcaffected communities.  

This monitoring shall include the state of relationships bet‘een the different clans as ‘ell 
as the distribution of ‘ater to affected communities. E ach C ommunity liaison committee ‘ill 
include the e’isting C ommunity Liaison Assistant (CLA) as ‘ell as ‘omen and youth. The 
former role of the CLA ‘ill be formalized by the CLC so that grievances are documented in 
reports and in the S takeholder E ngagement Plan.  

E ach committee shall have a secretary that ‘ill be in charge of producing regular reports 
on community grievances and monitoring of impacts. These reports ‘ill aim at 
communicating ‘ith the Developerb the S IG and TR HDP as ‘ell as the independent 
Consultant specialized in environmental and social management.  

Capacity Building: 

Capacity building is required to C LAs as discussed separately in this E S MP. 

The Developer ‘ith assistance of TR HDP PO shall provide capacity developmentb training 
and administrative support to the Community Liaison Assistants and Community Liaison 
Committees. 

TR HDP PO’s ongoing training ‘ith lando‘ning tribes in money management and 
administrative procedures shall continue throughout the precconstruction and construction 
stages of the Project. This ‘ork includes facilitation of financial benefit sharing among all 
tribal members. 

TR HDP PO to facilitate management training for TCLC board members ‘here required. 

The Benefit S haring Program facilitated by TR HDP PO shall focus on delivering prec
employment training to members of the Bahomea and Malango areas. 

To minimise any social disruptions arising from increased amounts of cash in the 
communityb the Developer/TR HDP PO provide budgeting and money management training 
as part of the induction and training of locally recruited ‘orkers. 
Implementation Actor: Oversight Actor: Costing/Funding S ource: 

Developer 

TR HDP PO 

Community Liaison 
Committees 

TR HDP PO PPA  

Precemployment training 
through J SDF  Grant. 
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 MONITOR ING ACTIVITIE S  

 Measures for E nsuring E nvironmental and S ocial Monitoring 
Implementation 

Measures ‘ill be put in place to ensure that environmental and social mitigation and 
monitoring is implemented and communicated ‘ith stakeholders. Mitigation measures ‘ill be 
monitored by an environmental and social safeguards management specialist engaged by the 
S PC  (SPC E S S  S pecialist)b and audited by an environmental and social safeguards specialist 
engaged by the Project Office (PO E S S  S pecialist).  

 Both specialists shall have e’tensive e’perience in issues and impacts related to the 
Project such as aquatic ecologyb ‘ater qualityb etc.  

 The S PC E S S  S pecialist ‘ill ensure that all general mitigation measures are 
implemented especially those that apply to the construction contractor and health and 
safety.  

 The follo‘ing reports/plans shall be prepared by the Developer (‘ith the assistance of 
the S PC E S S  S pecialist). Allreports ‘ill be submitted to the PO for revie‘ ‘ith support 
of PO ES S  S pecialist: 

6 R ecruitment policy(ies) of the Developer  

6 Health and safety plan of the construction contractor as ‘ell as data on accident and 
injuries. Minutes of meeting of various trainings to ‘orkers  

6 Construction and operation management plans 

6 R eports from the C ommunity Liaison C ommittees  

6 Minutes of meetings on the educational programme about modern day dam 
engineering and other sensitization trainings   

6 R eports of S TD a‘areness training 

6 R eport on protection of sensitive habitats prior to construction  

6 Data on ‘ater qualityb bed load and sediment modelb environmental flo‘s in the byc
passed section and flo‘s through the po‘erstation  

6 R eports on aquaculture results and fishery monitoring  

6 R eport of the soil e’pert regarding topsoil stripping and stockpiling.   

 The PO E S S  S pecialist ‘ill: 

6 assess compliance of S PC ‘ith ES MP and management plans throughout the 
lifespan of the Project; 

6 report to the PO and support the PO and ME CDM in ensuring S PC  compliance; and 

6 build MEC DM capacity to monitor compliance during operations. 

 It is required that the PO E S S  S pecialist be present 3 times a year to audit measure 
implementation as ‘ell as consult ‘ith other actors of the E S MP. During each missionb 
the specialist ‘ill produce a report to the attention of the Developer and its subcontractors 
to inform them of nonccompliances. The PO E S S  S pecialist ‘ill ‘ork ‘ith the S PC  E S S  
S pecialist to ensure that corrective measures are implemented. The role of PO E S S  
S pecialist is e’pected to be undertaken by an independent NGO or firm. 

 It is e’pected that the S PC ES S  Specialist ‘ill be a full time role during the period of 
construction.    

 The tasks of the Developer E S S  S pecialist and the PO E S S  S pecialist are to be 
described in detail in sub plans. 
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In addition to these monitoring and auditing rolesb it is anticipated that the E PC  contractor ‘ill 
appoint a safeguards specliast as part of the their key personnel to oversee the 
implementation of construction mitigation measures. 

 P lans to be prepared by Developer 

E nvironmental monitoring ‘ill be undertaken in accordance ‘ith the E S MP and supporting 
E nvironmental and S ocial Action Plans (E S APs)b the LALR Pb and good international industry 
practice for preparing and implementing management plans.  

The Developer ‘ill develop monitoring plans for each key issue including: 

 Construction Works Monitoring Plan 

 Air Quality and Noise Monitoring Plan 

 S ocial Impacts Monitoring Plan  

 S ediment Transport Monitoring Plan  

 Water Quality Monitoring Plan 

 Aquatic Life Monitoring Plan 

 F lora and Fauna Monitoring P lan 

The flora and fauna plan ‘ill include monitoring of invasive plant and animal speciesb e.g.b 
Water Hyacinth to assess its presence in the reservoir and to ensure quick response in case 
it becomes established. This monitoring ‘ill be done t‘ice each year and ‘ill include surveys 
of the entire reservoir. In the event that Water Hyacinth does become established in the 
reservoirb immediate removal of the plant and its roots ‘ill be carried out to limit the ability for 
it to propagate further. 

E ach monitoring plan ‘ill identify the parameter being monitoredb ho‘ it ‘ill be monitoredb 
ho‘ frequently and ‘ho ‘ill be responsible for monitoring. 

Monitoring plans for suspended sediments monitoring and ‘ater quality are set out belo‘. 

 Monitoring Plan Frame‘orks  

 S uspended S ediments Monitoring  

Water quality during construction is a central issue for local communities (see social impact) 
and communication ‘ith stakeholders regarding ‘ater quality is important. A typical indicator 
of ‘ater quality is TS S b as this parameter is the main element that ‘ill change during 
construction. This section presents ho‘ TS S  should be monitored.  

The Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver e’hibits natural peaks in TS S  during heavy rains/fast flood eventsb 
‘ith direct impacts on ‘ater uses by riparian communities (subsistence fishing by sightb clothes 
‘ashingb ‘ater consumption). 

During the planned 3cyear construction periodb the river is assumed to be e’posed to 
accentuated peaks of TS S b due to sedimentcladen runcoff from cleared areas and ‘orks ‘ithin 
the river bed. This e’tracload of TS S  might represent a significant inconvenience for riparian 
populations. 
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It is recommended that TR HDP collect regular TS S  data on the natural suspended sediment 
load and to monitor TS S  during constructionb  

Besides being a good indicator of ‘ater qualityb monitoring TS S  at a location immediately 
upstream of the damsite and reservoirb it ‘ill be useful as a means of estimating the rate of 
siltation of the reservoir. Monitoring TS S  do‘nstream of the damsite ‘ill provide reliable data 
about TS S  peaksb information that may prove useful if disputes arise ‘ith communities over 
‘hat are natural versus project caused increases in turbidity.. 

This type of monitoring ‘as undertaken in Tahitib ‘here construction of ne‘ dam and 
emptying/mucking out operations of e’isting reservoirs ‘as a source of conflict ‘ith 
do‘nstream populations. 

Not‘ithstanding that TR HDP may undertake regular monitoring of TS S b this should not be used 
as an e’cuse to abandon or rela’ measures to control the release of sediment laden runoff 
from disturbed areas or ‘orksites 

The objective of monitoring TSS  is to determine the load of suspended solids in the 
Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver over a long periodb through regular monitoring of TSS  during peak river 
flo‘s prior tob and duringb construction. 

Monitoring should begin one month before construction ‘ork begins and continue until the ‘ork 
is completed.  

The follo‘ing protocols should be implemented: 

 Water samples / measurements should be made at four stations: (i) upstream of the 
reservoir; (ii) immediately do‘nstream of the toe of the dam; (iii) at Horohutu or Valekotchab 
appro’imately 10km do‘nstream of the dam; and (iv) at Ngalimbiu bridgeb appro’imately 
20km do‘nstream of the dam. 

 The samples / measurements should be done at least once a ‘eek on a fi’ed day. Additional 
sampling should be conducted during floods.  

 TS S  ‘ill be analyzed at S IWA laboratory. Turbidity ‘ill be measured using a turbidity probe. 
For each sampling eventb a blank sample ‘ill be taken to assess the laboratory accuracy.  

The results ‘ill be treated as follo‘s: 

 Correlation bet‘een TS S  and turbidity. 

 Correlation bet‘een suspended solids and flo‘ measured at the gauging station. 

 Comparison of peaks of suspended solids during construction ‘ork ‘ith those observed in 
natural conditions.  

 Commented results ‘ill be made available to stakeholders (e.g.b on the project ‘ebsite) or 
by mean of regular environmental reports. 

S ince the Tina R iver has natural peaks of TS S  during flash floodsb trigger values should not be 
used to describe thresholds ‘here specific measures need to be implemented. R atherb a 
comparison should be made bet‘een precconstruction and construction conditionsb as an 
important indicator of the efficiency of sediment control structuresb such as silt fences and 
settling ponds. The efficiency of sediment trapping structures ‘ill be monitored throughout 
constructionb to ensure that peaks in TS S  do not originate from sediment erosion associated 
‘ith ‘ork being conducted on land. 
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Monitoring should begin at least one month prior to commencing construction and continue at 
least t‘o months after reservoir inundation and commencement of dam operation. 

S everal stakeholders should be involved in putting into practice the monitoring program: 

 Local environmental specialist under the direct responsibility of TR HPD c or construction 
contractor (sampling / measurements) 

 S IWA Water quality laboratory (analysis). 

 Water Quality Monitoring  

In addition to applying GIIPb construction environmental management and ‘ater quality 
monitoring ‘ill be necessary.  

Throughout the 3cyear construction period and initial reservoir impoundment a constant 
concern of TR HPD ‘ill be: (i) to ensure implementation of the environmental and social 
management plan (E SMP)b and the associated healthb safety and environment (HS E ) policiesb 
and environmental management system (E MS )b standards and national regulations; and (ii) to 
follo‘cup on environmental impacts and to adapt mitigation measures or implement ne‘ ones 
as necessary. 

The construction environmental supervision and monitoring activities ‘ill be undertaken by an 
independent environmental monitor. 

During construction of the damb ‘hen the risk of ‘ater quality alteration is highestb a program 
of ‘ater quality monitoring ‘ill be undertaken to assess key parameters. 

Water quality monitoring during construction and impoundment ‘ill include communication of 
results to stakeholders in an appropriate form. Besides monitoring of TS S  (see S ection 13.4.1.1 
– S uspended S ediment Monitoring)b daily ‘ater quality monitoring of the Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver 
‘ill be undertaken for key parameters sho‘n in Table 13c1.  

During operationb monitoring ‘ill be undertaken at the environmental flo‘ outlet of the damb in 
the bycpassed river reach (i.e.b upstream of the po‘erhouse)b and do‘nstream of the 
po‘erhouseb for the key pollution indices sho‘n in Table 13c1. Monitoring ‘ill be conducted 
‘eekly for the first 2 to 3 months follo‘ing commissioningb then quarterly for the first yearb 
follo‘ed by annually ‘hen annual testing is conducted of the project electrocmechanical 
systems. Trigger values (threshold values for health and biodiversity protection) ‘ill include: 

 ANZE CC Water Quality Guidelines for tropical Australiab for upland or lo‘land rivers for 
parameters that can affect aquatic life; and 

  Australian Drinking Water Guidelines (ADWG)b or World Health Organization (WHO) 
guidelines for potable ‘aterb for parameters that can affect domestic use.  

Table 13c2 Key ‘ater quality parameters 

Construction phase ‘ater 
quality parameters 

Operation phase ‘ater 
quality parameters 

R eference 

Trigger values 
(or range of 
acceptable 

values) 

Temperature Temperature c c 
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pH pH 
ADWG 6.5c8.5 

ANZE CC  6.4c7.9 

Conductivity Conductivity ANZE CC  20c250 uS /cm 

Dissolved o’ygen Dissolved o’ygen ANZE CC  > 6 ppm 

Oil and grease Oil and grease  
Any detection 
is a sign of 
spills 

Nutrients NH4cN Nutrients NH4 cN ANZE CC  < .  g/[  

Nutrients N03cN Nutrients N03cN WHO < g/[ 

Nutrient Ptot Nutrient Ptot ANZE CC  < . g/[  

Fecal contamination : E coli   WHO 0 MPN 

Fecal contamination : total 
coliforms 

 WHO <  a t b 

E nvironmental management and monitoring of the construction ‘orks and operation of facilities 
‘ill facilitate minimal environmental impacts and risksb under a continuous supervision. 

S ome pollution of the river is anticipated if GIIP are not follo‘ed during construction. If 
monitoring determines that trigger values have been reachedb the root cause ‘ill be determined 
(e.g.b release of se‘ageb concrete leachateb fuel / oilb spoilsb or other contaminants)b and 
procedures ‘ill be refined to prevent future occurrences.  

Water quality results ‘ill be disclosed to local villagers. The construction contractor ‘ill 
implement an alarm system in case of oil/concrete/dangerous substance spill. This includes 
alerting local villages along the Tina R iver.b An emergency ‘arning system ‘ill be used in the 
event of a dangerous spill to alert do‘nstream communities in the event of a spill of a hazardous 
material into the river (e.g.b fuel / oilb concrete leachateb or other hazardous substance)b ‘ithout 
first ‘aiting for laboratory results to confirm the risk posed by the spill. 

During constructionb regular environmental monitoring and supervision of impacts and 
activitiesb ‘ith regular assessment reports ‘ill be undertaken on a daily basis. Monitoring of 
nutrient parameters ‘ill be carried out on a monthly basis. R egular (‘eekly) monitoring ‘ill be 
carried out for the first 2 to 3 months after the project has been commissioned and is 
operational.  Quarterly monitoring ‘ill be undertaken for the first year of operation and then 
reduce to annual monitoring to coincide ‘ith annual inspections of the dam and po‘erhouse 
systems. 

S everal stakeholders ‘ill be involved in the monitoring program as follo‘s:  

 Water quality laboratory (‘ater quality analysis reports); 

 TRHDP and / or construction contractor environmental management and monitoring staff 
(self monitoring and auditing); and 

 Local environmental authorities (compliance auditing). 
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Aside from very limited sand and gravel e’traction for personal or village use in communities 
upstream of the Tina and Toni riversb there is little anthropogenic disturbance (e.g.b no gold 
placer miningb no major sources of TS S b no agriculture activitiesb or other enterprises) that could 
presently affect the rivers. Thereforeb heavy metals such as mercuryb arsenicb cadmium that 
are associated ‘ith industrial mineral processingb or agricultural pesticidesb are unlikely to be 
a precproject ‘ater quality issue. Ho‘everb it is probable that the do‘nstream reach of the 
Ngalimbiu R iver e’periences fertilizer and pesticide pollution introduced from ‘aters that drain 
adjacent oil palm plantations. Thereforeb it is strongly recommended to conduct a single 
sampling of ‘aterb sediment and fish flesh to test for these pollutants in the river system prior 
to construction of TR HDP. National laboratories do not have the capacity to analyse such 
sources of pollution.  S amples could be sent to Brisbaneb Australia. 

The follo‘ing potential contaminants ‘ill not be generated by the Project. Ho‘ever to ensure 
proper cover in the event of complaints from do‘nstream communitiesb these parameters 
should be analyzed as par of a single monitoring event prior to construction: 

 Pesticides such as Glyphosate CTb Bastab 2c4cD Amineb Ally (Metsulfuron Methyl)b Kamba 
500 S elective herbicide (present as the dimethlyamine salt). Gramo’one Tropical 
(Paraquat) in the Ngalimbiu R iver system. These sources of pollution are suspected from 
oil palm plantations. 

 Metals such as C yanideb Nickelb Aluminiumb Copperb Arsenicb C admiumb Leadb Cobaltb 
Mercuryb S ilverb C opperb Lead and Zinc in ‘ater and sediment. These are the common 
sources of pollution from the mining industry. 

 Bioaccumulated metals in fish flesh related to mining activities for the follo‘ing metals: 
S ilverb Arsenicb Cadmiumb Cobaltb C opperb Mercuryb Lead and Zinc. 

The sample site for pesticides should be located do‘nstream in the Ngalimibiu R iver reachb 
and the sample site for metals should be located on the Tina R iver. If any of the metal 
parameters e’ceed detection levels on the Tina R iverb additional samples ‘ill be collected 
and analysed. Pesticides are e’pected to be found in Ngalimbiu R iver samples. In addition to 
these measuresb ‘aste‘ater from the cement plant ‘ill not be directed to any ‘ater body. 
R atherb it ‘ill be collected and treated. 

 F ishb Algae and Macrocinvertebrate Monitoring 

The Tina R iver is a relatively pristineb lo‘ nutrient ‘atercourse originating from bedrockc
controlled substrate in the undisturbed montane forests found on the higher elevation slopes 
of Guadalcanal. Lo‘er trophic level aquatic organismsb such as algae and macrocinvertebrate 
species support many of the fish species found ‘ithin the Tina R iver.  S pecies assemblages 
and populations can be used as an inde’ of aquatic ecological health.  

This fish monitoring plan is to frequently monitor the physical changes of the Tina R iver during 
and after the construction of the hydro electrical system. This is to conduct a long term ‘ater 
shed health monitoring in the Tina R iver reaches and its tributaries over time. 

F ield studies conducted in support of the E S IA involved only limited sampling of aquatic macroc
invertebratesb primarily aquatic dependent insect speciesb mostly in their emergent adult forms.  
In the interest of monitoring potential impacts of TR HDP construction and operation on the 
health of the aquatic habitatb TR HDP ‘ill implement a program of algae and macrocinvertebrate 
monitoring.  Baseline algae and macrocinvertebrate data collection ‘ill be undertaken prec
construction during a typical lo‘ flo‘ periodb ‘hen it is safe to enter the river to collect samples. 
Periodic algae and macrocinvertebrate sampling ‘ill be subsequently carried out to measure 
potential changes to these lo‘er trophic levels that may result from construction and operation 
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of the Project.  At least one station ‘ill be located upstream of the reservoirb to be used to 
determine ‘hether the project is having any impact on the aquatic ecosystem there.  

The monitoring plan shall: 

1. R evie‘ and understand the terrainb river and hydrology of Tina R iver through the series 
of respective studies especially the hydrologyb fish and fisheries and ‘ater quality. 
gather information from relevant stakeholders and plan for specific indicators for 
aquatic health. In this areab the e’pert ‘ill do and formulate baseline data of the area 
and the gaps that may be considered during monitoring. 

2. Identify sampling locations. It is proposed to have at least eight consistent sample 
stations in the Tinab Toni and Ngalimbiu areas. This should include 2 sample stations 
on the Toni R iverb 4 sample stations on the Tina R iver and 2 sample stations on the 
Ngalimbiu riverb including one station in the river mouth to monitor the commercial 
fishing area. S ample stations are to be homogenous to allo‘ consistent monitoring 
over time. S ample stations should be reference by either human features (e.g. roadsb 
barriers) or any natural attributes due to changes of stream physical changes. Baseline 
data should be collected for each sampling station. 

3. Identify parameters to be tested and observed 
4. Formulate schedules of tests/sampling dates 
5. Data collection tools 

6 F ield data sheets 
6 Handcheld GPS  
6 Waders 
6 Digital camera 

6. R eporting frame‘ork and policy in the case of emergency declarations 

S takeholders are to be involved in the process ‘ith proper a‘areness of the results analysed 
during the monitoring.  

 MANAGE ME NT PLANS  

 Management Plans to be prepared by Developer 

In preparing the CE S MP and OE SMPb the constructor/operator shall developer and include a 
number of detailed management plans. The timeframe for these and the frame‘ork for revie‘ 
and approval is set out in Table 13c3. As a guide to preparation of C E S MP an outline of 
environmental specifications for construction is provided at Appendi’ O. Management Plans 
required shall include the follo‘ing Dam S afety Plans in accordance ‘ith World Bank OP 4.37: 

6 Construction and Quality Assurance Plan 

6 Operation and Maintenance Plan 

6 Instrumentation Plan 

6 E mergency Preparedness Plan 

All plans relating to dam safety and response to operations related emergency events ‘ill be 
prepared by the SPC and revie‘ed by the TR HDP’s Dam S afety Panel. 
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The Draft Construction and Quality Assurance Planb and Draft Operations and Maintenance 
Plan ‘ill be submitted for revie‘ and approval prior to Bank Appraisal. 

An Instrumentation and E mergency R esponse Plan ‘ill be developed by the S PCduring the 
project design phaseb and ‘ill be submitted for revie‘ and approval prior to project 
commissioning. 

In addition to the dam safety plansb the constructer/operator shall also prepare the detailed 
management plans listed belo‘ to reflect and elaborate on the mitigation measures set out in 
this E S MP.  Brief descriptions are provided for items ‘hose titles are not selfce’planatoryb and 
some of the plans are discussed in more detail in subsequent subcsections of this report as 
noted in the list. 

Plans  R equired for Construction Only 

6 Water C ourse Crossing Management Plan 

6 Une’ploded Ordinance (UXO) Management Plan (see section 13.4.2); 

6 S poil and topsoil management plan 

6 Forest clearance plan.  In addition to procedures for clearing and for use or disposal of 
cleared vegetationb the practices ‘ill describe the mandatory precclearing field survey by a 
qualified botanist of proposed road alignments and other areas to be cleared.  The botanist 
‘ill identify and demarcate plants that should not be disturbed or that should be 
transplanted.  The botanist ‘ill recommend changes in alignment as necessary. 

6 Drainageb E rosion and S ediment Control Plan 

6 R eservoir Preparation Plan.  Plan ‘ill describe the types of vegetation to be clearedb the 
e’tent of removal to be achievedb methods of clearingb methods and arrangements for use 
or disposal of cleared biomassb arrangements for plan implementation including 
opportunities for local community members and small businesses to benefit from contracts 
and timber. 

6 Drill and Blast Management Plan.  In addition to addressing technical and ‘orker and 
community safety issuesb the plan ‘ill include measures prepared in conjunction ‘ith the 
Noise and V ibration Management Plan to minimize adverse impacts on local fauna. Plan 
preparation ‘ill include modelling of noise levels at various distances from blasting 
locations and a revie‘ of literature to identify noise levels likely to disturb ‘ildlife. 

6 Air Quality Management and Dust Control Plan 

6 Noise and V ibration Management Plan.  S ee comments on Drill and Blast Management 
Plan above 

6 Influ’ Management Plan.  The plan ‘ill provide measures to manage social and 
environmental impacts that may arise from the influ’ of “outsider” ‘orkers at the 
construction site and also at locations ‘here the ‘orkforce ‘ill be housed near Honiara.  It 
‘ill also consider impacts of the influ’ of any jobcseekersb entrepreneurs seeking business 
opportunitiesb and undesirable opportunists such as prostitutes and drug dealersb into 
Malango and Bahomea. 

6 Workers Code of Conduct.  This ‘ill be a freecstanding document for distribution to and 
training of ‘orkers but ‘ill also be an element of the Influ’ Management Plan and the 
Community E ngagement Plan. 
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6 S pill Prevention and E mergency R esponse Plan 

6 Traffic Management Plan  

6 Postcconstruction R ehabilitation and R evegetation Plan (see section 13.4.2.7.1) 

6 Quarry Management Plan 

Plans  R equired for Construction and Operations  

Biodiversity Management Plan. (S ee Appendi’ P and section 13.4.2.5  

Health and S afety P lan 

6 Cultural Heritage Management Plan (see Anne’ 18 and section 13.4.2.3); 

6 Community Health and Disease Vector Management Plan.  This plan ‘ill address control 
of disease vectors that could be e’acerbated by the project and could affect local 
communitiesb ‘ith particular attention to malariab as ‘ell as prevention of transmission of 
HIV/AIDS b S TDsb and other communicable diseases from the ‘orkforce to communities;  

6 S torm‘ater Management Plan;  

6 Point S ource Pollution Management Plan.  Includes ‘ater from concrete ‘ork. 

6 S takeholder E ngagement and Communications Plan 

6 S ecurity Management Plan 

6 Grievance R edress Mechanism (see section 13.4.2.1) 

6 Waste Management Plan 

6 Hazardous Materials Management Plan.  Includes arrangements for storage and handling 
of fuels and other hydrocarbons. 

Plans  R equired for Operations Only 

6 R eservoir Operation and Management Plan.  This plan ‘ill cover the environmental aspects 
of reservoir managementb including options to establish a reservoir fishery (natural 
development versus stocking)b to prevent arrival of invasive speciesb and to monitor fishery 
status.  It ‘ill also address ‘ater quality; it ‘ill be linked to the R eservoir Preparation Plan 
and ‘ill provide predictions of ‘ater quality in the reservoirb identify potential impacts on 
‘ater quality in the river do‘nstreamb describe realctime monitoring techniques to detect 
deterioration in quality that could result in adverse do‘nstream impactsb and propose 
remedial actions.  

Plans R equired for Dam and Po‘er S tation C losure 

6 Project Decommissioning Plan (see section 13.4.2.7.2) 

6 R etrenchment Plan 

 

In addition to the management plansb the developer shall also develop the series of monitoring 
plans as set out in section 13.3. 
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Table 13c3 – Management Plan Timeframes and Approvals 

No. Name Completion Date Prepared by Implemented by R evie‘/Approval by 
Applicable 
Policy/PS  

Dam S afety Plans  

DS c1 
Construction and Quality 
Assurance Plan 

By appraisal (as 
TOR  of O‘ner’s 
E ngineer) 

S PC  
(Sponsors) 

S PC  and 
O‘ner’s 
E ngineer 

DSAP/MME R E /WB PS 4 (OP4.37) 

DS c2 Instrumentation Plan 

Before tendering 
E PC  (as part of PPA 
MFS  and E PC 
contract) 

S PC  
(Sponsors) 

E PCC  
S PC/DS AP/MME R E /
WB 

PS 4 (OP4.37) 

DS c3 
Operation and 
Maintenance Plan 

Draft by appraisal; 
final 6 months 
before reservoir 
filling 

S PC  
SPC  and O&M 

Contractor 
S PC/DS AP/MME R E /
WB 

PS 4 (OP4.37) 

DS c4 
Emergency 
Preparedness Plan 

Frame‘ork by 
appraisal; plan 1 
year before 
reservoir filling 

S PC  

S PC  throughout 
PPA; O&M 

Contractor during 
operation 

S PC/DS AP/MME R E /
ME CDM/WB 

PS 4 (OP4.37) 

Preparation Phase Plans 

Pc1 
Construction E S MP 
(CE S MP) 

Before contractor 
mobilization 

E PCC  E PCC  
S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 1 

Pc2 
Biodiversity Management 
Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization  

E PCC  
EPCC b S PC  and 
O&M Contractor 

S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 6.OP4.04 

Pc3 
S takeholder 
Engagement and 
Communications Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization S PC  SPC  MME R E /WB PS 1.PS4 
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No. Name Completion Date Prepared by Implemented by R evie‘/Approval by 
Applicable 
Policy/PS  

Pc4 Influ’ Management Plan 
Before contractor 
mobilization 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E /WB PS 2.PS 4 

Pc5 
Grievance R edress 
Mechanism 

Before contractor  
mobilization 

E PC C and 
S PC  

E PC C and S PC  S PC/MME R E /WB PS 1bPS 2bPS 4 

Pc6 
Security Management 
Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization 

E PC C and 
S PC  

E PC C and S PC  S PC/MME R E /WB PS 4 

Pc7 Health and S afety Plan 
Before contractor 
mobilization 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E /WB 
PS 2 
E HS  Guidelines 

Pc8 
Workers Code of 
Conduct 

Before contractor 
mobilization 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/DMMER E/WB PS 2.PS 4 

Pc9 
Community Health and 
Disease Vector 
Management Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization E PCC  E PC C and S PC  S PC/MME R E /WB PS 4 

Pc10 Traffic Management Plan 
Before contractor 
mobilization E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1b PS 4 

Pc11 Waste Management Plan 
Before contractor 
mobilization E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E /WB 

PS 3 
E HS  Guidelines 

Pc12 
Hazardous Materials 
Management Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E /WB 

PS 3 
E HS  Guidelines 

Pc13 
Spill Prevention and 
Emergency R esponse 
Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1bPS 3 

Pc14 
Accidents and 
Malfunctions Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization 

S PC  and 
E PCC  

E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1bPS2bPS 4 

Pc15 
Air Quality Management 
and Dust Control Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1bPS4 
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No. Name Completion Date Prepared by Implemented by R evie‘/Approval by 
Applicable 
Policy/PS  

Pc16 
Point S ource Pollution 
Management Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilization 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 3 

Construction Phase Plans 

Cc1 
Cultural Heritage 
Management Plan 

Before land clearing 
E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E /WB PS 8 

Cc2 UXO Management Plan Before land clearing E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1bPS2 

Cc3 Forest C learance Plan 
Before land clearing 

E PCC  E PCC  
S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 6bOP4.04b 
OP4.36 

Cc4 
Watercourse Crossing 
Management Plan 

Before land clearing 
E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1 

Cc5 
Spoil and Topsoil 
Management Plan 

Before land clearing 
E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1 

Cc6 
Drainageb E rosion and 
Sediment Control Plan 

Before land clearing 
E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1 

Cc7 
Postcconstruction 
R ehabilitation and 
R evegetation Plan 

Before land clearing 
E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E /ME CDM PS 1bPS6 

Cc8 
Water S upply 
R eplacement Plan 

Before construction 
start 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 4 

Cc9 
Drill and Blast 
Management Plan 

Before construction 
start 

E PCC  E PCC  
S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 2bPS 4 
E HS  Guidelines 

Cc10 
S torm‘ater Management 
Plan 

Before construction 
start 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E  PS 1 

Cc11 
Quarry Management 
Plan 

Before construction 
start 

E PCC  E PCC  S PC/MME R E /ME CDM 
PS 1bPS 2bPS 4 
E HS  Guidelines 

Cc12 
R eservoir Preparation 
Plan 

Before biomass 
removal 

E PCC  E PCC  
S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 1bPS 6 
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No. Name Completion Date Prepared by Implemented by R evie‘/Approval by 
Applicable 
Policy/PS  

Cc13 
Noise and Vibration 
Management Plan 

Before construction 
start 

E PCC  E PCC  
S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

 

Cc14 
Cumulative Impact 
Management S trategy 

Within one year of 
mobilization S IG 

various public 
and private 

entities 
MME RE /WB PS 1 

Operations Phase Plans 

Oc1 
Operations E S MP 
(OE S MP) 

3 months before 
reservoir filling 

O&M 
Contractor 

O&M Contractor MME R E /ME CDM/WB PS 1 

Oc2 
R eservoir Operation & 
Management Plan 

3 months before 
reservoir filling 

O&M 
Contractor 

O&M Contractor MME R E /ME CDM/WB PS 1bPS 6 

Decommiss ioning Phase Plans  

Dc1 Decommissioning Plan 

1 year before station 
closure  

SPC  (S IGb if it 
continues to 
operate after 
PPA period) 

SPC  MME R E  
PS 1bPS 2bPS 3b 
PS 4bPS 6 

Dc2 Retrenchment Plan 

1 year before station 
closure 

SPC  (S IGb if it 
continues to 
operate after 
PPA period) 

SPC  MME R E  PS 2 

Transmission L ine Plans 

Tc1 ES IA/E S MP 
Before start of 
construction  S IE A S IE A MME R E /ME CDM/WB 

OP4.01b4.04b 
4.10b4.11b4.36 
E HS  Guidelines 

Tc2 LALR P 
Before right of ‘ay 
clearance 

S IE A S IE A MME RE /WB OP4.10b 4.12 

Monitoring Plans  
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No. Name Completion Date Prepared by Implemented by R evie‘/Approval by 
Applicable 
Policy/PS  

Mc1 
Suspended S ediment 
Monitoring Plan 

Before land clearing  
E PCC  E PC C and S PC  

S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 1bPS  

Mc2 
Water Quality Monitoring 
Plan 

Before land clearing  
E PCC  E PC C and S PC  

S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 1 

Mc3 
Algaeb Macroc
Invertebrate and F ish 
Monitoring Plan 

Before land clearing  
E PCC  E PC C and S PC  

S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 6 

Mc4 
Social Impacts Monitoring 
Plan 

Before contractor 
mobilisation 

TR HDPcPO TR HDPcPO MME RE /ME CDM/WB PS 1bPS7 

Mc5 
Flora and Fauna 
Monitoring Plan 

Before land clearing S PC  and 
E PCC  

S PC  and E PCC  MME R E /ME CDM/WB PS 1bPS6 

Mc6 
Construction Works 
Monitoring Plan 

Before land clearing 
E PCC  E PCC  

S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 1 

Mc7 
Air Quality and Noise 
Monitoring Plan 

Before land clearing 
E PCC  E PCC  

S PC/MME R E /ME CDM
/WB 

PS 1bPS 3 

 

S PC  shall report on the implementation of the above plansb and the results of studies e’ecuted as part of the plansb to the POb WB and MECDM.
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 Management Plan F rame‘orks 

 Grievance Mechanism 

This E S MP shall utilise the follo‘ing process as the mechanism for addressing grievances 
bet‘een the different project stakeholders.   The Grievance Mechanism (GR M) is designed to 
facilitate feedback from any project participant or stakeholder regarding project operationsb 
managementb use of resources and impacts of activitiesb intentionally or other‘iseb and 
resolution of the same by the developer. Grievances related to land acquisition ‘ill be dealt 
‘ith separately under the GR M proposed in the LALR P. 

Grievance mechanism allo‘s the developer to interact ‘ith communities living along the 
Tina/Naglimbiu Catchment.  The document ‘ill be revie‘ed as project development stages 
progress. 

The S PC  ‘ill advertise and inform communities including isolated communities of the grievance 
mechanism and also ensure that communities are ‘ell a‘are of its structure. In the event that 
the communities of the Tina/Ngalimbiu Catchment feel that environmental and social 
complaints have not been adhered to or follo‘edb those stakeholders have the right to raise 
their concerns and to seek satisfactory ackno‘ledgement and resolution of their grievances. 
This right is essential to ensure transparency and accountability. Communities ‘ill be informed 
of the Project GR M through community meetingsb project documentation and through the local 
media. 

 Grievance Mechanism S tructure 

Community liaison committees (C LC) ‘ill be established for the construction and operation 
phases of the project supported by a team from the TR HDP PO to oversee the monitoring and 
implementation of the mitigation measures. The Monitoring team ‘ill also provide report on any 
impacts that may be happening in the project affected communities. 

The CLC s ‘ill be the focal points for information dissemination to the project affected 
communities. 

 Documenting Grievances ‘ith C ommunities 

The CLC ‘ould be responsible for recording the grievance or complaint through regular 
meetings ‘ith members of each community. R aised concerned ‘ill be ‘ritten do‘n in a report 
and presented to the TR HDP PO and the Developer. The CLC  ‘ill consult ‘ith the developer 
on all complaints received to respond to any systematic issues or problems. 

 R esponding to Grievances 

R esponses to grievances ‘ill be the responsibility of the  Developer.  Ifb due to its natureb the 
grievance requires immediate attentionb the developer should commit to address raised issues 
in an acceptable time frame. The developer shall keep minutes of meetings and other form of 
records regarding the ‘ay they have addressed the issues. 
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Where grievances cannot be resolved at this levelb the aggrieved party or person ‘ill have 
recourse to a revie‘ and a decision made by the TRHDPcPO ‘here a grievance relates to a 
construction impact and to ME CDM ‘here a grievance relates to an operational impact.  

If the Grievance C ommittee cannot resolve the issueb or at any other timeb an aggrieved 
person may have recourse to the S olomon Islands’ Courts. 

 UXO Management 

R egarding UXO management there is a chance that UXOb ‘hich is a historic remnant of WWIIb 
may be found ‘ithin the project area.  A UXO Management Plan shall be included as part of 
the standcalone ES MP for the Projectb the aim of ‘hich is to reduce the risk of interaction 
bet‘een ‘orkers/communities and UXOb and identify the procedures to follo‘ in the event of 
a “chance” find. 

Once the project layout has been finalisedb and prior to commencement of constructionb the 
R oyal S olomon Islands Police Force E ’plosives Ordnance Unit (R S IPD E OU) ‘ill be engaged 
to revie‘ the project layoutb including access roadsb temporary and permanent construction 
sitesb and areas ‘here projectcrelated infrastructure is to be provided to communities. The 
R S IPD E OU ‘illb if necessaryb carry out a site survey andb if UXO is encounteredb clear the 
UXOb follo‘ing best practices for protecting ‘orkers and the surrounding communities. 

 Physical Cultural Resources Management Plan 

This E S IA discusses the initial findings of the physical cultural resources assessmentb and 
identifies resources that may be adversely affected by the projectb including Tambu S ites. The 
TR HDP is committed to protecting physical and cultural resources ‘ithin the projectcaffected 
area and ‘ill carry out additionalb more detailed assessment of physical cultural resources as 
the Project develops.  

A Physical Cultural Resources Management Plan ‘ill be prepared for the TR HDP. The 
objective of the plan is to prevent any inadvertent loss of physical and cultural resources during 
project construction and operation.   

The Plan ‘ill describe sites that ‘ere identified in the E S IA that ‘ill require preservationb or 
e’cavation and relocationb and the steps to be takenb timingb and responsibility for carrying out 
these measures. These activities ‘ill be undertaken in conjunction ‘ith authorities of the 
Ministry of C ultureb and the National Museum.  Additional physical and cultural resources 
(chance finds) may be encountered during construction. The BOOT Contractor ‘ill develop 
Chance F ind Procedures that identify ‘hat measures ‘ill be taken to protect these cultural 
resources. The Plan ‘ill also address measures to monitor any physical cultural sites that 
may be affected by oncgoing operation of the TR HDP. 

The Physical Cultural R esources Plan ‘ill be in place t‘o months prior to the commencement 
of construction ‘orks involving clearing and grubbingb or other land disturbing activities. This 
includes access roadsb and main project site(s). 

The BOOT C ontractor ‘ill be responsible for the preparation and implementation of the Planb 
‘hich ‘ill be revie‘ed by the TR HDP PO and the Ministry of Cultureb and the National Museum. 
The Plan ‘ill identify measures to be follo‘ed for both the construction and operation phases 
of the Project. 
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 Cultural S ites Chance F ind Procedure 

For unkno‘n Tambu sitesb the follo‘ing procedure specify ho‘ the construction contractor ‘ill 
act if a site is discovered. This process shall be subject to consultation ‘ith the five identified 
lando‘ning tribesb  

6 first ‘ork ‘ill stopb   

6 the relevant previous customary land o‘ning tribe (pre S IG land acquisition) to be 
identifiedb 

6 a scientific e’amination and/or cultural rituals performed and compensation agreement 
shall take place (in case of destruction)b   

6 additional actions shall be carried out to protect the rest of the site if the tambu is to be 
preserved (fencing the site).  

 Cultural Heritage S ites Plan 

The follo‘ing is provided by ‘ay of guidance in the preparation of a physical cultural resoures 
plan by the future TR HDP developer and contractor/s. 

i. F irstb talk ‘ith the members of the Lando‘ners Core Group (LCG – the representatives 
of the lando‘ners of the “core” project area) concerning the need to identify someone 
among them ‘ho has the kno‘ledge of any tambu site(s) and their location(s) in the 
Project Impacted area(s). 

ii. An e’pert ‘ith e’perience in recording the information associated ‘ith the tambu sites 
should be deployed from ‘ithin or outside of the LC G to assist the kno‘ledgeable 
person(s) they have identified and selected.  

iii. S uch kno‘ledgeable and e’perience persons must be approved by the representatives 
from the LC G prior to involving them in this task. 

iv. After the kno‘n tambu sites ‘ithin the Project Impacted areas have been identified and 
the data collected and recordedb it must be stated clearly ‘hether they ‘ill be 
completely or partly destroyed or only disturbed during the construction ‘ork on the 
Project. 

v. It is of paramount importance that any tambu sites that are certain to be completely or 
partly destroyed should be prioritized for documentation ‘hile those that may be only 
disturbed could be clearly marked by using red and ‘hite painted posts erected around 
them to sho‘ that they are tambu sites and to be avoided. Where cultural sensitivities 
e’ist to the publicizing of a tambu siteb alternate ‘ays of bringing the site to the 
attention of ‘orkers ‘ill be adopted. 

vi. Any tambu sites located ‘ithin the construction areas that the LCG really feels should 
not be destroyed should be demarcated ‘ith fenceb and ‘orked around ‘here 
possible.  This ‘ill help avoid any disagreements or demands for huge compensation 
payments ‘hich might delay the construction programme. 

vii. Any decisions or agreements to moveb relocateb or destroy any sacred objects from 
tambu sites must come either from the LCG or the heritage protection e’pert.  This 
should be done before the construction ‘ork on the Project starts. 

viii. For unkno‘n tambu sitesb it is important thatb prior to constructionb a clear 
understanding and ‘ritten agreements (in the form of an accidental discovery protocol) 
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bet‘een the LC G and the contractor should be made. This should  specify ho‘ a 
contractor ‘ill act if a site is discovered b e.g.b ‘ork ‘ill stopb the nominated LCG 
representative contacted (if not already on site supervising the ‘ork)b the site o‘ner 
identifiedb a scientific e’amination and/or cultural rituals performedb and any additional 
actions carried out to protect the rest of the site if required. 

i’. The current compensation rates for disturbance or damage to tambu sites depend on 
the scale of destructionb and the distances bet‘een the sites and ‘here the 
construction ‘ork is being carried out. 

’. Table 13c3 provides some e’amples as a guide highlighting the different rates being 
paid by either loggersb miners or any development projects for the destruction of tambu 
sites: 

Table 13c4 Costs associated ‘ith compensation for Tambu site destruction 

 

Destruction or Disturbance of Tambu S ites Compensation rates 
(S olomon Dollars) 

Major S cale $50b000 

Minor S cale $20b000 

Disturbances: 

50 meters from S ites 
100 meters from S ites 

 
 
$10b000 
$15b000 

Graves in Cemetery (per grave) $10b000  
 

Note that disturbances are caused ‘hen trees fall into nearby tambu sitesb and machines or 
employees pass through these sites during construction ‘ork even though they might not cause 
any physical damage to them.  

 Workers Code of Conduct 

The project developer and construction contractors ‘ill be e’pectedb in advance of any 
construction ‘ork commencing on the projectb to prepare and promulgate a code of conduct 
for its ‘orkers (and related visitors)b including localsb other S olomon Islandersb and 
immigrants/e’pats.  Induction training should include a cultural inductionb delivered ‘ith the 
help of local kno‘ledgeable elders.  

The project developer and construction contractors ‘ill be e’pectedb in advance of any 
construction ‘ork commencing on the projectb to promulgate this code of conduct for its ‘orkers 
(and related visitors)b including localsb other S olomon Islandersb and immigrants/e’pats. 
Induction training shall include a cultural inductionb delivered ‘ith the help of local 
kno‘ledgeable elders.  

The follo‘ing is the code of conduct : 

 Prior to entering a village or hamlet for the first timeb the Chiefb a leader from a churchb or 
the head of a family (usually the father) shall be met for the construction contractor to sho‘ 
his respect. 
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 All ‘orkers must al‘ays consult the C hiefsb and community leaders (such as a church pastor 
or an elder) about any issues that may not be clear in the local culture. 

 If no male members of the community are presentb the outsider/visitor must not enter and 
talk to ‘omenb especially young girls and married ‘omen. This ‘ill help avoid any 
unnecessary arguments arising bet‘een a man and his ‘ife or parents ‘ith their daughters.  

 When talking or shaking hands ‘ith someone (‘hether a man or ‘oman) do not look straight 
at them in the eyes or press their hands strongly because to some it is disrespectfulb 
shameful or could mean something differentb especially to a ‘oman. 

 Custom requires that visitors ‘ho enter a village are suitably attired. In particularb all genders 
should ‘ear clothes that cover thighs. Do not criticize someone openly but al‘ays call the 
person aside and talk to him or her separately to avoid any ill feelings. S uch incidents may 
even escalate to a stage ‘here other relatives may become involved. 

 S aturdays and S undays are days ‘hen some people in the communities go to C hurch and 
so there ‘ill be no ‘ork.  Death and funerals are also times ‘hen ‘ork and other activities 
stop in the community. Al‘ays seek advice and clearance from the Chiefs or community 
leaders in such cases ‘hether ‘ork should continue on or temporarily stop. 

 No alcohol or any form of drugs shall be consumed in the communities by any project 
employees. The contractor/developer should have and enforce an alcohol and drugcfree 
policy (in the ‘ork placeb ‘hile driving vehiclesb or use of the access roads). The company 
policy should develop a position on the use of betel nut in the ‘orkplace. 

 All employees should respect the local custom or culture of the people. For e’ample one 
must al‘ays ask before taking any produce gro‘ing in the areab such as bananasb kumarab 
cassava/root cropsb nutsb fruits from treesb and coconuts etc.  There is al‘ays someone in 
the community ‘ho o‘ns them.  Picking something ‘ithout asking first is regarded as 
disrespect for the o‘nerb or stealingb and may require payment of compensation to the 
o‘ner. 

 Workers and visitors should not make any disrespectful gestures or use any s‘earing ‘ords 
to anyone either in the communityb or along the access roadb especially to ‘omen or coc
‘orkers in the company ‘orkforce. These may lead to demand for compensation fees from 
communities. 

 No unlicensed person shall drive ‘ork vehicles. Drivers shall be tested prior to starting ‘ork 
on the projectb and have a valid license. 

 Construction C ompany vehicles or trucks shall not be permitted to pick up anyone ‘ho is 
not an employee of the Projectb e’cept in case of an emergency. 

 Heavy machinery shall only be operated by those ‘ho have the license and proven skills to 
use those types of machines. This shall be embedded in the recruitment and other policies 
of the contractor/s. This ‘ill help avoid health and safety problems and the unnecessary 
destruction of propertyb resourcesb and tambu sites.  

 Workers and visitors shall drive slo‘ly ‘hen passing villages that are very close to the 
access roadside or a pedestrian ‘alking along the side of the road. 

 Drivers and passengers shall ‘atch out for domesticated animals or people crossing the 
access road. 

 Take Prior Consultationb Careful Listeningb and Paying R espect (PCcCLcPR ) seriously 
because they are the key to avoiding conflict. Incidents can easily escalate into companyc
community conflicts. 
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 Biodiversity Management Plan 

Because of its particular importanceb the terms of reference for the BMP are included ‘ith the 
E S IA as Appendi’ P.  The BMP ‘ill include measures to achieve no net loss of biodiversity as 
a result of natural habitat conversionb degradationb or fragmentation in the area of influenceb 
including protected setcasidesb restoration of areas temporarily disturbedb and offsets in the 
form of rehabilitation of modified habitat.  It ‘ill also contain ‘ildlife management measures to 
protect fauna that may pass through or reside in the project footprintb including prohibition of 
hunting and onccall e’perts to assist in relocations.  The requirements for minimum flo‘s that 
have been established in the E S IA and the provisions in the design to move migrating fish past 
the dam are also measures that contribute to no net loss of biodiversity in the aquatic 
ecosystem.  The BMP ‘ill also include detailed management provisions to mitigate the impacts 
of invasive speciesb incorporating as a minimum standard this E S MP’s measuresb including 
machinery ‘ashing stations. 

Impacts the project may causeb if anyb on the river upstream of the reservoir are difficult to 
predictb and the BMP ‘ill therefore link to the monitoring plans so that benthic organismsb fish 
faunab and ‘ater quality are monitored upstream of the reservoir.  F indings of adverse impacts 
‘ill lead to adaptive management measures. The BMP ‘ill also include measurs to restrict 
public vehicular accessb including commercial logging accessb south of the end of the e’isting 
road close to Mengakiki.  

 Quarry Management Plan 

The developer shall prepare a Quarry Management Plan incorporating the follo‘ing measures 
as appropriate. S ome measuresb including rehabiltiationb ‘ill not be required for quarry sites 
located ‘ithin the reservoir area. 

6 Water quality monitoring to be undertakenb including baseline moniitoring before ‘orks 
commence. Water quality monitoring ‘ill be incorporated into the ‘ater quality 
monitoring plan and sediment transport monitoring plan; 

6 F ish and invertebrate monitoring to be undertakenb including baseline monitoring. This 
monitoring ‘ill be incorporated into the Aquatic Life Monitoring Plan; 

6 Maintain natural continuity of sediment transport through the river system by 
implementation of good international industry practice for river mining; 

6 Minimise impacts on riverbank and channel by maintaining a buffer zone either side of 
river banks to maintain their integrity. C hannel not to be undermined by e’tracting from 
or belo‘ banks. Protect vulnerable banks and remedy erosion ‘here apparent; 

6 E nsure trucks and industrial machinery are in proper ‘orking condition to minimse 
avoidable e’haust fumes 

6 Fuelsb lubricantsb coolantsb ‘aste oil and chemicals must be stored in an approved 
manner such as in drums or surface tanks ‘ith impervious bunds to contain spillage 
and located a‘ay from operating areasb natural or engineered drainage path‘aysb 
‘ater‘ays and areas prone to flooding ; 
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6 Minimise total disturbed area at any one time to reduce erosion potential and transfer 
of suspended solids to adjacent surface ‘aters ; and 

6 Minimise areas e’posed to vegetation removal (if any)b and rehabilitate each disturbed 
area immediately after use. 

6 Detail measures to construct and rehabilitate quarry access roadsb incorporating 
access road measures set out in 13.2.1.4. 

6 Where additional aggregate is purchased from a licenced gravel supplierb the supplier 
shall sho‘: 

- Compliance ‘ith approval requirements under the E nvironment Act; 

- Compliance ‘ith applicable licensing requirements under the Mines and 
Minerals Act ; 

The S PC and E PC  Contractor ‘ill be responsible for ensuring that third party suppliers comply 
‘ith the Quarry Management Plan. 

 Postcconstruction and Decommissioning Activities 

There ‘ill be t‘o stages of rehabilitationb 1) upon the completion of the construction phase; 
and 2) upon the decommissioning of the hydropo‘er facility. 

 Postcconstruction R ehabilitation 

To‘ard the end of the construction phaseb the developer ‘ill amend its PostcConstruction 
R ehabilitation Plan. Amendments ‘ill detail ho‘ the construction contractor intends to carry out 
the follo‘ing:  

 R emove hazardous materialsb hazardous materials storage facilitiesb and concrete 
production ‘orks; 

 R emove other structures that are not required for operationb and ‘hich the TC LC  does not 
‘ish retained on the site (e.g.b ‘ork areasb ‘ork sheds and storage buildings) and ‘hich 
may become safety hazards; 

 Test for soil and ground‘ater contamination at key sitesb including fuel and lubricant storage 
facilitiesb machine shops and other locations ‘here hazardous materials ‘ere stored and/or 
used;  

 R emediation measures that may be required follo‘ing testingb including removal of 
contaminated soil and spreading of clean topsoilb and treating contaminated ground‘ater; 
and 

 R ehabilitate ‘ork areas by spreading clean topsoil over former temporary ‘ork sites and 
access roads. As previously notedb based on observations of disturbed sites ‘ithin the 
project areab it appears that vegetation regeneration is vigorous in areas ‘here topsoil has 
been retained.  Weeds ‘ill likely invade some sites as long if natural regro‘th of trees is 
delayed. According to preliminary assessmentb rehabilitation ‘ill be necessary in the 
follo‘ing areas: 

6 Work areasb covering appro’imately 1.18ha;  
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6 Construction areas at the entrance to the headrace tunnel covering roughly 2ha; and  

6 Temporary quarry access roads (appro’imately 1.5km long and 15m ‘ide)b covering 
roughly 2.25ha. The project intends to have most of the quarry sites to be ‘ithin the 
reservoir and ‘ill be inundated by the reservoir  

If one meter of topsoil is spread over these areasb the total amount of topsoil necessary for 
rehabilitation ‘ill be about 54b300m3. The total amount of topsoil to be stockpiled is estimated 
to be about 327b900 m3. Thereforeb there ‘ill be an e’cess of soil to deal ‘ith. It is 
recommended that the site of the soil stockpiles be reccontoured using the e’cess soil and 
allo‘ed to naturally recvegetate. 

On areas to be rehabilitatedb soil should be spread no closer than 100m from any ‘ater body 
and be uniformly distributed to a thickness of 1mb and compacted. S ites ‘here soil has 
recently been spread ‘ill be surrounded by deeplycanchored silt fences. S oils ‘ill not be 
spread during the rainy season.b S ilt fences ‘ill be removed after one year by a local 
contractor that has been contracted by the TR HDP PO. 

S ite restoration using native plant species ‘ill be undertaken in affected areas. Native 
vegetation species are e’pected to become quickly established if planted in good quality 
soils. 

S ince the t‘o rock quarries are e’pected to be inundated by the reservoir they ‘ill not have 
to undergo rehabilitation.  Ho‘everb if other quarry sites are used that are outside of the 
reservoir areab a recvegetation plan ‘ill be required as part of the Quarry Management Plan. 

Temporary access roadsb including those to the quarriesb ‘ill be permanently 
decommissioned once construction of the Project has been completedb to avoid unnecessary 
human encroachment into the upstream Tina R iver catchment area. R oad decommissioning 
‘ill involve removing all stream crossingsb breaking up the road surface (scarification)b 
spreading topsoil to allo‘ vegetation to regro‘b and installing an earth mound at road 
entrance to prevent vehicle access. S ignificant cut areas along the road ‘ill be refilled ‘ith 
soil. 

 Project Decommissioning 

Although it is e’pected that the TRHDP ‘ill operate for many decadesb there may come a time 
‘hen the facility is no longer required. In the runcup to that timeb a dam closure plan ‘ill be 
prepared by the operator and submitted to the Ministry of E nvironment (ME CDMM) for 
approval. A ne‘ E S IA ‘ill be prepared at that time by the operator. Information that ‘ill be 
required in a decommissioning plan includes:  

 Detailed engineering design dealing ‘ith: 

6 Relocation and/or stabilization of nearby structures prior to decommissioning (e.g.b 
access roadsb bridgesb etc.);  

6 S ite access requirements (e.g.b access roads)b temporary easementsb construction 
staging and lay do‘n areas;  

6 Method for de‘atering the reservoir and restoring flo‘s to the bycpassed section o the 
river;  

6 Method for demolishing the dam and removal of concrete and metal debris;  

6 Material testing for safe disposal and identification of locations for offcsite disposal; and  

6 R iver channel improvement ‘orksb including natural channel design (biocengineering 
techniques)b especially ‘ithin the former reservoir reach.  
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 R egulatory permitsb including a ne‘ E S IA ‘hich ‘ill focus on the follo‘ing: 

6 E nvironmental impact assessment: 
c F ish surveys in the reservoir; 
c Invasive plant species survey in the reservoir; 
c Identification of impacts from the sudden release of fish and plant species adapted to 

lentic environment do‘nstream into the river; 
c Water quality monitoringb including stages of stratification in the reservoir and 

do‘nstream impacts of releasing sudden deo’ygenated ‘ater.  
c Bathymetry mapping to assist in determining thickness of accumulated sediments in the 

reservoir;  
c C haracterization of accumulated sediments both above and belo‘ the dam 

(granulometryb volumeb presence of pollutants);  
c E stimation of the duration of natural flushing to achieve a sediment distribution pattern 

similar to precdam conditions.; and 
c Assessment of impacts on the Tina R iver’s geomorphology; and  
c Mitigation measures for demolition methods based on staged release of sediments; and  
c Assessment of impacts on the mouth of the river. 

6 S ocio economic impact assessment:  
c C onsultation ‘ith riparian communities ; 
c Description of users and uses of the modified Tina R iver environment (i.e.b reservoirb 

and 5.7km bycpassed section of river belo‘ the dam);  
c E conomic impacts of sudden changes in the dam area and economic impacts of 

sediment releases on do‘nstream communities; 
c Description of settlements on the right bank of the Tina R iver that had become 

dependent on the bycpassed river reach for easy crossing to the left bank; and 

6 Fate of the Core Area postcproject monitoring: 

o Water quality monitoring; 

o Longcterm monitoring of sediment distribution patterns and river geomorphology; and  

o Longcterm monitoring of socio economic modifications. 

 PR OTE CTION OF  THE  TINA R IVE R  UPPE R  C ATCHMENT 

The protection of the upper Tina R iver catchment has the potential to create one of the largest 
terrestrial protected areas in S olomon Islandsb providing conservation support to a key portion 
of the cloud forests of Guadalcanal identified as habitat Key Biodiversity Area by the IUC N and 
Bird Life International. Protection could bring potential benefits to the ecosystemb the 
lando‘ners and the ‘ider community. 

As customary land o‘ned by a number of indigenous tribesb the protection of the catchment 
depends upon the leadership and support of the indigenous lando‘ners. Appendi’ K provides 
an outline of (a) the legal process for according protected status to customary land – a process 
that is lando‘ner driven; (b) actions that have already been taken by the Project to promote the 
protection of the areab including the support of the University of S outh Pacific’s ‘Islands in the 
S ky’ biodiversity e’pedition; and (c) a frame‘ork of the stages needed to promote and facilitate 
protection.  
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As a component of project financing S IG ‘ill fund an NGO ‘ithin a year of receipt of funds to 
consult ‘ith lando‘ners and communities and to conduct studies to‘ards the creation and 
management of a protected area. Also as a component of the first stage of establishing a 
protected areab S IG ‘ill ‘ork ‘ith the Developer to monitor and report on changes in forest 
cover using satellite imageryb and to monitor trends in logging truck traffic into and out of the 
catchment through e’isting logging roads.  

The Biodiversity Management Plan ‘ill also incorporate measures for the Project Company 
and Tina Core Land Company (TCLC) to restrict vehicular access to the catchment through the 
Project’s access road. 

 C OMMUNITY  BE NE FIT S HAR E  

TR HDO PO is preparing a benefits sharing package for the host communities of Malango and 
Bahomea. 

The Community Benefit S hare is proposed as t‘o componentsb a construction period pilot 
scheme and an ongoing sustainable  

 Construction period Community Benefit S hare Pilot 

To prepare the community for the benefit share arrangementb the TR HDP and the World Bank 
propose to pilot a project ‘ith financing from the J apanese S ocial Development Fund (J S DF ). 
MME R E  through the TR HDP POb is in the process of applying for US $ 2.8 million  
(appro’imately S B$22.6 million) to “establish the institutional arrangements and capacity for 
affected communities to effectively manage benefit sharing revenues from the Tina R iver 
Hydropo‘er Development Project and improve their basic services and economic 
opportunities”. 

The fund is proposed to provide precoperation community infrastructures such as ‘ater supply 
and electricity accessb as ‘ell as training for jobs during construction.  The J S DF  is intended to 
provide community benefits from the project before the po‘er scheme becomes operational. 

This pilot stage ‘ill design and establish the detailed operational arrangements and build 
capacity for the ongoing community benefit share fund (post operation). It ‘ill also facilitate the 
follo‘ing three subcprojects: 

6 E lectricity distribution to identified communities in the Bahomea and Malango Area;  

6 Provision of precemployment training to members of the Bahomea and Malango Area; 
and 

6 Water supplies for identified communities. 
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 Operational Period Community Benefit S hare Fund 

The structure of the ongoing benefit sharing package is not yet finalised. This ‘ill be completed 
as part of the overall financial structure of the Project in 2017. The flo‘ of finances from the 
benefit sharing scheme ‘ill be associated ‘ith the flo‘ of funds under the Po‘er Purchase 
Agreementb but the precise methodology has yet to be agreed. The magnitude of funds ‘ill be 
calibrated so as to enable investments in community development that ‘ill result in significant 
impacts. 

The internal management of the benefit sharing fundb and its formal objectiveb ‘ill be designed 
in partnership ‘ith the community under the C ommunity Benefit S hare Pilot project. The fund 
is intended to focus on community benefits and services and is not intended to incorporate cash 
payments. E arly consultations suggest that some key objectives of the fund may include: 

6 Permanent provision of reliable clean ‘ater supplies; 

6 Provision of sanitation and drainage facilities ‘ith improved ‘ater supplies;  

6 Provision of better qualityb more accessible education for the young people of this 
community; 

6 Implementation of incvillage and residential training for local youth in technical skills; 

6 Improvement of access to health servicesb especially for ‘omen and children; 

6 S kills based training for ‘omen and utilisation of ‘omen’s centres; and 

6 Development of ecotourism opportunities in the Central Guadalcanal areab involving 
people of Malango ‘ard. 

 L AND AC QUIS ITION AND L IVE LIHOOD R E S TOR ATION 

PLAN (L ALR P) 

 R ationale for Preparing a L ALR P 

The land required for the TR HPD ‘as identified at the end of the feasibility S tudy.  It ‘as an 
objective of S olomon Islands Government (S IG) to ensure that only the minimum amount of 
land reasonably necessary to enable the project to proceed ‘ould be acquired from the 
indigenous o‘ners. It ‘as also an objective of the S IG that there be “No Loss”. That isb that 
none of the indigenous peoples affected by the Project ‘ould be ‘orse off as a result of its 
construction and operation.  

World Bank E nvironmental and S ocial S afeguard Policies require that ‘here a project 
undertaken by a C lient of the Bank involves World Bank fundingb the Operating Procedures 
(OP) must be follo‘ed. In the case of the acquisition of the project landb OP 4.10  (Involuntary 
R esettlement) and OP4.12 (Indigenous Peoples) ‘ere identified as relevant S afeguards 
against ‘hich the Project needed to comply. 
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A usual consequence of these t‘o safeguards ‘ould be the preparation of R esettlement Action 
Plan and an Indigenous Peoples Plan. For the TR HDPb it became clear after Option 7C  ‘as 
ultimately identified as the preferred optionb that the project area ‘as sufficiently far upstream 
and sufficiently small that no residential buildings or households ‘ould need to be relocated. 
Thereforeb to provide clarity to all stakeholdersb the nomenclature ‘as changed to Land 
Acquisition and Livelihoods R estoration Plan to reflect that land ‘as being acquiredb and that 
the consequent impacts on livelihoods and livelihood assets ‘ere assessed and mitigated in 
accordance ‘ith the S afeguards. 

As currently proposedb the transmission line component of the project ‘ill be constructed along 
the road corridor acquired for the project area to a point ‘here it travels West to the Lunnga 
Po‘er S tation. The transmission line ‘ill be constructed using IDA fundingb by S olomon Po‘erb 
a commercial enterprise o‘ned by the S IG.  Thereforeb its impacts ‘ill be addressed under the 
World Bank Performance S tandards in accordance ‘ith OP4.03 (Performance S tandards for 
Private S ector Activities). The route of the line to Lunnga has not yet been finalised by S olomon 
Po‘er. The LALR P provides a frame‘ork for a separate E S IA to be prepared by S olomon 
Po‘er and TR HDO PO.  

The related Indigenous Peoples Plan is incorporated into this E S IA and the associated E S MP 
and LALR P. 

 S ummary of the L ALR P 

 Land Acquisition 

The LALR P identifies the actions that ‘ill be taken to avoidb minimiseb mitigateb and other‘ise 
manage the adverse livelihoods impacts of the land acquisition and restrictions on land use 
arising from the Projectb by achieving an equitable and socially and economically sustainable 
situation for the people and ‘hose land has been acquired. This includes ensuring those 
affected by the hydro development are engaged in its planningb and have opportunities to 
participate in devising and implementing livelihoods mitigations and enhancements ‘here 
offered.  

The construction and operation of Tina Hydro Option 7C  requires the acquisition of 428 ha of 
land c referred to as the “C ore Land”. The Core Land is described in the acquisition ‘Process 
Agreement’ ‘ith the customary lando‘ners as the area required “to provide all things 
necessary for the construction and operation of the schemeb including a concrete damb 
reservoirb 3.5 km ‘ater tunnelb po‘er stationb access roadb surge shaftb substation…  
transmission linesb telemetryb and helicopter landing pads”. It ‘ill also contain temporary sites 
and structures required for constructionb such as quarriesb materials borro‘ pitsb a concrete 
batching plantb set do‘n and storage areasb office and ‘orkshop buildingsb generator sheds 
and so on.  

The C ore Land is in the customary o‘nership of five local tribal groupings or lineagesb as 
determined by the Commissioner of Lands. 

In 2011b to facilitate site investigations and other field‘ork for the Tina Hydro Projectb the S IG 
entered into a land access agreement ‘ith the 27 land o‘ning tribes of the NgalimbiucTina 
R iver area. In the agreementb the customary lando‘ners guaranteed to provide physical access 
to their lands for 18 months to enable investigative drillingb environmental and social impact 
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studies to be carried out. In return the S IG gave each tribe a “good‘ill payment” S B$100b000b 
i.e.b a total of $2.7 millionb paid into a “special account held on behalf of the lando‘nersb and 
under control of the [then] Lando‘ner Council“.  

In February 2013b follo‘ing a programme of community consultations involving more than 500 
members of the affected communitiesb the lando‘ners agreed to e’tend the access agreement 
for a further 18 months to enable finalisation of the technical studies.  

While the process used ‘as a ‘compulsory’ process under the Land Titles Actb the acquisition 
of the Core Land ‘as contingent on first obtaining the consent of all identified lando‘ning tribes. 
This consent ‘as obtained through the negotiation of a ‘ritten ‘process agreement’. The land 
acquisition process is consistent ‘ith the requirements of the World Bank’s OP 4.12 and 4.10b 
and the IFC’s PS 5 and PS7 ‘here there must be free prior and informed consent by the 
lando‘ners and communities. Community support for the overall project ‘as evident in the 
community S IA ‘orkshops held in 2013 and 2014.  

Through the Process Agreement the Core Land Tribes consented to the compulsory acquisition 
of the land by the S IG under the LTAb and unimpeded access to the C ore Land for the 
constructorb and developer / operator. In e’changeb the S IG agreed to: a 50% o‘nership in the 
acquired land after the acquisition through the creation of the Tina Core Land Company (TCLC); 
assistance to the C ore Land and R eservoir Land tribes for each to establish a corporation to 
receive and invest or distribute the royalty paymentsb dividends from the TC LCb and the 
compulsory acquisition compensation; a revenue share (royalty) of 1.5% of the price paid by 
S IE A to the developer each year; a consent fee for each tribe and signatory; financialb 
management and investment training for tribal members; a guaranteed minimum payment per 
hectare for the acquired land; and other benefits. 

The LALR P sets out a series of measures undertaken by the TR HDO PO to ensure an equal 
sharing of benefits to tribal members and to support opportunities for the tribes to invest in 
businesses. 

The land required for the project infrastructure corridor (for the road and po‘er transmission 
lines) included customary land compulsorily acquired for the infrastructure corridorb plus an 
additional four parcels of registered land at the northern end of the corridor. One parcel is 
o‘ned by the C ommissioner of Landsb for ‘hich acquisition is not required. Consultation ‘ith 
the interest holders on the remaining registered land required for the infrastructure corridor has 
occurred on multiple occasions over the last 2 yearsb and negotiations for its purchase are 
continuing. 

 L ivelihoods R estoration Plan 

Livelihood restoration is not required under Solomon Islands la‘ but is required by the World 
Bank. The aim is to ensure that the livelihoods of people affected by the land acquisition for the 
TR HDP are maintained at the same levelb and preferablyb improved – both in terms of 
sustainability and standard.  

The consideration of livelihoods restoration measures and entitlements has been guided by the 
findings of the social studies and consultations carried out as part of the project planningb along 
‘ith the documented socioceconomic and cultural circumstances of those likely to be affected 
by the project land acquisition.  
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The LALR P proposes a range of mechanisms and actions to protect and maintain the 
livelihoods of those potentially affected by the acquisition of the land for the Tina Hydro 
project.  The entitlements provided for are intended to protectb restoreb and ‘here possible 
improve the livelihoods of all persons and households affected by the acquisition of land for 
the construction and operation of the project.  The main agent for the implementation of the 
livelihoods restoration plan ‘ill be the TR HDP PO. It is proposed that it establish sufficient inc
house capacity to undertake the dayctocday implementation of the LR P early in the project 
design phase. 

Other participants in the plan include the BOOT C ontractorb various government departments 
including the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestockb the Ministry of Forests (and/or forestry 
consultants) and an independent e’ternal specialist.  

While not strictly part of the livelihoods restoration programmeb people belonging to tribes that 
are part of the Bahomea or Malango Houses of C hiefs ‘ill be included in benefit share 
arrangement made possible by the Tina Hydro projectb even if their land or assets are not being 
acquired for the project.   

The details of the proposed community benefit share are still being developed by the Project 
Office in consultation ‘ith the beneficiaries communities. It is anticipated that the design of the 
benefits programme and its implementation ‘ill involve a high level of community involvement 
and that the various benefits programme activities ‘ill result in livelihoods improvements and 
increased ‘ellbeing for local people.  

The IFC  and World Bank require that the S IG as the client “establish procedures to monitor and 
evaluate the implementation of a Livelihood R estoration Plan and take corrective action as 
necessary”. The e’tent of monitoring activities should be “commensurate ‘ith the project’s risks 
and impacts”.  

The principal purpose of any monitoring ‘ill therefore be to assess ‘hether the livelihoods of 
those affected by the acquisition of the land for the project have been sustained or improved. 
Internal monitoring ‘ill be undertaken by the TR HDP PO to confirm the delivery of the 
livelihoods restoration entitlements to the affected personsb and their outcomes. E ’ternal 
monitoring and evaluation ‘ill be carried out by an independent consultant to: assess the 
overall performance of the LR P and its goal of sustaining the livelihoods of affected persons; 
verify that the particular livelihoods restoration activities have been undertakenb and the 
compensation funds appropriately delivered; revie‘ the community engagement and 
a‘areness activities of the TR HDP PO; revie‘ the overall performance of the grievance 
resolution mechanisms; and assess the adequacy of measures put in place to protect 
vulnerable groups and households.   

A grievance mechanism is provided. Grievances relating to land acquisitionb livelihoods 
restorationb compensation and related matters ‘ill be separated from grievances relating to the 
impacts of the project on local communities that arise from the construction and operation of 
the hydro po‘er facility.  
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 INS TITUTIONAL  R E S PONS IBILTIE S  FOR  E S MP  

IMPLEME NTATION 

A full description of Governmentb NGOs and S takeholdersb and their roles ‘ith respect to this 
E S IAb is set out in S ection 3.1 – Institutional Frame‘ork.   This section describes the roles and 
responsibilities of key actors ‘ith respect to the implementation and oversight of the E S MP.  

 Construction and Operation Contractor (Developer) 

 R ole 

The Developer plays the key role in the implementation of the mitigation and monitoring 
measures relating to the construction and operation of the Project. The “Developer” 
encompasses both the S pecial Purpose C ompany (S PC) (proposed to be jointly o‘nedby 
Korea Water R esources C orporation and the Investment Corporation S olomon Islandsb a S IG 
state o‘ned enterprise)b and its E ngineeringb Procurement and C onstruction (E PC) contractorb 
proposed as Hyundai E ngineering C ompany. 

The Developer is not responsible for mitigation measures relating to the construction of the 
Access R oad or Transmission Lines ‘hich are intended to lie ‘ith the road design/construction 
contractors and S olomon Po‘er respectively. Ho‘everb the Developer is responsible for 
operational measures relating to the use of the Access R oad and for the maintenance of the 
road from Mengakiki to the dam site (during the BOOT period) and from the Black Post turnoff 
to Mengakiki (until commissioning).  

The E SMP ‘ill form an anne’ure to the Po‘er Purchase Agreement (PPA) bet‘een S olomon 
Po‘er and the S PC  and is also proposed to form part of the Implementation Agreement 
bet‘een S IG and the S PC . Compliance ‘ith the E S MP ‘ill become a contractual obligation 
and S olomon Po‘er and S IG ‘ill hold contractual rights to enforce these requirements.  

The Developer ‘ill assign specific responsibilities to key personnel in the stand alone 
Construction E nvironmental and S ocial Management Plan and Operation E nvironmental and 
S ocial Management Plan and accompanying action plans.  

In terms of organizationb the S PC  ‘ill assign an e’periencedb senior environmentb socialb health 
and safety manager.  A lesson learned from the S tar Hydropo‘er Project supported by IFC  in 
Pakistan is that earlyb continuousb and authoritative presence of this manager is essential for 
satisfactory performance of the companyb its contractorsb and its consultants.  The manager is 
anticipated to supervise a team of local staff in a unit ‘hich ‘ill hold responsibility for 
E nvironmental/S ocial Impact Mitigationb Health/S afety Managementb S takeholder 
E ngagement/Government Agency Liaisonb and Monitoring/Data Management/ R eporting.  
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It is likely that the E PC contract bet‘een the S PC  and HE C ‘ill allocate responsibility for the 
preparation of the C E S MP and the construction management plans to the HEC . The HE C  is 
e’pected to engage environment and social specialists to lead and oversee the implementation 
of the E S MP construction measures.  It is possible that some of the EMU functions during 
construction ‘ill be contracted to the O‘ner’s E ngineer. The S PC  ‘ill retain the responsibility 
for environmentalb socialb health and safety compliance ‘ith E S MPsb the project’s 
E nvironmental and S ocial Action Plan (E S AP)b the Performance S tandardsb and applicable S IG 
regulations.  The S PC ‘ill ensure that the HE C b and O‘ner’s E ngineer ‘here appropriateb are 
contractually obligated to provide the necessary number of qualified personnel and ‘ill monitor 
to ensure they perform according to the contract. 

The S PC  and its contractors ‘ill ensure that all staffb as appropriate ‘ith their job profileb 
understand the environmental and social policiesb procedures and mitigations. Contractors 
‘ill be required to provide sufficient resources to manage the E &S  aspects of their ‘ork. They 
‘ill be required and responsible for the training and a‘areness of their staff on the project 
environmental and social settingb potential environmental and social impacts of their ‘ork 
activitiesb management and mitigation measuresb and the e’istence ofb and importance of 
complying ‘ithb the TR HDP CE SMP and OE S MPb including relevant interfacing ‘ith 
contractor’s management systems. 

The Developer’s final stand alone E S MPs are intended to form part of the conditions of the 
Development Consent issued by the Ministry of E nvironmentb C limate C hangeb Disaster 
Management and Meteorology (ME CDMM) under the S olomon Islands’ Environment Act. The 
S PC  ‘ill apply for and hold the Development Consent and ‘ill be responsible for compliance 
under the Act. 

 Capacity 

It is anticipated that the Developer shall engage personnel ‘ith the relevant skills and 
e’perience to implement the mitigation and monitoring measures of this E S MP. As suchb no 
capacity building is considered to be required.  

 TR HDP PO 

 R ole 

The Project Office ‘ill have a key oversight role for E S MP compliance during the construction 
period. The Project Office ‘ill appoint an E nvironmental and S ocial S afeguards E ’pert to 
facilitate this role.  

As part of this role the Project Office shall: 

6 R evie‘ and approve the final E S IA and stand alone E S MPs prior to submission by the 
Developer to MEC DMM for development consent approval (under the E nvironment 
Act); 

6 R evie‘ and approve Developer’s management action plans in accordance ‘ith section 
E rror! R eference source not found.; 

6 Undertake audits in accordance ‘ith the schedule set out in 13.9.1; and 
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6 Facilitate e’pert training for PO staff and ME CDMM staff on monitoring skills specific 
to the Project and specified safeguards. 

These Project Office roles ‘ill be incorporated in the Implementation Agreement bet‘een S IG 
and the Developer.  

 Capacity 

The Project Office and its local contractors have capacity to oversee some mitigation measuresb 
‘ith particular strengths in social monitoring and ‘ater quality monitoringb but ‘ill require further 
support and training in others areas. World Bank and DFAT propose significant funding to the 
Project Office to be used for training Project Office staff and responsible agenciesb including 
ME CDMMb to conduct environment and social audit and oversight roles.  

 E nvironment and Conservation Division of ME CDMM 

 R ole 

The E nvironment and Conservation Division (E CD) ‘ill play an important role under the 
E nvironment Act in evaluating and issuing the development consent for the Project and in 
monitoring the environmental impacts of the Project.  

E CD ‘ill be responsible for revie‘ing and assessing the developer’s final environmental impact 
statement and standcalone CE S MP and OE S MP under the E nvironment Act. In undertaking 
this revie‘ the Director of the E nvironment and Conservation Division ‘ill confirm that the 
documents meet the requirements of the Act and R egulations. The Director ‘ill run a public 
consultation process and ultimately determine ‘hether or not to issue a development consent 
and ‘ith ‘hat conditions.  

E CD staff ‘ill have ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the Developer complies ‘ith the 
Development Consent and its conditionsb breaches of ‘hich constitute an offence under the 
Act. 

 Capacity 

The increasing number of large scale developments in the country has put pressure on the 
divisionb ‘hich has limited capacity in terms of staff and technical ability to assess and monitor 
environmental and social impacts.  

E CD has developed some recent e’perience addressing the social and environmental issues 
facing the neighbouring Gold R idge Mineb ho‘everb it has had little involvement in ongoing 
management of other major projects and no e’perience ‘ith a large hydro dam. 

E CD ‘ould benefit from technical inputs and analysis of ‘ater quality and other parameters by 
third parties. For this reasonb the Project Office ‘ill engage an environmental and social 
safeguards specialist and other personnel as relevant to provide assistance and training to the 
E CD in undertaking its approvalb statutory monitoring and compliance roles. 
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 S olomon Po‘er 

 R ole 

S olomon Po‘er (the trading name of S olomon Islands E lectricity Authority) ‘ill have the central 
responsibility for all mitigation measures relating to the construction and operation of the 
transmission line corridor from the S olomon Po‘er o‘ned Lunnga po‘er station to the Project’s 
po‘er station.  

In addition to this roleb S olomon Po‘er shall oversee the developer’s E S MP compliance during 
the operational stage of the Project. S olomon Po‘er ‘ill ‘ork closely ‘ith MEC DMM in 
undertaking this role. 

 Capacity 

The organisation is currently going through an institutional reform ‘ith support from the World 
Bank to increase its revenue collection capacity and improve its services. If capacity 
shortcomings are identified before the operational stage commencesb the World Bank shall 
arrange monitoring and compliance training for S olomon Po‘er. 

 R oad Design and R oad Construction Contractors  

 R ole 

The Access R oad upgrade and construction from the Black Post turn off to the dam site shall 
be designed and constructed by contractors engaged by the Ministry of Minesb E nergy and 
R ural E lectrification.  

As a component of the road design contractb the road design consultants shall prepare a standc
alone environmental impact assessment report for revie‘ and approval by ME CDMM under 
the Environment Act. This E IA shall incorporate the conditions of this E S MP document. 

The road design contractors shall incorporate access road design measuresb including culverts 
and drainage measuresb into the final road design. 

The road construction contractor has not yet been engaged. Contractual arrangements ‘ill 
require the contractor to comply ‘ith the measures set out in this E S MP and the detailed standc
alone access road E IA to be completed as a component of the road design contract. 

 Capacity 

Contractors selected through international tender are anticipated to have sufficient skills and 
e’perience to implement the mitigation measures. 
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 Ministry of Infrastructure Development 

 R ole 

The Ministry of Infrastructure Development (MID) plays a role in maintaining the access road 
from the Black Post turnoff to Mengakiki once the Project is commissioned.  

 Capacity 

Current indications are that the capacity of the MID is sufficient to respond to the post 
construction maintenance requirements ‘ith the support of the TR HDP PO and donor 
agencies.  

 IMPLEME NTATION S CHE DULE  AND BUDGE T 

 S chedule 

The schedule for implementing the E S MP is presented in Table 13c4.  

Table 13c5 Proposed schedule for implementing environmental and social management program 

Phase Activity Constructor/operator 
(Manage and Monitor) 

TR HDP PO 
(Auditor) 

Detailed design Prepare detailed 
construction E S MP;  

 
Provide 
environmental inputs 
to design 

3 Months from 
e’ecution of the PPA 
 
 
Monthly revie‘ 
meetings during design 
process until developer 
submits detailed design 

R evie‘ and signc
off “No Objection” 

 
“No Objection”c PO 
to ensure that 
environmental 
inputs are 
captured in 
developer’s final 
design 

 
Construction Implement 

Construction E S MP; 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
3 months prior to 
commencement of 
construction through 
completion of 
construction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S chedule of 
reporting and 
monitoring to be 
included in final 
CE S MP forming 
conditions of the 
Development 
Consent under the 
Environment Act. 

PO to oversee 
developer’s 
monitoring 
programme and 
arrange regular 
audits –quarterly in 
first year and then 
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at least semic
annually until 
commissioning  
 
 

 

Project 
commissioning 

Prepare draft 
Operations E S MP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepare 6 months prior 
to commissioning 

PO to revie‘ and 
provide No 
Objection. The 
OE S MP and 
schedule of 
monitoringb 
reporting and audit 
‘ill be an anne’ to 
O&M C ontract. 
 
Director of 
E nvironment and 
Conservation 
Division of 
ME CDM to revie‘ 
and approve 
OE S MP 
 

 Implement 
Operations E S MP for 
commissioning 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F inalise operations 
ES MP 

Weekly Monitoring of 
environmental and 
social compliance 
during commissioning 
period.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F inalise 3 months prior 
to commencement of 
operation ‘ith 
information gathered 
during commissioning  

Weekly Monitoring 
during 
Commissioning 
and PO and 
developer agree 
on the S chedule of 
Monitoring and 
audit ‘hich ‘ill be 
fed into the 
operations E S MPb 
anne’ed to O&M 
contract 
 
R evie‘ and signc
off “No Objection”  

Operation and 
maintenance 

Implement operations 
ES MP 

Monitoring ‘ill be 
carried out on a 
quarterly basis on the 
first year and decisions 
on ho‘ often this is 
required (e.g. semi 
annually or annually) 
can be confirmed in 
this first year 

Initiallyb audits of 
environmental and 
social performance 
‘ill occur on a 
quarterly basis.  

PO and Developer  
in consultation ‘ith 
Ministry of 
E nvironment ‘ill 
agree a frequency 
of subsequent 
monitoring based 
on their 
e’perience of the 
first year. 
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 Budget 

KWcHE C b has been granted an e’clusive development right to prepare the project ‘ithin a 
period ending on J une 30b 2017b by ‘hen the PPA should be signed. HE C ‘ill be primarily 
responsible for the E PC development; KcWater ‘ill be responsible for the Operation and 
Maintenance contract during the BOOT period. The BOOT concession period is e’pected to 
be for a period of 30 years from commissioningb appro’imately 34 years from mobilisation. 
Unless other‘ise statedb costs of ES MP implementation are incorporated into the EPC  contract 
for the construction period and through the ongoing budgets for the S PC  for the life of the PPA. 
Compliance monitoring by PO and ME C DM during construction ‘ill be a component of the 
project financing managed by S IG. Compliance monitoring during operations ‘ill be continued 
by the relevant ministriesb in particular ME C DM.  

 Contractual Arrangements 

The environment and social safeguard measures ‘ill be accommodated and enforced through 
contractual and approval arrangements bet‘een institutional actors. Table 13c6 sets out the 
key project agreements and actors. F igures F igure 13c5F igure 13c4 demonstrate these 
arrangements for the hydropo‘erb transmission line and access road project components 
respectively. 

Table 13c6 – C ontractual Arrangements 

Agreement/Approval S afeguard 
R esponsibility 

S afeguard Oversight 

Implementation Agreement (IA) S PC  S IG 

Po‘er Purchase Agreement 
(PPA) 

S PC  S olomon Po‘er 

E ngineering Procurement 
Construction C ontract (EPC  
Contract) 

HE C  S PC  

F inancial Agreements S IG (Ministry of F inance) F inanciers 

Project Agreements S PC  F inanciers 

Development C onsent  S PC  MECDM 

S ubsidiary F inance Agreement S olomon Po‘er S IG 

Project Agreement 
(Transmisison Line) 

S olomon Po‘er F inanciers 

Works Contract R oad Contractor MME R E  
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F igure 13c4 – Hydropo‘er Project Contractual Arrangements 

 

F igure 13c5 – Transmission Line and Access R oad Contractual Arrangements 
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 Integration of E S MP in Project Management 

As the TR HDP ‘ill be designedb constructed and operated under a buildco‘ncoperatectransfer 
project delivery modelb the construction contractor and the operator ‘ill be one and the same 
(i.e.b constructor/operator). The constructor/operator ‘ill be responsible for establishing an 
environmental management office that employs environmental and social specialists to provide 
their input during detailed designb construction and operation of the TR HDP. The 
constructor/operator’s environmental and social management team ‘ill be required to function 
autonomouslyb from the constructor/operatorb to ensure the contractor complies ‘ith GIIPb and 
they ‘ill be given “stop ‘ork” authority to halt specific projectcrelated actions or activities that 
are deemed by the monitors to be immediately threatening valued environmental or social 
components.  

During construction and operationb the TR HDP PO ‘ill engage an environmental and social 
e’pert to audit the performance of the constructor/operator’s environmental managementb 
monitoring and actions. 

A Dam S afety Advisory Panel (DS AP) has been engaged to ensure that the design for the 
dam complies to international accepted dam safety standards. The PPA ‘ill also ensure that 
the project complies ‘ith the applicable  environmentalb social and labour Legal 
R equirements. S ome of these requirements include WB performance standardsb the World 
Bank Group / IFC  E nvironmentalb Health and S afety Guidelines. 
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F igure 13c1 illustrates the reporting structure for developing and implementing the main 
E nvironmental Management S ystem and E nvironmental Management P lan components into 
the TR HDP. 

Table 13c5 provides a summary matri’ of the E nvironmental and S ocial Management Planb 
including project activities / actionsb effectsb mitigation measures implementation and 
monitoring and reporting roles and responsibilitiesb project phase timing and budget.
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F igure 13c6 E MS  and E S MP reporting structure 
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Table 13c7 S ummary E S MP matri’ 

# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

1 R eservoir Preparationb F illingb and Operation 

 
GHG emissions; suspended 
solids on aquatic life; river 
pollution on aquatic life; 
temporary diminished ‘ater 
quality; reservoir ‘ater 
quality 

 

6 Prepare R eservoir Preparation Plan 
6 Clear trees >10cm dbh and strip loose 

soil and rocks from reservoir area 
during dry season prior to inundation;  

6 Use of herbicides ‘ill not be permitted 
6 (see also Vegetation Management 

Plan) 
6 (see also S ediment and E rosion 

Management Plan) 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction;  

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement ‘ith 
support from local 
Community labourers 
in last dry season of 
construction phase; 
and operation phase 

 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

 
S urface hydrology; reduced 
flo‘s on aquatic life; ‘ater 
users 

6 Maintain minimum Ecflo‘ of 1.0m3/s in 
bypassed section of river at all times 

6 BOOT Contractor / 
late construction 
phase; and 
operations phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
operations phase 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
R educed overnight flo‘s on 
surface hydrologyb aquatic 
lifeb and ‘ater users 

6 Maintain minimum of 3.4m3/s flo‘ 
do‘nstream of po‘erhouse  

6 BOOT Contractor / 
operations phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / late 
construction phase; and 
operations phase 

 

 

 
R educed sediment transportb 
‘ith changes to aquatic life; 
reduced gravel e’traction; 
reservoir sedimentation 

6 Periodic flushing of sediments from 
reservoirb or dra‘ing do‘n of reservoir 
to e’cavate/dredge sediments 

6 BOOT Contractor / 
operations phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report in 
construction phase 
implementation 

 

2 Hydro Facility Operation  

 
R educed flo‘s bet‘een dam 
and po‘er station; indirect 
impacts on fauna; direct 
impacts on aquatic fauna; 
‘ater users 

6 Prepare E nvironmental F lo‘s 
Management Plan 

6 Maintain minimum Ecflo‘ of 1.0 m3/s in 
bypassed section of river 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement in 
operation phase 

6 Monitor and report 
on implementation 
of mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

implementation 
3 Barrier to F ish Passage and F ish E ntrainment 

 
Dam as barrier to upstream 
fish migration 

6 Prepare F ish Passage Plan 
6 Implement trap and haul fish passage 

system  

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement on‘ards 
from commissioning 
stage of late 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 

 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

 
Dam as barrier to 
do‘nstream fish migration; 
entrainment of fish into po‘er 
intakes 

6 S pill ‘ater over spill‘ay early ‘et 
season; install fish e’clusion screens 

6 BOOT Contractor / 
operations phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
operations phase 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

4 Access R oad Locationb Designb Construction and Operation 

 
S lope stability; erosion; 
human encroachment into 
upper ‘atershed 

6 Locate roads a‘ay from sloping terrain 
‘here possible;  

6 E ngineer for road stability and 
drainage;  

6 Roads to quarries to remain unsealed 
to facilitate decommissioning;  

6 No spoils ‘ithin 100m of ‘atercourses 
6 Restrict vehicular use of the access 

road to project staff.  Commercial 
logging vehicles prohibited. 

 

6 Ministry of Minesb 
E nergy and R ural 
E lectrification;  

6 BOOT design and 
construction 
contractors / design 
phase and 
construction phase 

 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
design phase and 
construction phase 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

 
5.1.1.1.2 Installation of 
drainage and stream 
crossing ‘orks c operation 
effects on fauna; hydrological 
changes on flora; soil 
erosion; suspended solids 
and siltation on aquatic life; 
river pollution on aquatic life; 
diminished ‘ater quality on 
aquatic environment; 
disturbance to aquatic 
habitats and aquatic life 

6 Prepare Watercourse Crossing 
Management Plan  

6 Geocreference ‘atercourses in vicinity 
of access road for proper sizing of 
crossing;  

6 Protect tributary streams ‘ith fencing;  
6 E ’clude proposed stream crossings 

initial forest clearing as they ‘ill be 
selectively cleared;  

6 Construct road crossing perpendicular 
to stream;  

6 Culverts to be equipped ‘ith head‘alls 
to ensure bank stability;  

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

6 Fauna friendly underpasses to be 
installed in culverts;  

6 Construct crossings using e’cavatorsb 
not bulldozers to minimise e’cessive 
soil disturbance;  

6 S ize culverts to facilitate dry passage 
of terrestrial animalsb and ‘et passage 
for amphibians and fishb including 
provision of suitable cover;  

6 S ize crossings to pass design flood 
flo‘s;  

6 Install upstream trash racks; 
6 (see also Drainage Management Plan)  
6 (see also E rosion and S ediment 

Control Plan) 

 

 
Vegetation clearance on 
environmentally and 
culturally sensitive areas 

6 Prepare Vegetation Management Plan 
6 Botanist to ‘alk access road / TLine 

alignments to geocreferenceb and fence 
environmentally and culturally sensitive 
areas using orange plastic fencingb and 
map for presentation to clearing 
committee of resident engineerb BOOT 
subccontractors and independent 
environmental e’pert 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

6 (see also Physical Cultural Heritage 
Management Plan) 

 
Road Access R estrictions c 
Operations effects on flora 

6 Black post road to remain private 
access bet‘een Mangakiki to dam site;  

6 Access restricted to local populations.  
Vehicular access restricted to TR HDP 
operator;  

6 No occupation of Core Area lands 
e’cept for necessary Project housing 
(eg.security staff or on call engineers);  

6 No ‘orkers camp on C ore Area lands; 
BMP to be developedb implemented 
and enforced to restrict access through 
Core Area to prevent establishment of 
ne‘ settlements in areas beyond 

6 TCLC to assist BOOT 
Contractor in 
preparing settlement 
policy ‘ithin the 
Biodiversity 
Management Plan 

 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures / 
operation phase 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
operation phase 

 

5 Vegetation and Forest C learance 

 
S oil compaction and erosion; 
suspended solids and ‘ater 
pollution on aquatic life; 

6 Prepare E rosion and S ediment Control 
Plan 

6 Minimise spatial and temporal e’tent 
that soils are e’posed to ‘ater erosion;  

6 S tabilise sites and install / maintain 
erosion controls in ‘et season 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 

 
Burning on air quality; 
disturbance to aquatic 
habitats and biota; grassland 
dependent birds; river 
dependent birds; loss of 
terrestrial natural habitat and 
associated biodiversity 

6 Prepare Vegetation Management Plan 
6 Minimise clearing footprint;  
6 S trict contract language to be applied 

to BOOT logging contractor;  
6 C learing to be monitored by 

independent e’pert;  
6 Incorporate in the Biodiversity Action 

Plan an offset for conversion of natural 
forest habitat in the C ore Area 

6 No storing / dumping cleared 
vegetation into streams;  

6 No use of herbicides;  
6 Vegetation control during dry seasons;  
6 Avoid ‘here possible vegetation 

clearing on erodible / steep slopes;  
6 Revegetation / mulch progressively;  
6 No draining TLine ‘etlands unless 

threatening access roads;  
6 Avoid using machinery on stable areas 

or close to streams;  
6 Train ‘orkers in E HS ;  
6 Notify communities to avoid active 

clearing ‘orks;  
6 No burning of noncmerchantable 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan ‘ith 
input from S olomon 
Po‘er (for TLine) / 
precconstruction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementationb and 
operation phase 
implementation for 
TLine 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

vegetation. Vegetation to be shredded. 
6 Minimise removal of large canopy 

trees;  
6 TLine vegetation control during 

operation by trained persons. 
6 (see also S ediment and E rosion 

Management Plan) 

       

6 Drilling and Blasting 

 
Physical impacts from noise 
and vibration; disturbance to 
fauna 

6 Prepare Drilling and Blasting Plan  
6 S elect methods to reduce noise and 

vibration;  
6 Hydraulic instead of pneumatic drills; 

equipment to be equipped ‘ith engine 
e’haust silencers / mufflers;  

6 Use blasting mats to reduce noiseb fly 
rock and dust. 

6 (S ee also Wildlife Protection Plan) 

6 BOOT Blasting 
contractor to prepare 
plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement 
construction phase 

 

 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

7 Accidental R elease of S e‘age and Other Waste‘ater 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Point source pollution on 
flora; river pollution on 
aquatic life; disturbance to 
aquatic habitat and aquatic 
life; diminished ‘ater quality 
and quantity 

6 Prepare Waste‘ater Management 
Plan – mandatory installation of toilets 
for ‘orkers; transport ‘aste‘ater 
offsite for treatment 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

8 Hazardous Materialsb E ’plosives and C oncrete Works Handling 

 
Point source pollution on 
flora; increased suspended 
solids and siltation on aquatic 
life; disturbance to aquatic 
habitats and aquatic life; 
diminished ‘ater quality and 
quantity on aquatic 
environment 

6 Prepare Hazardous Materials 
Management Plan (‘hich includes 
Hydrocarbon [fuelb oilb lubricants] 
Management Plan – R esident 
E ngineer to approve hazardous 
materials storageb including e’plosives 
storage bunker; secondary 
containment required for hydrocarbon 
storage; no hydrocarbons to be stored 
closer than 100m from any ‘ater body 
or ‘etland; hydrocarbon storage 
systems must be sound; fuel 
dispensing areas to be located on 
concrete hard standb ‘ith drains to 
oil/‘ater separatorsb from ‘hich 
product ‘ill be removed and 
transported by tanker truck to Honiara; 

6 BOOT contractor(s) / 
plans prepared prec
construction; BOOT 
Contractor to 
implement before 
construction 
commencesb then 
throughout 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

concrete ‘ash ‘aters must not be 
released to ‘ater bodies or ‘etlands; 
concrete ‘ash‘ater control system ‘ill 
be constructed in the form of settling 
ponds 

6 Prepare E mergency R esponse Plan c  
6 (see also Drainage Management Plan) 
6 (see also S ediment and E rosion 

Control Plan) 
6 (see also S olid Wastes Management 

Plan) 
9 E ’cavation and Movement of S oils 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Loss of flora; increased 
suspended sediment and 
siltation on aquatic life; river 
pollution on aquatic life; 
diminished ‘ater quality and 
quantity on aquatic 
environment; disturbance to 
aquatic habitats and aquatic 
life 

6 Prepare S oils Management Plan –  
6 Under supervision of soil e’pertb collect 

soil cores to determine depth of 
organic soils and strip organic soils 
along access roads; stockpile soils for 
later use for revegetation; store soils in 
remnant forest habitat to minimise 
clearingb and locate a‘ay from ‘ater 
bodies on flat terrain; compact or cover 
to prevent reccolonisation; surround 
stockpiles ‘ith sediment control ‘orks 
including settling ponds 

6 (see also S ediment and E rosion 
Control Plan) 

6 (see also Biodiversity Management 
Plan) 

 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

 
Accidental colonisation by 
invasive flora and fauna 

6 Prepare invasive species measures as 
a component of the Biodiversity 
Management Plan 

6 Machinery to be ‘ashed by designated 
staff before entering site;  

6 Mud and soil to be removed at 
designated ‘ash station;  

6 No importation of soils from outside 
‘ork areas 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction phase 
implementation 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

6 Control of ‘aste food to avoid 
attracting feral animals 

10 Activities Causing Disturbance to Wildlife 

 
Workers effects on fauna 6 Prepare Wildlife Protection Plan  

6 Workers prohibited from harming 
‘ildlife;  

6 Workers to receive ‘ildlife a‘areness 
training 

6 (see also E nvironmental A‘areness 
Training Plan) 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction and 
operation phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction and 
operation phase 
implementation 

 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Lighting disturbance to faunab 
especially bats 

6 Prepare Wildlife Protection Plan 
6 Use only enough artificial lighting to 

maintain safe ‘ork conditions;  
6 Minimise light intensity and orient to 

groundb ‘here possible;  
6 Avoid use of artificial light during 

operation 

 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction and 
operation phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

  

 
E lectrocution of Cuscus 
during TcLine operation 

6 Install metal shields on ‘ooden poles 
prior to operation to prevent climbing  

6 BOOT contractor(s) / 
construction 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 
BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
construction phase 

 

 

 
Harvesting by ‘orkers 6 Prepare E nvironmental A‘areness 

Training Plan  
6 Prohibit ‘orkers from fishing in Tina 

R iver;  
6 Prohibit food services from 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
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# Project Activity / Action and 
Its E ffect(s) 

Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility / Timing Monitoring & 
R eporting Activity 

R esponsibility / Timing 

Measures to Protect the Natural E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

purchasing fish from local villagers; 
limit vehicle speeds on access roads 

6 (see also Wildlife Protection Plan) 
6 (see also Traffic Management Plan) 

construction and 
operation phases 

precconstruction 
completion of plansb 
and construction and 
operation phase 
implementation 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

1 S iting of Worker Camps 

 
Disruption to local customs 
and ‘ay of life; concerns for 
healthb safety and ‘ellbeing 
of community during 
construction 

6 Accommodation for incoming ‘orkers 
and ‘orkers from outside Tina area to 
be located outside project area; 

6 No ‘orkers camps in project area; 
6 Accommodation to be planned ‘ell in 

advance  

6 BOOT Contractor to 
establish 
accommodation / 
precconstruction 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of ‘orker 
accommodation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

2 E mployment and R ecruitment Practices 

 
Uninvited job seekers from 
outside the region; increased 
employment for local 
inhabitants 

6 R ecruitment policy to favour those 
seeking ‘ork from Bahomeab Malangob 
and lando‘ning clans; 

6 E ’pand recruitment further afield if 
necessary; 

6 Include quota for ‘omen; 
6 Conduct jobcseeker survey of local 

villages; 
6 Provide training to local jobcseekers; 
6 Future access to postcconstruction 

buildings to be provided to community 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement TRHDP 
PO’s recruitment 
policy / prec
constructionb 
construction and 
operation phases; 

6 TRHDP PO to 
provide prec
employment training 
through contracted 
training provider / 
precconstructionb 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of ‘orker 
accommodation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget;  

6 Funding for 
training to 
come from 
J S DF  grant 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

construction and 
operation phases; 

6 TCLC to manage 
buildings / postc
construction 

3 Worker Behaviourb and Activities that could Affect Worker Health and Wellbeing 

 
Affects on local customs and 
‘ay of life; Moro movement; 
healthb health safety and ‘ell 
being of ‘orkers 

6 Implement the Workers’ Code of 
Conduct 

6 Conduct Code of C onduct training; 
6 Provide tailored ‘orkplace health and 

safety training before ‘orkers 
commence ‘ork on the project; 

6 E stablish a fullctime first aide / nursing 
post on siteb and arrange for medical 
assistance and evacuation facilities 

6 (see also Health and S afety Plan) 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / prior to 
‘orker mobilising to 
‘ork on project 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
preccommencement 
‘orker health and 
safety training 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

4 Activities that could Affect Villagers’ S afetyb Wellbeingb and Amenities 

 
Threats to healthb safety and 
‘ellbeing due to project 
construction and operation 
activities 

6 Address potential road safety 
concerns; 

6 Develop protocol for managing 
contractorcrelated road accidents / 
injuries; 

6 R oads to have sealed surfaces through 
villages to control noise and dust; 

6 BOOT Contractorb 
S ubcontractorsb 
S olomon Po‘er and 
TRHDP PO / 
construction and 
operation phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
construction and 
operation phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

6 Included in 
TRHDP PO 
Budget 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

6 Provide information sessions to local 
communities to e’plain dam safety 
measures; 

6 E ducate local communities on the use 
of electricity before villages electrified; 

6 Implement strict measures to avoid 
‘orker misconduct to‘ard locals; 

6 Zero drug and alcohol tolerance for 
‘orkers on site; 

6 S TD a‘areness training; 
6 Free condoms to be available at first 

aid/nursing post to be established on 
site 

6 (see also Traffic Management Plan) 
6 (see also Health and S afety Plan) 

5 

5.1.1.1.3 Activities that could Affect Vulnerable Groups and Minorities 

 
Threats to ‘ellbeing of 
vulnerable groups and 
minorities due to construction 
and operation activities 

6 Prepare a S ocial Impacts Monitoring 
Plan; 

6 Monitor impact of squatters and settlers 
on vulnerable and minority people; 

6 E stablish grievance mechanism and 
nominate community representatives; 

6 E nsure coverage of isolated 
communities 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction and 
operation phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
construction and 
operation phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

6 Activities that could Affect Water S upplies 

 
Diminished ‘ater quality and 
quantity due to project 
construction activities for 
construction and 
commissioning period 

6 Identifyb surveyb map and engineer 
assess village ‘ater supplies prec
construction; 

6 E stablish alternate ‘ater supplies that 
are reliable and cleanb ‘here required; 

6 Conduct ‘ater quality monitoringb 
including for ‘ater borne pathogens; 

6 E stablish village ‘ater committee(s); 
6 Notify communities of risks of using 

river and sandcpoint ‘ater sources 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction and 
early operation 
phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
construction and early 
operation phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

7 Activities that could Affect E cotourism Opportunities  

 
Disruption to S enghe Village 
foot track due to heavy 
access road traffic; loss of 
ecosystem opportunities 

6 R elocate access track prior to 
construction; 

6 Monitor effects on ecotourism 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
relocate foot track / 
precconstruction 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of foot track 
relocationb and 
construction phase 
ecotourism 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

8 Damage tob or Loss ofb Core Area R esources 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Damage to and/or reduced 
access to natural capital due 
to construction related site 
disturbance 

6 Prepare Land Acquisition and 
Livelihood R estoration Plan;  

6 Define use rights for Core Area lands; 
6 Compensate for lost resources or 

diminished access to resources; 
6 R ehabilitate modified habitat of at least 

9.5ha in the C ore Area and protect 
remaining natural habitat ‘ithin the 
Core Area 

6 Contract local community members for 
reservoir clearing ‘here feasible 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of planb and 
construction and 
operation phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

9 Activities that could Affect Cultural Heritage 

 
Adverse affects on cultural 
heritage from site disturbance 
during construction 

6 Prepare protocol for managing cultural 
heritageb including arrangements for 
relocation and compensation; identify 
Tambu S ite compensation follo‘cup; 
survey project and road construction 
sites to identify medicinal and magical 
plants for protection or relocation; 

6 Workers to reside outside 
Tina/Ngalimbiu area; enforce strict 
code of ‘orker conduct 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
prepare plan and 
conduct Tambu S ite 
assessment / prec
construction 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
construction phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor;  

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report on 
precconstruction 
completion of plans 
and Tambu S ite 
assessmentb and 
construction and 
operation phase 
implementation 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget; 

6 Tambu S ite 
Disturbance 
Compensation 
(paid out of 
S IG land 
compensation 
budget) 

10 Decisions Made on the Project 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Concern that local 
communities ‘ill be left out of 
project management 
decisions that may affect 
them 

6 Continue to consult ‘ith projectc
affected communities using culturally 
appropriateb inclusiveb proven methods; 

6 Address issues raised through 
grievance mechanism process 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / all 
project phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / all 
project phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

11 Dam F ailure and E mergency F lo‘ Releases 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Concern of local communities 
of risks posed by potential 
dam failure and emergency 
releases 

6 Prepare Dam S afety Plan; 
6 Prepare E mergency Preparedness 

Plan; 
6 Model e’treme events and prepare 

inundation zone maps; 
6 Install early ‘arning system to ‘arn of 

flood / emergency spill‘ay releases 
6 Deliver information sessions to local 

communities on dam designb operation 
and maintenance 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
commissioning and 
operation phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
commissioning and 
operation phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

12 Daytime Peaking F lo‘ R eleases 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Operational flo‘ release 
effects on community safety 
under during daylight peaking 
and noncpeaking  

6 Provide ramping flo‘ releases to 
enable local inhabitants that may be 
‘ithin the river bet to safely remove 
themselves as ‘ater levels rise during 
peaking generation; 

6 Deliver notification sessions to local 
communities on e’pected daily flo‘ 
releases and ‘ater levels are specific 
locations along the river 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / 
commissioning and 
operation phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
commissioning and 
operation phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 

13 Changes Associated ‘ith Diminished R iver F lo‘s  

 
Diminished sediment 
recruitment from upper 
‘atershed; reduced supply of 
riverbed construction 
aggregates only noticeable in 
long term 

 

6 R iver geomorphologist to monitor 
gravel transport;  

6 Develop mitigation measuresb including 
potential sluicing sediments from 
reservoirb ‘here changes in gravel 
distribution affecting livelihoods 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
implement / operation 
phase 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
operation phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

 
Affects on ability of smallc
scale timer harvesters to millb 
transport and recover timber 
‘hen river flo‘s are curtailed 

6 Develop alternative method to rafting 
timber do‘n the river to enable timber 
to be recovered from upstream of damb 
and in de‘atered sections of the river 

6 TRHDP PO to 
develop alternative / 
precconstruction 
phase; 

6 BOOT Contractor to 
facilitate alternative 
timber transport 
system / construction 
and operation phases 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
construction and 
operation phases 

 

14 Activities that could S train R elations ‘ith Projectcaffected Communities   

 
Potential for relations to be 
strained bet‘een communityb 
BOOT Contractor and 
TR HDP PO 

6 E stablish community liaison 
committees (CLCs) for monitoring and 
mitigation input; 

6 E ach C LC to include e’isting 
Community Liaison Assistant (CLA)b as 
‘ell as ‘omen and youth 
representation; 

6 E ach C LC to be supported by a 
secretary and report on community 
grievances and monitoring of impacts; 

6 Provide capacity building through 
training and administrative support for 
CLCsb CLAsb and lando‘ner tribes; 

6 Deliver precemployment training to 
Bahomea and Malango areas; 

6 BOOT Contractor 
‘ith support from 
TRHDP PO to 
implement C LC and 
CLA trainingb 
including budget / 
construction and 
operation phase; 

6 TRHDP PO to 
continue training of 
lando‘ner tribes in 
money management 
and administrative 
proceduresb and 
facilitate 
management training 
of TCLC board 

6 Monitor and 
report on 
implementation of 
mitigation 
measures 

6 TR HDP PO to Audit 
BOOT Contractor; 

6 BOOT Contractor E &S  
S ubconsultant to 
monitor and report / 
construction and 
operation phases 

6 Included in 
BOOT 
Contractor’s 
US D2.0M 
E S MP budget; 

6 Included in 
TRHDP PO’s 
E &S  budget 
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# Project E ffect(s) Mitigation Monitoring & R eporting Budget 

Mitigation Measure(s) R esponsibility & Timing Monitoring & 
Reporting Activity 

R esponsibility & Timing 

Measures to Protect the S ocial E nvironment Duringb or as a R esult of: 

6 Provide budget and money 
management training to locally 
recruited ‘orkers; 

6 (see also S takeholder E ngagement 
Plan) 

members as 
required; 

6 BOOT Contractor 
‘ith support from 
TRHDP PO to 
implement money 
management training 
for local ‘orkers 
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 PR OCE S S  FOR  PR E PAR ATION OF CE S MP  AND 

OE S MP 

As noted aboveb this ES MP focuses on design and construction of the Projectb and is intended 
to be a guide for the constructor/operator.  The constructor/operator ‘ill be required to further 
refine this E S MP to turn it into its o‘n detailed construction E S MP (or CE S MP)b ‘hich takes 
into consideration the specific construction timingb location and ‘ork methods. The CE S MP ‘ill 
be revie‘ed for adequacy by the TR HDP PO.  As required by la‘b the document ‘ill then form 
part of the constructer’s E nvironment Impact S tatement to be revie‘ed and assessed by the 
Ministry of Environmentb C limate C hangeb Disaster Management and Meteorology prior to the 
granting of development consent under the Environment Act.  

As project construction nears completionb and before the Project is commissionedb the 
constructor/operator ‘ill be required to prepare a detailed standcalone operation E S MP (or 
OE S MP).  The OE S MP ‘ill be revie‘ed for adequacy by the TR HDP PO’s environmental and 
social e’pert. 

The standcalone CE S MP and OE S MP shall include the follo‘ing information: 

  Parties responsible for implementing the E S MP and E S APs and capacity assessment; 

  R egulatory agencies; 

  Permitting procedures and IFC  Performance S tandards requirements; 

  Mitigation measures; 

  Action plans that identify roles and responsibilitiesb rudimentary levels of effort and 
schedulesb management and monitoring actions as set out in section 13.3; and 

  Cost estimates and sources of budget. 

All OE S MP and CE S MP mitigation measures should be designedb discussed and implemented 
‘ith the participation of the relevant affected personsb regardless of their affiliation. Mitigation 
targeted at specific groups should be designed in partnership ‘ith those groups.  

Mitigation programs should be available to all projectcaffected communities including Bahomea 
lando‘ner communitiesb settler communitiesb Ghaobata communitiesb and squatters ‘ho ‘ere 
already living in the area on the cutcoff date of 23 August 2014b ‘hich is the date of the 
publication of the Gazette notice for the taking of the land.  

Where possibleb ‘orks associated ‘ith mitigating impacts should employ local people as a 
priority. 

As part of the overall E S MPb community liaison committees should be established during 
project construction and operation phases of the TR HDP. These committees should be 
supported by a small group to monitorb and provide input onb the conditions in the projectc
affected communities.  
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 CUMUL ATIVE  IMPACT AS S E S S ME NT  

 INTR ODUCTION 

This section provides a cumulative impact assessment (C IA) for the TR HDP. 

 Objective of the C IA 

The overall objective of the C IA is to identify environmental and social impacts associated ‘ith 
the TR HDPb that ‘hen combined ‘ith potential impacts of e’istingb planned and reasonably 
foreseeable developments or activitiesb may generate cumulative impacts that could jeopardise 
the sustainability of the TR HDP.  

 S cope and Methodology of the C IA 

The CIA for the TR HDP e’amines the cumulative impacts of the Project against pastb present 
and reasonably foreseeable projects and activities ‘ithin the Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver catchment.   

The approach follo‘s the si’ steps recommended by the Good Practice Handbook on 
Cumulative Impact Assessment and Management for the Private Sector in E merging Markets 
(IFC b 2013). 

The CIA focuses on the environmental and social attributes of the Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver 
catchment that are considered to be most important to community and government 
stakeholders. These attributes are referred to as Valued E nvironmental and S ocial 
Components or VE C s.   

The si’cstep process used to undertake the CIA is illustrated in F igure 14c1. 

F igure 14c1 S i’cstep process for conducting a C IA 
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S ource: Good Practice Handbook on Cumulative Impact Assessment and Management for the Private S ector in 
E merging Markets (IFCb 2013) 

S teps 1 and 2 – CIA S coping c VE C s for the TR HDPb and their respective spatial and temporal 
boundariesb ‘ere identified through consultations ‘ith local communities and S IG during the 
course of preparing the E S IA. Information on other pastb present and reasonably foreseeable 
future developments ‘as obtained through revie‘ of e’isting documentsb direct observations 
in the fieldb and discussions ‘ith various S IG resource agencies. 

S tep 3 – Present VE C Conditions c Baseline conditions of the VE Cs ‘ere also identified as part 
of the baseline physical environmentb biological environment and socioceconomic / socioc
community environment studies undertaken for the E S IA. 

S teps 4 and 5 – Assess CIA and Evaluate S ignificance – A VE C centred approach ‘as 
follo‘edb ‘herebyb direct and indirect impacts to VE C s arising from proposed TR HDPcrelated 
actions ‘ere evaluated against impacts on the same VE C s arising from other pastb present and 
reasonably foreseeable future projects and activities. 

S tep 6 – Prepare Management Frame‘ork c Wherever significant cumulative impacts ‘ere 
identifiedb control measures to mitigate these impacts ‘ere recommended. These ‘ill be 
carried over to the E S MP. 

 E NVIR ONME NTAL AND S OCIAL C ONTE XT 

 R egional Conte’t 

 Introduction 

The proposed TR HDP ‘ill be located in the Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver basin on the North side of 
Guadalcanal Islandb S olomon Islands.  The Tina R iver emerges from the higher elevation 
mountains and flo‘s North to the sea. The total catchment covers an area of 150km2. E levation 
of the catchment progressively decreases in a do‘nstream direction to‘ard Tenaru Bay. For 
the purposes of this assessmentb the river ‘as divided into three main reaches: upperb middle 
and lo‘er. The main features of each of these areas are described in the follo‘ing subcsections. 

 Upper Tina R iver Catchment 

The upper catchment area is defined as the area upstream of the proposed TR HDP dam. It 
covers an area of 125km2b and represents 83% of the total Tina/Ngalimbiu catchment area. 
The Tina R iver upper catchment is characterized by mountainous terrainb ‘ith peaks ranging 
from 800masl to 2300masl. Appro’imately 60% of the catchment is higher than 800masl. 

The Tina R iver head‘aters (270masl)b ‘hich are comprised of the junction of t‘o main rivers: 
Vohara R iver (1) and Mbeambea R iver (2) and a minor tributary: Njarimbisu R iver (3). Becho 
R iver (4)b a tributary of the Vohara is located further upstream. 
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At its head‘atersb the Tina R iver flo‘s through a very narro‘b steeply sided and incisedb 
limestone gorge. The Tina R iver upper catchment area is comprised of undisturbed montane 
forests and aquatic ecosystems. The river itself is characterized by sequences of pools and 
rapids and sharp meanders. Major bouldersb some greater than 3 m diameterb have 
accumulated along the channel bars. These large boulders indicate that intense floods 
occasionally occur ‘ithin this reach.  

This reach of the Tina R iver flo‘s along a northcsouth orientated thrust fault (GeoR isk 
S olutionsb 2012). 

 Middle Tina R iver Catchment 

For the purposes of this assessmentb the middle Tina R iver is defined as the stretch of river 
from immediately do‘nstream of the dam to the Tina/Toni river confluenceb and includes the 
5.7km section of bycpassed river.  The upper half of this reach is dominated by the steepcsided 
Tina R iver gorge. Moving do‘n the river to‘ard the Tina/Toni river confluenceb the slopes 
gradually become less steep and are dotted ‘ith a fe‘ human settlements and gardens.  

 Lo‘er Tina R iver/Ngalimbiu R iver 

The Tina R iver joins the Toni R iver 17km do‘nstream from the Tina R iver’s head‘aters. The 
Toni R iver is a much smaller river ‘ith a catchment area of roughly 45km2 and flo‘s that are 
1/3 that of the Tina R iver. F rom the confluence of the Tina/Toni riverb the river becomes the 
Ngalimbiu R iverb ‘hich flo‘s through a coastal plain before discharging into Tenaru Bay in Iron 
Bottom S oundb on Guadalcanal’s North coast.  

The Toni R iverb ‘hich flo‘s from a hilly area of elevation 600 masl to 200 maslb meets the Tina 
R iver at 40 maslb ‘hich marks the beginning of the Ngalimbiu R iver plain.  

The Ngalimbiu R iver flo‘s across an area characterized by denser human settlementb and 
other anthropogenic human activitiesb such as gravel e’traction. Drainage from agricultural 
landsb such as oil palm plantationsb enters the river. A small delta has formed at the mouth of 
the Ngalimbiu R iver ‘here it enters the S olomon S ea at Lasa Point (close to Tenaru Bay). 

 E nvironmental Conditions 

Historic rainfall records for Tina R iver do not e’ist. Ho‘everb based on modelling it is estimated 
that annual rainfall at the dam site e’ceeds 2500mm. The same model predicts in e’cess of 
3500mm of total annual rainfall in the head‘ater reaches of the Tina R iver. Average daily 
temperatures in Guadalcanal range from 22C to 31C throughout the yearb ‘ith a yearly 
average of 26.6C  in Honiara. 

F rom the flora surveyb a total of 159 plant species ‘ere identified. Among the species identifiedb 
5 are listed as vulnerableb and 19 are listed as threatened. A total of 66 species of treesb fern 
trees and palm trees ‘ere identified. They are classified in the “tree stratum”. Many species 
are regro‘th and secondary trees species and areb thereforeb good indicators of past 
disturbancesb ‘hether from natural events (e.g.b cyclones; landslides) or anthropogenic 
activities (e.g.b timber harvest). At least 23 identified tree species are of commercial timber 
value. A total of 36 shrubs and vinesb and a total of 57 herbaceous plants ‘ere identified. 
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The upstream area is dominated by highly valuedb undisturbed lo‘land forestsb ‘hereasb the 
do‘nstream area near Chorob is dominated by disturbed forests. This is mainly the result of 
anthropogenic activities (e.g.b loggingb settlementsb gardenb trailsb etc.). Ho‘everb even though 
the forests are disturbedb they still sho‘ rich plant diversityb ‘hich is a factor of rapid vegetation 
regeneration due to a tropical humid climate and fertile soils. 

Wildlife observed ‘ithin the project included: 9 amphibian species out a total of 13 potential 
species82 from 4 families; 5 reptile species out a total of 23 potential species representing 5 
families; 41 bird speciesb representing 28 familiesb out of a total of 67 potential species 
previously recorded; and 5 mammals ‘ere observed out of a total of 14 potential species from 
4 families.  

 S ocioceconomic / socioccommunity Conditions 

The TR HDP study area consists of over 30 villages and hamlets of mainly indigenous people 
originating from the central Guadalcanal mountain landsb and several official “settler” villages 
made up of people originating from S outh Guadalcanal/Weather Coast. S ettlements range in 
size from t‘ochouse hamlets ‘ith one e’tended familyb up to villages ‘ith dozens of houses 
and over a hundred residents. 

Most hamlets in the study area are connected together by ‘alking tracks and in some cases 
by dirt roadsb ‘hich are prone to becoming impassable during ‘et ‘eather.  In recent yearsb 
settlements have been established along the main Bahomea access road and logging track 
that run up the ridge that marks the left side of the Tina Valley.  

At presentb the mountainous area of the upper catchment is essentially unpopulatedb apart from 
periodic e’peditions by the traditional o‘ners for hunting and campingb and to reconnect ‘ith 
customary ‘homelands”. 

Previous local estimates put the population of the TR HDP area at appro’imately 2000b ‘ith half 
of these having “direct access” to the Tina/Ngalimbu R iver (E nturab 2012:32). The counts made 
during the E S IA field‘ork put the Bahomea/Tina population at about 1800b divided among 
appro’imately 362 households. 

The villages of the project area have an average population of appro’imately 56 peopleb and 
an average of 11 households. S ettlement sizes vary from 4 persons for Choro (the isolated 
occupation site in the upper Tina R iver)b to 219 for the settler community of Verakabikabi. 
Nearly half the surveyed settlements had 5 households or lessb and only 11 of the 32 villages 
had 20 households or more. The largest indigenous villages (‘ith 100 people or more) are Tinab 
Antiochb Valebebeb Haimaneb Mangakikib and Marava. The average household size in the 
TR HDP area is 5 persons 

                                                      

82  The term ‘potential species’ is defined as species that ‘ere found in the vicinity by previous studies 
and have a likelihood of being presentb even if they ‘ere not observed in the course of this study. 
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The main livelihood activities of communities and households of the project area appear to be 
daily food securityb and protection of the family from risks of climate and loss of resources. With 
a paucity of financial capitalb local people use a range of strategiesb including: a mi’ of traditional 
garden cultivation and gathering of staple foods for subsistence needsb combined ‘ith 
occasional hunting; cashcearning activities (e.g.b cash cropsb smallcscale timber milling; day 
labouring; fishing; small homecbased businesses; full or partctime employment for government 
and private sector companies). 

 S COPE  FOR  CIA 

This section identifies the VE Csb their spatial and temporal boundariesb and the pastb present 
and reasonably foreseeable projects and activities that could contribute to cumulative impacts 
on VE Cs. 

 Identification of VE Cs 

As previously notedb VE Cs ‘ere defined for the E S IA baseline and assessment studies based 
on the follo‘ing: 

  Consultation ‘ith projectcaffected communities; 

  Consultation ‘ith S IG resource management agencies; and 

  R evie‘ of e’isting documents. 

The VE Csb the rationale for their selection and their spatial and temporal boundaries are 
presented in Table 14c1.  

Table 14c1 VE C selectionb rationale and boundaries for C IA 

VE Cs R ationale for 
S election 

Area of Influence Boundaries 

S patial Temporal 

S lope S tabilityb S oil 
E rosion and Water 
Quality 

Potential impacts 
from an e’panded 
Gold R idge Mineb 
timber harvesting 
soil damageb 
GPPOL oil palm 
plantation chemicals 
in drainageb gravel 
e’traction turbidity 

Tina R iver/ 
Ngalimbiu R iver – 
from upper 
catchment to oceanb 
and Toni R iver 
catchment 

TR HDP construction 
operation period 

Terrestrial and 
Aquatic Habitat and 
Biodiversity Loss 

Potential impacts 
from timber 
harvestingb and 
gravel e’traction 

TR HDP Core Areab 
access road and 
transmission linesb 
and upper 
catchment 

TR HDP construction 
operation period 
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VE Cs R ationale for 
S election 

Area of Influence Boundaries 

S patial Temporal 

E mployment Potential conflicts 
bet‘een locals and 
e’patriates for jobs; 
competition ‘ith 
other key projects 

Villages in vicinity of 
TR HDP Core Area 

TR HDP construction 
period 

Food S ecurity Potential resource 
depletion o‘ing to 
food supplied to the 
key projects 

THR DP Core Area 
and surrounding 
communities that 
gro‘ and sell food 

Primarily TR HDP 
construction period 

Challenges to 
Cultural and 
Traditional Practices 

Potential conflicts 
arising from 
presence of ‘orkers 
from outside Core 
Area 

TR HDP Core Area 
and surrounding 
communities from 
‘hich ‘orkers may 
be dra‘n 

Primarily TR HDP 
construction period 

S ubstance Abuseb 
Domestic V iolence 
and other Increased 
Crime 

Potential conflicts 
arising due to 
increased cash 
economy.  

TR HDP Core Area 
and surrounding 
communities from 
‘hich ‘orkers may 
be dra‘n 

Primarily TR HDP 
construction period 

Visual Intrusion Potential reduction 
in visual amenity 
due to large manc
made structures and 
intrusive lighting at 
night 

TR HDP damsite and 
po‘erhouseb 
GPPOL and 
Goldridge facilities 

Primarily during 
operation period 

Natural R esources 
Availability 

Pressure on natural 
resources due to 
increased population 

TR HDP Core Area 
and upstream and 
do‘nstream 
catchments 

TR HDP construction 
and operation 
periods 

Natural Hazards and 
Dam S afety 

Potential for 
catastrophic dam 
failure primarily from 
natural hazards 

TR HDP damsite and 
upstream catchment 

Primarily TR HDP 
operation period 

 Projects or Activities Considered for CIA 

Only those projects or activities ‘hose impacts on the selected VEC s potentially overlap 
(spatially and temporally) ‘ith the impacts of the same VE Cs for pastb present or reasonably 
foreseen projects or activitiesb ‘ere considered for C IA. 

There are four key projects or activities ‘hose impacts could potentially overlap ‘ith the 
impacts generated by the TR HDP to create cumulative impacts. These include:  

 Potential e’pansion of mining on the Gold R idge tenement;  
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 GPPOL’s Oil Palm production; 

 Artisanal and commercial harvesting of timber; and 

 Gravel e’traction on the Ngalimbiu R iver. 

 Mining Activities 

5.1.1.1.4 Past and Present Mining Activities 

As stated in the Gold R idge Mining Agreementb dated 14 September 1995b Gold R idge’s 
prospecting license (S PL194 – Vanusa Tenement) e’tends over a rectangular portion of the 
Bahomea area and covers 130 km2 (see F igure 14c2). The lease overlaps ‘ith the middle 
section of the Toni R iver ‘atershedb and overlays much of the Tina/Ngalimbiu R iver ‘atershed 
near the Tina/Toni river confluence. Ho‘everb at presentb none of the pitsb mineral processing 
or tailings facilities affect the Toni/Ngalimbiu river system. 

Gold R idge Mining’s facilitiesb including its Tailings S torage Facilityb are presently located on 
the upper Tinahulu R iverb ‘hich is part of the larger Matepono R iver catchment. The tailings 
facility is located appro’imately 10.5km to the eastb and outside ofb the Toni R iver ‘atershed. 
The tailings dam contains turbid ‘ater ‘ith high concentrations of cyanideb arsenicb copperb 
zinc and nickelb particularly in the sedimentsb ‘hich is not supposed to be released into the 
Tinahulu R iver.  A ‘ater quality monitoring program is in place for the Matepono catchmentb to 
confirm ‘hether mine related contamination is occurringb or not. Arsenicb Mercuryb Cadmium 
and other metals ‘ere found in sediments of the C hovohoi and Matepono R iversb many of 
‘hich e’ceeded ANZE CC  guideline values. Ho‘everb aluminiumb copperb arsenicb cadmiumb 
leadb cobalt and mercury levels also e’ceeded the ANZE CC guidelines at some surface ‘ater 
sampling sites that ‘ere unaffected by the Project. Some heavy metal concentrations in 
ground‘ater samples also e’ceeded ANZE CC  guidelines. Highly turbid surface ‘ater is also 
common. Other activities carried out ‘ithin this river catchment include artisanal placer gold 
miningb and logging (Golder Associatesb 2009).  

F ish sampled from the Tinahulu R iver sho‘ed high concentrations of biocaccumulated metals 
(silverb arsenicb cadmiumb cobaltb copperb mercuryb lead and zinc)b relative to reference 
samples. It ‘as determined that these high concentrations ‘ere attributable to mining activities. 
S ome metal concentrations ‘ere potentially detrimental to human and animal health (Golder 
Associatesb 2009).  

As part of mine decommissioningb tailings ‘ater is to be treated before being released into the 
river. The substrata of the tailings dam is made of impermeable clay ‘hich prevents 
ground‘ater pollution. (R oss Mining NLb 1996).  

The mine ‘as recently closed and all shares in the holding company sold to a special vehicle 
corporation established for the purposeb o‘ned primarily by lando‘ners in the Central 
Guadalcanal area.  To reduce the tailings dam levelb ‘ater from the dam is currently being 
treated and released in accordance ‘ith the terms of the sale.  
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F igure 14c2 Map of mining tenements (2013) relative to the project area 
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 R easonably F oreseeable Mining Activities 

Before the closure of the mineb some discussions ‘ere under‘ay ‘ith lando‘ners regarding 
possible future e’tension of mining activities.  

A Western e’tension of the Gold Bridge mine ‘as plannedb ‘ith ne‘ ore pits potentially opening 
in the upper Toni R iver ‘atershed. Ho‘everb ‘ith the mine closed and infrastructure and 
facilities largely destroyedb any mine e’pansion project is indefinitely on hold unless and until 
a ne‘ investor is found. The current o‘ner of the mineb Goldridge C ommunity Investment 
Limitedb paid a purchase price of $100 and does not have the resources to develop and rec
open the mine ‘ithout investor support. If ne‘ mine pits are establishedb the e’cavated ore ‘ill 
probably be processed at e’isting process facilitiesb once restoredb located ‘ithin the Tinahulu 
‘atershedb rather than ‘ithin the Toni R iver ‘atershed. 

 Oil Palm Plantation Activities 

 Past and Present Oil Palm Activities 

The e’isting oil palm industryb operated by GPPOLb is located on the coastal plain in the lo‘er 
Tina R iver catchment.  The industry is currently affecting the aquatic ecosystem of the 
Ngalimbiu R iver through the use of herbicidesb such as Glyphosate CTb Basta (Glufosinate)b 2c
4cD Amineb Ally (Metsulfuron Methyl)b Kamba 500 S elective herbicide (dimethlyamine salt)b 
‘hich are manually applied to keep vegetation under control. Use of other herbicidesb such as 
Gramo’one Tropical (Paraquat)b has been discontinued (Ne‘ Britain Palm Oil Limitedb 2011).  

Water quality in the Ngalimbiu R iver has also been affected by GPPOL’s use of soil nutrientsb 
including nitrogencbased fertilisersb Keiserite (magnesium)b Muriate of Potash (potassium) and 
boron.  

According to S olcLa‘ La‘yersb monthly ‘ater quality sampling of discharges from ponds and 
‘atercourses that drain the plantationsb is done for BODb pHb TSS b and Oil and Grease. 
Ho‘everb the Ngalimbiu R iver is not being monitored for pesticides or fertilizers. Alsob ‘ater 
quality results are not publicly available. 

 R easonably F oreseeable Oil Palm Activities 

There is no indication that the e’isting oil palm industry plans to e’pand further up the 
Tina/Ngalimbiu R iverb beyond the current coastal plain. Given the hilly topography of the 
upstream area and the issues of land o‘nershipb it is doubtful that e’pansion ‘ould occur in 
this direction. 

 Timber Harvesting Activities 

 Past and Present Timber Harvesting Activities 

As mentioned previouslyb timber in Tina R iver catchment is either commercially e’ploitedb ‘hen 
a customary lando‘ner sells the timber rightsb or is selectively harvested by local communities. 
E ither ‘ayb timber harvesting is poorly documented.  
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No information appears to be available regarding the type or volume of timber harvestedb or the 
royalties being paid by timber companies to customary lando‘ners. A single timber harvesting 
license (TIM 2/90A)b ‘hich is held by the Bahomea Logging Companyb is the only license in the 
Tina R iver catchment (see F igure 14c3). S ince logging is a poorly documented activityb the full 
e’tent of both social and environmental impacts is difficult to assess. 

F igure 14c3 Map of timber harvesting licenses relative to the project area 
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Based on field observationsb impacts from selective logging are currently minimal along the 
banks of the Tina R iver catchment. Whereasb many areas along the Ngalimbiu R iver are 
prone to landslidesb either as a result of naturally unstable slopesb or because of past forest 
clearccutting or other human activities. The photographs in F igure 14c4 provide e’amples of 
landslide features along the Ngalimbiu R iverb do‘nstream of the confluence of the Tina/Toni 
rivers in an area that appears to have been recently clearccut. 

F igure 14c4 Landslides on Ngalimbiu near confluence of Tina and Toni rivers 

 

 

 R easonably F oreseeable Timber Harvesting Activities 

It is reasonable to predict that communities ‘ill continue to practice selective timber harvesting 
in the Project areab ‘hich ‘ill be made easier ‘ith the ne‘ access road. Ho‘everb it is not 
possible to predict ‘hether legal or illegal commercial logging ‘ill occurb as this is largely 
dependent on ‘hether customary lando‘ners ‘ill (or ‘ill not) sell the rights to their timber. 

Commercial timber harvesting ‘ill not be permitted ‘ithin the area of land acquired for the 
TR HDP. 
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 Gravel E ’traction in the Ngalimbiu R iver 

 Past and Present Gravel E ’traction Activities 

Current gravel e’traction in the Ngalimbiu R iver removes bed material (primarily sand and 
gravel) to be used as aggregate material in construction activities.  

As it is the case ‘ith logging activitiesb there are no official records regarding the amount of 
gravel e’tractedb and ‘hether the rate of e’traction is faster than the rate of natural 
replenishment. The latter may be the caseb as the activity currently contributes to erosion of 
rivercbanks. In the long termb the industry is probably not sustainable. As an industryb it is not 
monitored by the S IGb and does not pay royalties to government. Insteadb royalties are paid to 
customary lando‘ners (S OPAC S ecretariatb 2006). 

 R easonably F oreseeable Gravel E ’traction Activities 

Given that the TR HDP ‘ill act as a barrier to recruitment of sand and gravel to the do‘nstream 
Ngalimbiu reachb it is unlikely that ne‘ gravel e’traction enterprises ‘ill develop ‘ithin the river 
in future.  

 Other Pastb Present or R easonably Foreseeable Projects 

No other projects or activitiesb pastb present or reasonably foreseeableb ‘ere identified by local 
community or S IG stakeholders that ‘ould have a spatial or temporal overlap ‘ith the TR HDPb 
such that they ‘ould contribute to cumulative impacts. 

 Assessment of Cumulative Impacts 

 S lope S tabilityb S oil E rosion and Water Quality 

The do‘nstream communities are important stakeholders for any development on the 
Guadalcanal plains. The GPPOL and Gold R idge e’perience have sho‘n that not taking 
do‘nstream communities seriously ‘ill result in operations being frequently sabotaged. Gold 
R idgeb in particularb has had to deal ‘ith a disgruntled do‘nstream community that blames 
many issues relating to the river system and ‘ater quality on the mining operations located 
upstream. The do‘nstream communities are related to those upstream andb generallyb ‘hen 
they take matters into their o‘n hands the upstream communities usually do not interfere.  Gold 
R idge is faced ‘ith all the risks of disturbance to their operation. This risk ‘ill probably be no 
different for the TR HDP.  

The cumulative impacts are in part based on the fact that the hydropo‘erb oil palm and mining 
activities all overlap temporallyb and have a degree of spatial overlap as ‘ell (see Table 13c4). 
The oil palm industry is located do‘nstream of the TR HDP partly ‘ithin the Ngalimbiu R iver 
catchmentb and partly ‘ithin the Matepono R iver catchmentb ‘hile the Gold R idge mine is 
located on the Tinahula / C hovohoi R iver catchmentb ‘ith both rivers joining into the Matepono 
R iver. S PL194 Mining Tenement is located on both the Tina R iver and Toni R iver catchments 
(see F igure X cY )b and the actual Gold R idge mining lease is located partly on the Toni R iverb 
although no activity has taken place in the Toni R iver catchment. 
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Water quality for many of the major rivers on Guadalcanal has been a source of concern. The 
communities along the Matepono R iverb do‘nstream of the Gold R idge operationb are in 
frequent conflict ‘ith the company. They claim that the river ‘as contaminated by mining 
operationsb resulting in the loss of livelihoods that are dependent on the river. Changes in ‘ater 
quality during rainy seasons are also blamed on the mining operation. The construction of the 
hydropo‘er dam for the TR HDP ‘ill be a source of concern for do‘nstream communitiesb due 
to changes to flo‘ levels and perceived pollution levels.  

An important aspect is the pollution from the use of chemicals during the construction phase of 
the damb in particularb the use of large quantities of concrete. In terms of pollutionb the Gold 
R idge tailings dam is a potential threat for do‘nstream communities along the Matepono R iver. 
In additionb GPPOL uses herbicides. Table 14c2 summarizes the threat to ‘ater quality caused 
by various projects or activities. 

Table 14c2 R iver reaches potentially affected by cumulative impacts 

Activities 

R iver systems concerned 

T inahulu 
R iver 

(head‘ater 
tributary of 

the 
Matepono 

R iver) 

Chovohoi 
R iver 

(head‘ater 
tributary of 

the 
Matepono 

R iver) 

Matepono 
R iver 

Tina R iver 
(head‘ater 
tributary of 

the 
Ngalimbiu 

R iver) 

Toni R iver 
(head‘ater 
tributary of 

the 
Ngalimbiu 

R iver) 

Ngalimbiu 
R iver 

Actual Gold 
R idge Mining 

Limited 
activities 

X  X  X     

Actual 
mining lease 

of Gold 
R idge Mining 

Limited 

X  X    X  X  

F oreseen 
activities of 
Gold R idge 

Mining 
Limited (S PL 
194b Vunusa 
Tenement) 

X  X  X  X  X  X  

Actual Oil 
Palm 

activities 
  X    X  

Tina R iver 
Hydropo‘er 
Development 

Project 

   X   X  
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There is a present risk of cumulative impacts on ‘ater quality and aquatic habitats due to the 
interaction of the TR DHP and GPPOL projectsb and a potential interaction of these t‘o projects 
‘ith the Gold R idge project if the Gold R idge project e’pands ‘est‘ard into the Tina R iver 
catchmentb such that there is spatial overlap bet‘een all three. The previous Gold R idge mine 
activities did not spatially overlap ‘ith the TRHDP or GPPOL projects and any e’pansion of 
the Gold R idge mine is no‘ less likely follo‘ing the closure of the mine. Thereforeb at present 
there are no cumulative impacts foreseen arising from the TR HDP and Gold R idge’s mining 
activities on ‘ater quality; previous mining activitiesb including drainage from e’isting tailings 
outletsb do not connect to the Toni R iverb i.e.b there is no spatial overlap ‘ith the TR HDP’s area 
of influence. Thereforeb the cumulative impact is presently not significant. 

If any Gold R idge’s mining activities e’pand to involve tailings ‘orksb mine access roadsb or 
overburden spoils dumps ‘ithin the Toni R iver catchment during the period ‘hen the TRHDP 
is being constructedb cumulative impacts on ‘ater quality and suspended sediment loading 
could occur do‘nstream of the Tina/Toni river confluence. Additional indirect cumulative 
impacts ‘ould then accrue to aquatic habitatsb aquatic organismsb and to ‘ater uses. Ho‘everb 
at presentb there is no indication that the mine ‘ill actually be reactivated orb if it isb ‘hether 
mine development ‘ould e’pand into the Toni R iver drainage.  Thereforeb the cumulative 
impact continues to be not significant. 

The TR HDP and oil palm industry overlap both spatially and temporallyb insofar as potential 
releases of sedimentcladen runoff and contaminants into the Tina and Ngalimbiu rivers during 
construction of the TR HDPb and herbicide and nutrient containing runoff releases from oil palm 
plantations into the Ngalimbiu R iverb coincide. Ho‘everb until sampling data on contaminant 
levels in oil palm plantation drainage ‘aters released into the Ngalimbiu R iver are availableb it 
is difficult to assess the magnitude of cumulative impacts to ‘ater quality in the lo‘er Ngalimbiu 
R iver. Not‘ithstandingb it is anticipated that surface ‘ater and sediments in the river ‘ill contain 
traces of the chemicals used on the plantations. During TR HDP constructionb ‘ater ‘ill become 
turbid due to sedimentcladen runoff draining the earth‘orks. This impact ‘ill combine ‘ith the 
impacts from oil palm fieldsb and ‘ill be more significant on days ‘ith high rainfallb ‘hen 
drainage ‘ater from the field ‘ill discharge pollutants into the Ngalimbiu R iver. 

Construction and operation of the TR HDPb ‘hen combined ‘ith logging activitiesb ‘ill generate 
cumulative impacts. These ‘ill be brought about because: 

 The presence of a ne‘ access road into the forest could make it easier for timber companies 
to access areas of standing timber than it is ‘ith the logging roads that presently e’ist; and 

 Construction of the access road ‘ill further degrade the state of disturbed forest in the areab 
as it ‘ill be easier to remove remaining trees. 

S elective logging has less impact on topsoil erosion than forest clearccutting. R egardless of the 
type of logging activityb the threat to ‘ater quality from current logging or past logging activities 
along Tina R iver is a realityb particularly at stream and river crossings.  

With the creation of the access roadb logging activities could intensify if no formal protection of 
the Tina R iver catchment is implemented. Increased logging could contribute to erosion or 
slope failureb and increased suspended sediment loading of the river. If this occurred upstream 
of the reservoirb it ‘ould speed up reservoir sedimentationb and impact aquatic life both in the 
reservoir and in the river do‘nstream. As documented in the Gold R idge E S IAb an increase of 
logging activities occurred as a result of improving road access around Gold R idge mine. 
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Gravel e’traction is likely to be the most important cause of current turbidity level in the 
Ngalimbiu R iver. Thereforeb during construction of the TR HDP damb there ‘ill be cumulative 
impacts on ‘ater quality. Operation of the dam ‘illb ho‘everb release clear ‘aterb thereby 
eliminating the cumulative impacts. 

 Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat and Biodiversity Loss 

Cumulative impacts of habitat and biodiversity loss ‘ill also be significant bet‘een the 
TR HDP (hydropo‘er) and GPPOL (oil palm) projects.  Ho‘everb unless the Gold R idge 
(mining) project e’pands ‘est‘ard into the Toni R iver catchment areab there is no spatial 
overlap andb thereforeb no cumulative impact ‘ith mining.  A portion of forest ‘ill be removed 
and a portion of the river system ‘ill be impounded to create the reservoir behind the dam. 
This is in addition to the significant habitat loss that occurred ‘hen the GPPOL operation 
e’panded its production to ne‘ “outcgro‘ers” ‘ho supply oil palm kernels from ne‘ satellite 
plantationsb and Gold R idge prospected onto ne‘ sites in central Guadalcanal. This ‘ill result 
in a net loss of habitats and biodiversity. 

Ho‘ the combination of the TR HDP and chemical contaminants discharged from the oil palm 
plantations into the Ngalimbiu R iver ‘ill affect fish and other aquatic life is difficult to assessb 
since most studies on herbicide to’icity are carried out using organisms that are not present in 
S olomon Islands (see Canadian Water Quality Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic Lifeb 
2012; Dinehart et al.b 2008; US DAb Forest S erviceb 2006; and US DAb Forest S erviceb 2004). 

The presence of the TR HDP dam ‘ill act as a barrier to sediment coming from upstream. 
Without mitigation in the form of periodic replenishment of do‘nstream bed loadb there ‘ill 
eventually be a net deficit in recruitment of sand and gravel into the Ngalimbiu R iver. S uch 
deficit may eventually lead to rivercbank erosion and may impact fish communities that rely on 
gravel for spa‘ning. Ho‘everb there is sufficient material present as bedcload and on river 
terraces in the middle and lo‘er reaches of the Tina R iver to provide for do‘nstream sediment 
recruitment for many decades to come. Any de‘atering and e’cavation or dredging of 
accumulated bed load sediments from the reservoir ‘ill further ameliorate any cumulative 
impacts over this time period. 

 Land Acquisition and Tenure 

A major cumulative environmental impact ‘ill be the land tenure change from customary land 
tenure to alienated land in the Core Area in addition to the land already alienated to GPPOL for 
the oil palm plantationsb and to Gold R idge Ltd.b for mine development. 

The process of land tenure alienation sometimes leads to land disputesb although the process 
follo‘ed for TR HDP has averted any serious disagreements. This situation remains prevalent 
on Guadalcanal ‘ithb for e’ampleb recent disputes at Gold R idge. Many of the lando‘ners of 
the TR HDP area are also lando‘ners of the Gold R idge mining sites. The disagreements over 
land ranges from land boundariesb to royalty paymentsb access rightsb tambu sites and even 
access to developed lands.   
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Tensions for land acquisition could flair as familiesb tribes and villages attempt to reconcile the 
customary land o‘nership ‘ith the government’s requirement for lando‘ners to be legally 
registeredb so that the developer can gain land access rights. In the process of acquiring landb 
identifying the la‘ful lando‘ners is usually difficultb sometimes leading to more conflict in the 
communityb and ongoing tensions amongst tribes and families. S ome disputes of land 
boundaries are many years oldb and have not been resolved sometimes due to a delay in 
process.  

Disputes over royalty payments for land accessb is the most common cause of disagreements. 
Where no clear guidelines and transparency of process is definedb it amounts to continuous 
tension and disruption of the development activities. This is the e’perience of both Gold R idge 
and GPPOL.  

R eclamation of alienated land is among the most challenging land issuesb the background of 
‘hich ‘as the recent civilcconflict ‘hich in part involved a request for alienated land on 
Guadalcanal to be returned to indigenous lando‘ners. At Gold R idgeb after the civilcconflictb 
some 400 relocated villagers returned to the mine area. Among themb 100 do not have 
recognizable claims to the land.  

 E mployment 

E mployment is among the most important benefits that all projects have brought to communities 
and lando‘ners on the Guadalcanal plains and the broader S olomon Islands. The development 
of the TR HDP ‘ould mean a ne‘ employment opportunity for communities in the project area.  

Postcconflict Guadalcanal has also been resistant to allo‘ing ‘orkers from other provinces to 
‘ork on development projects ‘ithin their province. This is a challenge that GPPOL and Gold 
R idge have had to addressb in particularb ‘hen skilled ‘orkers ‘ere needed.  

E mployment of nonclocal ‘orkers for jobs that could be done by locals could be a threat to the 
stability of activities. Gold R idge’s e’perience ‘ith the employment of F ijian security officers 
e’acerbated tensions and resulted in resentment by the communities ‘ithin the project area. 
GPPOLb on the other hand recently employed local contractors to provide security for its 
operationb ‘hich resulted in significant improvement of the company’s operations.  

 Food S ecurity 

The combination of three largecscale developments (hydrob oil palm and mining) could further 
increase the pressure on food security for many communities around the project site. Many of 
these communities are already supplying local produce to the GPPOL and Gold R idge ‘ork 
forcesb and TR HDP ‘ill be an additional one. The increasing dependence on the cash economy 
‘ill mean that most farmers could produce more to meet market demandsb ‘hich could mean 
more pressure on food security of the communities.   

 Challenges to Cultural and Traditional Practices 

The added pressure on traditional norms and cultural practices due to the presence of three 
largecscale developments ‘ill result in potential tensions and conflicts ‘ithin the project area.  
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E ’isting internal issues and tensions bet‘een communitiesb tribes and individuals created by 
e’isting activities nearby could spill over to affect TRHDP. Alsob issues relating to Gold R idge 
or GPPOL could spill over to affect the TR HDPb due to relationships of kinship and land shared 
among the people and communities. 

The pressures on traditional norms and cultures from the influence of “‘estern” and modern 
‘aysb ‘ill increase significantly as communities interact ‘ith those participating in the 
development activities. These interactions could be beneficial in terms of crossccultural 
interaction butb at other timesb ‘ill result in strains on projectcaffected communities.  It could be 
argued that Gold R idge is goneb and GPPOL is an e’ample of good practice that TRHDP is 
follo‘ingb so the cumulative impact if any is likely to be positive.  

 S ubstance Abuse and Increased Crime 

S ubstance abuse and alcohol related abuse are frequent among men ‘orking at both GPPOL 
and Gold R idge. This issue ‘as frequently raised during the Project social surveysb as ‘ell as 
during the F ebruary 2014 Mitigation Workshops. The main reason is that some men are unused 
to regularly receiving a cash salary and do not have the necessary e’perience to manage their 
money. Consulted communities fear that the TR HDP ‘ill be no e’ception. This is a challenge 
that the TRHDP ‘ill need to take seriouslyb to develop appropriate prevention measures. 
Alcohol and drug abuse result in domestic disputes and issues that threaten peace and 
harmony ‘ithin the communities. The e’perience is that many of the disputes are often started 
‘ith alcohol and drug abuse.  The relatively sudden availability of cash can also result in 
inappropriate and illegal social behaviourb ranging from petty crimes to criminal related 
activities.  

 Visual Intrusion 

The Guadalcanal Plains already have a very distinct visual impact due to the presence of oil 
palm. The GPPOL plantations and Gold R idge are highly visible from a distance. The TRHDP 
access road and the bycpassed river reach ‘ould create a significant additional visual intrusion 
to the areab reducing the natural visual amenity of the ‘hole area. The development of the dam 
and hydropo‘er station ‘ill also be distinct featuresb although they ‘ill only be visible to nearby 
observersb o‘ing to the steep topography. Already at night the GPPOL oil palm and Gold R idge 
mine projects emit light that can be seen at a distanceb and TR HDP ‘ill be an additional light 
source. To mitigate this impactb it is recommended not to light the dam at night during operationb 
or to use only lo‘ flu’ lighting if security lighting is required.  
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 Natural R esources Availability 

The three major projects c TR HDPb Gold R idge mines and GPPOL oil palm – have allo‘edb 
and ‘ill continue to allo‘b local communities to significantly improve their livelihoods. Although 
social challengesb such as land tenure issues and disruption of traditional ‘ays of lifeb are still 
presentb these projects contribute to positive changes to local communities. These projects also 
have a do‘nsideb insofar as improved livelihoods contribute to increased populationb ne‘ 
human settlements and demand for land. The projects ‘illb thereforeb contribute to increased 
pressure on natural resources such as ‘ildlifeb fishb and forest products. Increased population 
‘ill lead to degraded ‘ater qualityb primarily as measured by turbidity and coliform. There is 
also a risk that squatters ‘ill arrive on site and initiate land disputes ‘ith local villagers. Human 
settlement e’panding into previously forested areas could bring domestic animals that can 
become feralb and could open the path for invasive species. 

 Natural Hazards and Dam S afety 

Community consultations indicated a concern for dam safetyb particularly catastrophic dam 
failure that could send a ‘ave surging do‘n the Tina R iver valleyb destroying homes and taking 
lives as it inundated villages. The primary activity that ‘ould combine ‘ith the TR HDP to create 
a cumulative impact is timber harvesting in the upper catchment area of the Tina R iver.  The 
concern is related to commercial clearccuttingb as opposed to select harvesting as it is currently 
carried out.  C learccutting on steep slopes could e’pose fragile soilsb destabilise slopesb and 
result in floodingb landslides and debris flo‘s that could endanger the dam and reservoir.  If 
commercial timber harvesting ‘ere prohibited in the catchment upstream of the damb the 
potential cumulative impact ‘ould be mitigated and not significant. C ommercial timber felling 
of sloped land above 400m is currently not permitted under the relevant la‘ (Forest R esources 
and T imber Utilisation Act). Where this la‘ is enforced it ‘ill prevent commercial logging over 
the vast majority of the upper catchment area.  

 ME AS UR E S  FOR  ADDR E S S ING C UMULATIVE  IMPACTS  

Many cumulative impacts are related to land tenure issuesb ‘ater quality issuesb loss of 
biodiversity and economic gro‘th in the areab the latter of ‘hich is a positive impact. Most 
measures presented in this ES IA already address TR HDP’s contribution to cumulative impacts. 
Ho‘everb this section focuses specifically on additional means of addressing cumulative 
impacts.  

Addressing cumulative impacts requires measures that encompass a larger area of influence 
than that for the TR HDP on its o‘nb to reflect the spatial overlap of the projects and activities 
discussed above. S ince cumulative impacts are the result of projects or activities that are 
beyond the jurisdiction of any one project developer or operatorb they must by necessity involve 
the S IG along ‘ith the project staff. Three measures are proposed to address cumulative 
impacts. These include:  

1. The S olomon Islands Government (S IG) could create an interccommunity 
environmental and social action committee comprised of representatives of the 
governmentb affected communities and local industries.  
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6 The committee ‘ould need to include representatives of all communities in a 
defined area. It ‘ould meet on a regular basis to discuss the activities of the various 
industries ‘hose impacts on VE Cs overlap spatially and temporally. S ubjects of 
discussion ‘ould include ‘ater quality and environmental monitoring resultsb health 
and ‘ellbeing of communitiesb safety issuesb and other relevant topics. The 
committee ‘ould base its discussions on S takeholder E ngagement Plans of the 
various activities in the area. 

6 A constraint to the efficiency of such a committee is that the focus of discussions 
could be dra‘n into land o‘nership and royalty payment issues. 

6 Another constraint is that each community has its o‘n interests regarding 
industries. The oil palm industry mainly benefits do‘nstream communitiesb ‘hile 
TR HDP ‘ill likely benefit upstream communities. Discussions may be counterc
productive and may be hindered by community rivalry.  

6 The committee ‘ouldb thereforeb require a facilitator/mediator to ensure that 
discussions ‘ere focused on the common issues related to managing cumulative 
impacts and directing individual grievances from communities to specific industriesb 
lando‘ners and the governmentb to be dealt ‘ith outside the committee process.  

2. The S olomon Islands Government (S IG) could develop a Local S patial Development 
Plan for alienated and customary landsb to ensure good management of the rapid land 
development in the area:  

6 Many of the lands that ‘ill be utilized for both construction and operation of the 
TR HDP ‘ill be alienated from customary o‘nership. In additionb many lands in the 
area are still under indigenous o‘nership. A Local Spatial Development Plan for 
the project area ‘ould guide and manage the gro‘th of pericurban (i.e.b ruralcurban 
transition) areasb and set goals for good governance of land. The plan ‘ould aim 
at defining longcterm developments and a vision for the desired spatial form and 
structure of the areab to ensure that land use demands are ‘ell managed both 
socially and environmentally.  

6 S uch a plan ‘ould define strategies aimed at safeguarding environmental qualityb 
improving health and educationb and peoples’ livelihoods. For e’ampleb it ‘ould 
define biodiversity net‘orks and assess ecosystem values and services. 

6 S uch a plan ‘ould define area zoningb and restrict some land use in highly valued 
areas. 

6 S uch a plan ‘ould spatially coordinate and align public investmentb and provide 
policy guidance for decisioncmaking processes.  

6 A challenge to such a plan ‘ould be that there are both alienated lands and 
customary lands. Currently planning legislation does not e’tend national  
jurisdiction to planning controls on customary land. The S IG ‘ouldb thereforeb need 
to fully involve communities in spatial planning proceduresb and be adaptable and 
fle’ible. Ho‘everb given the difficulty in reaching agreement for land development 
in the areab and given indigenous land tenure conflicts (i.e.b Indigenous land 
identification process is lengthy)b and the limited capacity of the S IGb implementing 
such a plan may not be realistic.  

3. All industries in the area ‘ould cooperate to implement common actions: 

6 Local industries could create a fund to implement common actions for the benefit 
of communitiesb or could join to create a global community communication plan.    
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6 A major constraint to such a measure is that some activities in the area are 
unorganized andb thereforeb have no communication system.. This includes the 
timber harvesting and gravel e’traction industriesb neither of ‘hich are transparentb 
have a S takeholder Engagement Planb or a formal means of communicating ‘ith 
communities.   

In conclusionb many constraints limit the implementation of global actions to mitigate cumulative 
impactsb particularly the lack of capacity of the S IGb the mi’edcland tenure system in the areab 
and the lack of transparency of some local industries. S ince TR HDP ‘ill be located in the 
upstream area of the Tina R iver systemb mitigation measures designed for the Project ‘ill also 
address some of the cumulative impact issues.  

 L IMITATIONS  

The primary limitation in conducting the CIA ‘as the lack of available information on other 
reasonably foreseeable projects or activities that may have either a spatial or temporal overlap 
‘ith the TR HDP.  A second phase of the CIA is anticipated during project implementationb to 
focus in greater depth on the most pertinent VE Cs and e’plore possible management 
responses in more detail.  

 C ONCLUS IONS  ON C UMULATIVE  IMPAC TS  

A summary of the C IA analysis is presented in Table 14c3. 

Table 14c3 CIA summary 

Impacts of TRHDP 
Timber 

Harvesting 
GPPOL Oil 

Palm 
Gold R idge 

Mine 
Gravel 

E ’traction 

Decrease in slope stabilityb 
leading to increased soil 
erosionb and decreased 

‘ater quality during 
construction 

Lo‘ risk of 
cumulative 
impacts as 
long as no 

clear cutting 
are allo‘ed 
nearby Tina 

R iver 

High risk of 
cumulative 

impacts ifb in 
the futureb 

clear cutting is 
practiced 

nearby Tina 
R iver 

 

If ne‘ gold 
mines are 

e’ploited in 
the S PL 194b 
there is a high 

risk of 
cumulative 

impacts in the 
T ina/Ngalimbiu 

R iver 
Catchment 

Cumulative 
impacts along 
the Ngalimbiu 

R iver 
Disturbance to aquatic 

habitats and aquatic life 
during construction 

Aquatic 
habitat 

disturbance 
from 

drainage of 
the palm 

fields in the 
Ngalimbiu 

R iver 
Catchment 

Disturbance of ‘ater uses 
during construction 
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Impacts of TRHDP 
Timber 

Harvesting 
GPPOL Oil 

Palm 
Gold R idge 

Mine 
Gravel 

E ’traction 

Colonization by invasive 
species 

R isk of 
cumulative 
impacts if 
additional 

logging 
activities take 
place in the 

upstream area 
thanks to 
improved 
access 

Oil Palm 
has opened 
the ‘ay for 
plant and 

‘ildlife 
invasive 
species 

 

Habitat fragmentation    

Direct habitat and 
biodiversity loss 

Oil Palm 
has 

transformed 
some 

do‘nstream 
areas in 

monoculture 
fields 

 

Land R elated Issues Land dispute 

Land tenure 
alienation 
and land 
dispute 

Land tenure 
alienation and 
land dispute 

Land dispute 

E mployment 
Creation of 

noncqualified 
employment 

Creation of 
nonc

qualified 
and 

qualified 
employment 

Creation of 
noncqualified 
and qualified 
employment 

Creation of 
noncqualified 
employment 

F ood security pressure  

Increased 
pressure on 

food 
security 

Increased 
pressure on 
food security 

 

Challenges to cultural and 
traditional practices 

 

Added 
pressure on 
traditional 
norms and 

cultural 
practices 

Added 
pressure on 
traditional 
norms and 

cultural 
practices 

 

S ubstance abuse and 
increased criminal activities 

S ubstance 
abuse and 

alcohol related 
abuse among 

men 

S ubstance 
abuse and 

alcohol 
related 
abuse 

among men 

S ubstance 
abuse and 

alcohol related 
abuse among 

men 

 

Visual intrusion 
Degradation of 

landscape 
quality 

Degradation 
of 

landscape 
quality 

Degradation of 
landscape 

quality 

Degradation of 
landscape 

quality 
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Impacts of TRHDP 
Timber 

Harvesting 
GPPOL Oil 

Palm 
Gold R idge 

Mine 
Gravel 

E ’traction 

Degraded ‘ater quality 
S uspended 

solids release 
due to logging 

Herbicides 
and 

fertilizers 
pollution in 
both ‘ater 

and 
sediment in 
Ngalimbiu 

R iver 

Turbidityb 
metal and 

heavy metal 
pollution in 

both ‘ater and 
sediment in 
Matepono 

R iver and in 
the 

Tina/Ngalimbiu 
R iver 

Catchment if 
S PL 194 is 
developed 

Major increase 
of turbidity in 

the 
Tina/Ngalimbiu 

R iver 
Catchment 

Pressures on natural 
resources availability 

Improved 
livelihoods – 

leads to 
increased 

population and 
related  

increased 
pressures on 

land and 
availability of 

natural 
resources 

Improved 
livelihoods – 

leads to 
increased 
population 
and related  

increased 
pressures 

on land and 
availability 
of natural 
resources 

Improved 
livelihoods – 

leads to 
increased 

population and 
related  

increased 
pressures on 

land and 
availability of 

natural 
resources 

 

Natural hazards and dam 
safety 

Removal of 
forest 

upstream of 
damb leading 

to floodsb 
landslides and 

debris flo‘s 
that could 

threaten the 
dam 
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 E FFE CTS  OF  THE  E NVIRONME NT ON THE  PR OJ E CT  
People in most riverside communitiesb especially ‘omenb e’pressed concern about potential 
failure of the dam and the devastating consequences that ‘ould result from a sudden release 
of ‘ater stored in the reservoir. This concern is related to the effects that cyclonesb 
earthquakes and/or landslides could have on the Project.  S ome members of the community 
suggested that to avoid such risksb all riverside villages should be relocated to higher ground. 
Ho‘everb the TR HDP PO does not believe that this is a required course of actionb given that 
the project ‘ill be designed to ‘ithstand the various impacts of the environment on the 
Projectb as discussed belo‘. 

 IMPAC TS  OF  S E IS MIC  E VE NTS  
As noted in S ection 5.5.2b the damsite is located in an area of significant seismicity (GeoR isk 
S olutionsb 2012)b and large earthquakes are common. Fourteen earthquakes having a 
magnitude of greater than 7.5 have been recorded in the S outh S olomon trench since 1900 
including a 7.8 magnitude earthquake in December 2016.  

A series of reports have been undertaken to assess seismicity risks and incorporate these 
into design. The S eismology R esearch Centre undertook a Seismic Hazard Assessment of 
the Project in December 2014. This assessment included an e’amination of historical 
seismological datab and identified peak ground acceleration (PGA) and horizontal and vertical 
seismic cocefficients. 

A severe earthquake can have a direct impact on a dam by causing it to fail.  To mitigate this 
potentially significant environmental affect on the Projectb the damb headrace tunnelb 
po‘erhouse and associated po‘er generation equipment ‘ill be designed to sustain an 
Operating Base E arthquake (OBE ) (Annual R eturn Period 1 in 500 years) and to ‘ithstand a 
Ma’imum Design E arthquake MDE  (Annual R eturn Period 1 in 10b000 years). An MDE  
means that the dam can suffer significant damage and movements but ‘ill not collapse and 
cause an uncontrolled release of the reservoir ‘ater. These design stipulations are 
incorporated into the earthquake design requirements of the Minimum Functional 
S pecificationsb forming an anne’ure to the PPA bet‘een the Developer and S olomon Po‘er. 

Table 15c1 – Peak Ground Acceleration and S eismic Cocefficientsb Dam S afety Advisory Panel R eportb 
March 2016 

R eturn Period  PGA (g)  Horizontal Seismic  
Coefficient (kh)  

Vertical Seismic 
Coefficient (Kv)  

145 (OBE )  0.179  0.12  0.08  

475 (DBE )  0.286  0.19  0.13  

10b000 (MDE )  0.678  0.45  0.30  

 

 

The Developer has compiled a Geotechnical Design R evie‘ R eport ‘hich sets out the 
geotechnical conditions and design criteria that they intend to use for the Project’s outline 
design. This documentb together ‘ith the Geotechnical Baseline R eport for Construction 
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(GBR cC)b stipulate the design measures proposed to meet the OBE  and MDE seismic risk 
requirements.  

The Dam S afety Advisory Panelb engaged in accordance ‘ith World Bank OP 4.37b has 
revie‘ed the relevant reportsb including the S eismic Hazard Assessmentb Geotechnical 
Design R evie‘ R eport and GBR cC  and has prepared recommendations to be incorporated 
into final design in the Dam S afety Panel Advisory R eportb March 2016. The design 
requirements include: 

 foundation e’cavations for diversion conduit to take place on the left bank ‘here the 
bedding dip of the sandstone/conglomerate is into the abutment; and 

 
 R CC concrete compressive strength to be not less than 10c15MPa to prevent cracking 

during an OBE.  
 

The Dam S afety Advisory Panel ‘ill continue to revie‘ design iterationsb and final designb in 
accordance ‘ith the dam safety management plans under WB OP 4.37b discussed further in 
the Environment and Social Management P lan – C hapter 13.In the event of an earthquake 
occurringb a post quake assessment ‘ould be undertaken of all components of the project to 
ensure they are structurally and functionally sound. In the unlikelihood that quake damage 
occurred to the damb the reservoir ‘ould be lo‘ered to ensure no additional strain ‘as placed 
on the structure and a full assessment ‘ould be carried out to identify measures required to 
remedy any engineering concerns. 

A severe earthquake could also adversely affect po‘er generationb by causing s‘itches to be 
automatically thro‘n in the s‘itchyardb and transmission line pylons to fall over. Whilst this 
‘ould be a significant inconvenience to Guadalcanal for the period of time it ‘ould take to 
affect repairsb it ‘ould not present a threat to the safety of villagers residing in the 
do‘nstream communities. 

Indirect impacts associated ‘ith an earthquake event include triggering landslides or mass 
‘asting. This is discussed in S ection 15.2. An earthquake could also cause trees to topple 
over and block the access roadb or knock out the transmission line.  

 L ANDS LIDE S  AND DE BR IS  F LOWS  
Landslides and debris flo‘s triggered by earthquakesb floods undermining toe of slopesb ‘ind 
thro‘n trees losing root cohesion and e’posing soils to ‘aterclogging  

As noted in S ection 5.5.1b a significant number of landslides occur ‘ithin the Tina R iver 
catchmentb particularly on the steeper slopes. Ho‘everb they remain relatively small (100m3 
to 200m3)b and are primarily associated ‘ith rockslides along bedding planes. Other slope 
failures are located in the upstream end of the proposed reservoirb in S uta Volcanics.  Debris 
flo‘s are also a feature of the upper ‘atershedb and are caused ‘hen boulders and logs that 
are trapped in steep gullies or streams are suddenly mobilised due to a flash flood or small 
head‘all landslide being released in the upper reach of the stream during a major rainfall 
event. 

According to E ntura (2014)b large landslides can have a detrimental effect on the dam and its 
reservoir if they occur near the damb or if the landslide causes ‘ave propagation that could 
overtop the damb ‘hich is a particular concern for earthfill dams.  The TR HDP dam ‘ill be an 
R CC dam ‘ith an open spill‘ay.  Thereforeb the risk of overtopping is not an issueb due to the 
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solid concrete construction and the open spill‘ay design that ‘ould pass a landslide 
propagated ‘aveb should a landslide of significant mass enter the reservoir. 

Like‘iseb debris flo‘s that enter the Tina R iver upstream of the dam as a result of cyclone 
generated rainfall delugeb are unlikely to affect the dam or the do‘nstream po‘erhouseb 
providing that the fish screens are in place over the po‘er intakeb to prevent entrainment of 
floating ‘oody debris entering the reservoir from debris flo‘sb into the headrace tunnelb as 
this material could damage the turbine runner blades. 

Not‘ithstanding the aboveb E ntura (2014) has suggested that design of the dam and 
construction planning should assess the risk of remobilizing e’isting landslides during 
construction ‘ork. They note that largecscale landslides are unlikely to directly affect the dam. 

 IMPAC TS  OF  S E VE R E  WE ATHE R  OR  C LIMATE  R E L ATE D 

E VE NTS  
Depending on ho‘ global climate change is manifested in the Solomon Islandsb it is possible 
that one of three effects ‘ill be felt: 1) no significant change to the pattern and volume of 
rainfall ‘ithin the region (status quo); 2) increasing frequency of severe tropical cyclones and 
rainfall events; and 3) reduced frequency and magnitude of rainfall patterns that by present 
standards ‘ould be considered “drought” conditions. 

 S tatus Quo Weather and Climate Conditions  

As noted in S ection 5.6b the Tina R iver is a single channel meandering river. It has a torrential 
behavior ‘ith regular flash floods. High rainfall events generate periodic flash floodsb and 
debris flo‘s. These events are unlikely to have any direct impact on the dam or associated 
po‘er generation facilities. The open spill‘ay ‘ill pass flood‘atersb and the fish screens on 
the po‘er intake ‘ill prevent debris from entering the headrace tunnel and turbines. 

 C yclonesb S evere R ainfall E vents and F loods 

As noted in S ection 5.4b the project area is subject to periodic cyclone events. In May 1986b 
cyclone Namu contributed 1200mm of rainfall over a period of a fe‘ daysb causing rivers to 
overflo‘ their banks. Water depth at the project site ‘as said to be 7m. The floods and 
mudflo‘s precipitated by Cyclone Namu reshaped the course of the Tina R iver. 

The primarly affect of a cyclone on the Project is the e’tremely high rainfall that ‘ould fall ‘ithin 
the catchment areab generating flash floodsb debris torrents andb potentiallyb landslide events.  
The R CC  dam ‘ill incorporate an open spill‘ay feature ‘hich ‘ill be capable of passing a 
1:10b000 year flood event ‘ithout any threat to the dam or its facilities.  As the spill‘ay does 
not have gates or stoplogsb flood‘aters ‘ill pass over the lip of the spill‘ay unimpeded. 

S ignificant flooding ‘ould have the potential to cut off immediate access to the dam due to 
the likelihood that roads ‘ould be flooded or ‘ashed out. Due to the small size of the 
reservoirb it ‘ould not have any flood attenuation capacity to mitigate floods generated by 
high rainfall patterns that accompany a cyclone.  


